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When the Inland Empire Tv News is there,
then so are You!
Inland Empire
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Inland Empire
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Inland Empire
sports

Inland Empire
susiness
Plus

Looking Inland, Weather, and a Weekly Restaurant Review.

The Inland Empire Tv News can be seen on
Com cast Cable and KZKI-TV.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY AT 7AM.
.. Please check your local cable list1ngs for the flme. day and channel in your area.
or tum to KZKI Channel 30 on UHFI
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CPUC OFFERS ELECTRIC
RESTRUCTURING
PROPOSALS FOR COMMENT
aliforma Public Ut1llt1es
Comru1ssion
(CPL C)
President Daniel W Fessler
and ( ommissioners P. Gregory
Conlon and Henry M. Duque propose to restructure California\ elcctnc industry by "virtual dnect
<Kcess" through a voluntan wholesale pool. Retail co;.petit10n
through physical, bilateral contracts
could not start sooner than two wars
after the pool bcgms.
•
Commissioner Jess1e J.
Knight Jr., on the other hand, adVIses offering consumers a choice
through clear and duect access,
whereby a customer can enter
d1rectly into an 10dividual agreement wllh a power producer.
Find10g the best way to
reform the state's $20 billion power
market 10 order to lower electricity
pnccs is the aim of public hearings
set for this summer in the Inland
Empire
The commiSSIOn has postponed its final vote on the matter.
allowing extra lime for public comment
'->orne state lawmakers in
the km'"'· however, say the final
decisiOn actually rests w1th the
Legislature. Commlsslllners ins1st
they'll work \\lth the l.eg1slature.
governor, other western JUrisdictions and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commis.sion (H:RC) to
expedite the restructunng.
And, California utilities
themselves arc split on ho"' they'd
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Resources and Penskc Speedways,
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land

arnund the old steel m1ll-which
employed l\.000 10 its heyday

up phase that could cost $50 million
and take eight year.;.
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Pamela Catlett, spokeswoman for
Kaiser Resources, simply said,

is slated to open carl) 10 1997

fig-

the thorough, multimll-

"We're really focusing on redevelopment."
Over lis 25-year hfe, the
redevelopment project is geared to
rmse $30 m1llion. The revenues generally arc denved from property tax

Inland Empire Communities Served by cable
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value 10creases resulting from new
construction.
More cleaning work K!llscr
plans to complete by 19% includes

Other Communities Served by cable

r

digg10g tar out of three abandoned
coke-milling p1ts to sell as fuel to
cement companies. and removing
steel-production v. astes from an
unlined, 20-acre slag pile Cahfurni.1
Steel faces Similar ta b where tox1c
sludge waste was dumped into
unhned pits.
Count) and K111srr officmls,
though, s111l see a very bnght hght ,,t

(pog~

7)

At Deadline

H

inting of heing a long step
closer to fulfilling a 10-year
local quest, U.S Secretary
of Transportatton Fedenco Pena
promised federal fund10g to help
expand the passenger terminal space
at Ontano International Airport.
"The federal government
docs intend to fund the terminal project," Pena told United Parcel
Senflce executives. Pena said that he
recently met with Ln.s Angeles
~1a)(lr R1chard Rwrdan on a fundmg package for a nev. terminal
bulld10g, hut added that no specific
tlmehne for a project cash flow wa~

'eL
'!be a1r of unccrtuinty likely
comes a~ no surprise to the Inland
Empire's close "ON'!" obscn·ers,
who h:1ve seen the tem1inal project
tangled in red tape for a det-ade
At deadline, for example,
ongoing negotiations contmued
regardmg how much auhnes to be
housed 1n the planned term1nal
m1ght pay m shanng the $175 million cnn.;tructlon cost. Abo up m the
air ts the amount of federul fundmg
that will actually matenalize for the
project.
The
Lo~
Angeles
Department of Atrport>., owner of
Ol'.'T, has agreed to authorize a bond

the end of the cleanmg tunnel.

For advertising opportunities, call (909) 391-1015
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"Education makes a people easy to lead, but difficult to drive; easy
to govern, but impossible to enslave." Baron Henry Brougham
1-llOO-G \S-2000.

TheBeatks
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Hennan•s Hermits

About the Cover

Simon 4 Gatfunkel

Jan4Dean

Temp121ions

Rlghcrous Brothers

Along with the usual glory brought by the early-summer
climate, residents throughout the Inland Empire might foresee a chilling autumn on the horizon. The reason is the
recent exodus of the two nearest professional football franchises - the Los Angeles Rams to St. Lou1s, and the Los
Angeles Raiders to Oakland. Farewell, old friends. (Cover
art is by Kelly Akins of South Laguna). &
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Commentary
Should Orange County be Bailed
Out?

would have "Go bankrupt, get a mand<lte
relief."
A look at some specific proposab for relief to Orange County will help
demonstmte the unfunded mandate situation. For example, ABRxx would void
"maintt:nance of effon" (MOE) requiremt:nts for Orange County in a numbl!r of
area~. (MOE requirement-; force rounn~
to rontinue to ~pend money ba~ on
some arhitrarily cha-.en pre•iOll~ level,
even where a new state progmm impos-ing the MOE requirement ~ no1 fully
funded by the state.) Getting rid of MOE
requirements on all st.ate-{)rdered rounty
piograrn.~ would he a welrome change;
allowing Onmge County only to have this
break would he tembly shon-sighted.
Similarly, but perhaps more significantly, ABRxx would waive the state
requirement that rounties provide medical care to all residenl~ otherwise unable
to pay for their own care. but for Orange
C.ounty only. This requirement ro;ts San
Bernardino County million.~ of dollars
annually, and is perhap; the main motivating factor in our rounty's effon to
build a new rounty medical center, costing hundreds of millions of dollars.
Without getting into all the pros and ron.~
of that project, it suffices here to point out
that were San Bernardino County also
relieved from thi.~ mandate, it is likely that
the new Medical Center project would be
quickly scrdpped. It is abo likely that no
state legislator would ever have pro~
such mandate relief had Orange County's
bankrupcy nol occurred
AB9xx deal~ with a different,
but al<;O very reali.'&le in the relatiorNJ.ip.
between California rounties and the stale.
Thi.~ bill would change tax di.'itnbution
formulas to eliminate Onmge County's

B) !..my V.hlkcr,
Sdn B.:mard""' Cbunt) Sup.:r-......:r

TI

que-;tion of whether Onmge
oonty should be hailed out rai-;c,
again the i.'iSUe of the fiikmL;al vtability of all counties in the State of
California.
Onmge County filed hankruptcy a~ a direct result of investment practire. that at best were irre,;pon.,ible and
unfoqpvahle. Neverthele;..->, the larger
L'iSUe facing California L~ the c:ata'ilrophe
facing all California rounties while loading more unfunded mandates on those
government agencies. The Onmge
County situation may look unrelated, but
an examination of the propa;ab being
made to solve it will show otherwi.~.
Of rourse.. any suggestion of
transferring state tax dollars directly to
pay off Onmge County's staggering
investment IO&-;es would be (and should
be) hooted out of the rooin. However, the
legislative proposals that have been presented in Sacramento are more romplex.
Rather than ask for more money, many of
them a'ik for less required action by
Onmge County-mandate relief, in other
WOnK

The question berornes, then, no1
whether Onmge County should be given
relief from onerous state mandates, but
why the other 57 counties in the state
should nol share in the relief. To give
Orange County exclll'iive relief from a
statewide problem becall~ i.ncredlbly
irresponsible investment prnctices drove
them over the financial edge would be
like reworking the old anti<rime slogan.
lnslead of "Use a gun, go to prison," we

(COfllinuedonpage 12)
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Editorial

I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Donald Ecker

'

Editorial
s a business journal, _we
rarely cover sporttng
events.
As a regional publication
that realizes which side of the
bread has our butter, we scarce! y
ever use the editortal page to take
on issues beyond the scope of the
Inland Empire.
And then, along came
Daryl Strawberry. Again. And,

A
again.

In case your view of the
sports world is even more narrow
than, say, our own coverage of
fads and fashion overseas,
Strawberry is a major league
baseball player. And, that's exactly what goaded us into devoting
editorial space to him and the
United States of America's socalled "national" pastime.
Daryl Strawberry cut a
deal with irrepressible team
owner George Steinbrenner to
perform this seaso n for the New
York Yankees. Cutting deals, you
see, is possibly getting to be old
hat for Strawberry. It's been just a
few months since Daryl negotiated with federal prosecutors, who
pursued him for not paying
income tax on earnings from
appearances at baseball card
shows, autograph signings and
such.
Similar charges caused
baseball legend Pete Rose to do
time, and still serve to help keep
him from enshrinement in baseball's Hall of Fame .
Media across the country
implied in news reports that
Strawberry sang like the proverbial canary to avoid spending any
time behind bars.
Around that same time,
Strawberry got himself bounced
out of the grand old game of
baseball for failing one of his
periodic drug tests. As most fans
of baseball and/or urinalysis have
come to learn, such tests are
required of players with a jaded
past when it comes to proven
drug use.
Letting Daryl Strawberry
return to the limelight of major
league baseball-especially so
quickly and easily-sends the
wrong message to America's
youth. We wish you all the success in the world, Daryl, and
we'll say a prayer that life turns

out to be the best game you ever
play.
But, please, get a job better suited to a non-role model
such as yourself.

State's Gamble
Desert Hot Springs voters
tn November, 1992 approved
cardroom gambling for their city,
using the time-honored democratic process. In good ol' Amencan,
Johnny-on-the-spot, early-birdgets-the-worm style, Los Angeles
developer Chong Gil Lee immediately filed an application to
operate a cardroom in a resort
hotel there.

"Similar charges
caused baseball legend Pete
Rose to do time, and still
serve to help keep him from
enshrinement in baseball's
Hall of Fame... "

Then, the gaming division
of s tat e Attorney General Dan
Lungren's office denied Lee's
application, and two-and-a-half
years later, the matter's still
unsettl ed.
The lack of action by
Lungren's office is a t errible
example for government to set.
The state gaming people
believe that Lee submitted fraudulent vouchers and invoices to
obtain a construction lo311. Lee
insists he's on the up-a nd-up. and
has charged that Lungren 's footdragging is based on racial discrimination.
In a law suit, Lee maintains that the law requires a deci sion on the permit within six
months of filing the application.
We're not lawyers, but apparently
that ·s the case.
At
any

rate,

Big

Government, more than any of us,
should strive to follow the law to
the letter. If there's a cloud of
mystery that to many people
seems to shroud the state's impropriety, Mr. Lee, you and I all
deserve an explanati011.
As soon as possible.•

l>y Mark Zclmer

success for the firm you founded?

A closer look...

first glance, success seems
o have come easily for
onald Ecker.
At the young, corporateworld age of 49, the effervescent
Ecker already has spent more than a
decade as managing partner, Inland
Empire division of Ernst & Young,
the nation's second-largest accounting firm. Before that, he and a partner ran a lucrative Riverside-based
accountmg busmess that Ecker
founded in 1978. According to
Ecker, JOb offers from stx of the socalled "Big Eight" accounting firms
were on hts table as soon as he
stepped into the business world from
college.
In hts Close-Up interview,
however, Ecker revealed some of the
twists and turns on his path up the
corporate ladder.
The interview came on the
heels of a June merger that umted
New York-based Ernst & Young
with real estate accountmg spectahst
Kenneth Leventhal & Co. of Los
Angeles. Ernst & Young had revenue
of $2.5 billion in 1994, while
Leventhal, the lOth-largest accountmg firm in the U.S., reported $195
million in revenue

The secret was to hire the
right people. /like to hire
people who have a strong will
to improve themselves.

IEBJ:
Does the merger
with Leventhal affect Ernst &
Young 's Inland E mpire operations?
Ecker: A<o a direct result of
the merger, we just received two of
the more prestigious accounts in the
Inland Empire. As for personnel, the
effects won't be felt as dramatically
here as they will be at some other
offices in Southern California, such
as Century City. I don ' t expect any
major changes, although some people will have reassigned responsibilities.
On the national level, the
merger fits in with our 100-year-old
firm's .strategy to maintain and
enhance its operations. Leventhal
hao; fine expertise in the real estate
business, an area in which we're
already extremely large and have

Family: Wife, Dianne, daughter,
Knstmc; son, Scott
Education: Accounting degree at
Califorma State Polytechmc
Universtty, Pomona
Hobbies:
Golf; reading selfimprovement books; working out
four times a week.
Last Book Read:
"The
Rammaker" by John Gnsham

Ecker: The secret was to
hne the right people. I told them not
to come to work for me if they only
planned on staymg six to eight
months or so. I like to htre people
who have a strong will to improve
themselves. And, I have a very low
tolerance for anyone who isn't completely ethical.

I learned early on that I don 't
like to work in any environ-

Name: Donald Ecker
Position:
Managing partner,
Ernst & Young LLP, Riverside

targeted for growth world-wtde
IEBJ: What's the most difficu It part of gomg through a merger?
Ecker: This is the third one
I've been through, and, from my
expenence, changes m personnel
can be the most painful. As a result
of the merger that formed Ernst &
Young, for Instance, I lost my founding partner. He simply dectded he
had to go his own way, based on his
own principles. I also personally had
to close our Riverstde County office.
IEBJ: Losing your on gina!
partner in busmess must have hurt .
Ecker: Yes _. even though
he and I are still good friends. In my
career, it was one of the hardest
things to deal with.
You know, we were never
on a mission (with the original
accounting practice) to merge with
any of the Big Eight. In fact, other
firms were chasing us, and we
always resisted. We said "no" to the
Ernst firm three times. But, we also
saw the day coming when our clients
would outgrow us.
IEBJ:
What about your
position as the managing partner
here- is this the "dream job" you
always wanted?
Ecker: In 1978, I started
out with one of the Big Eight
(accounting firms) in Los Angeles. It
wasn't long, though, before I decid-

Quote: "It's always wase to have
mentors in your life. You'll find
that you eventually outgrow each
one of them, but you should
always have some."

ed to improve my lifestyle by coming back to the Inland Empire. That's
when I started Ecker & Bigby, based
m Riverside.
IEBJ: What prompted you
to start your own busmess?
Ecker: I learned early on
that I don't like to work in any environment where I don't have control
of my own destmy. I love posiltons
of authority to carry out my dreams.
I'm an entrepreneur who needs to be
a managmg partner, not just a line
partner.
I also have always had a
strong desire to deliver high-quality
service. My personal feeling is that a
lot of the firms today don't really listen to their clients. I think people
really want that.

ment where I don 't have control of my own destiny. I love
positions of authority to carry
out my dreams.

IEBJ: What values did your
parents msllll m you?
Ecker: I rememher my parents as bemg terrific people, neither
of whom graduated high school.
They taught me a lot about the value
of being down to earth.
My father ran his own cherry ranch in Cherry Valley, and he
also was a painting contractor. He
taught me to be polite, without ever
giving me an allowance. At the age
of five, I had a paint hrush m my
hand.
My mother passed awa}
three years ago. She was a Quaker
with deep-seated moral and ethical
values. She always said, "Live you r
dreams."
IEBJ: What are your goals?

IEBJ: Was there a "trigger"
event to your leaving the major firm
you started out with?
Ecker: At age 28, I wa~ in
a meeting one day with all of the
partners. It dawned on me that they
were continually wasting too much
time arguing about their own internally-focus matters, such as who
plays golf with whom, who sits
where, and so on.
I went home and told my
wife, Dianne, that I'd really like to
start my own firm, but, at the same
time, I was scared by the idea. She
looked me in the eyes and calmly
said, "We'll make it."
IEBJ: What was the key to

Ecker: I always want to be
involved in the business world's
vision and leadership. I also enjoy
serving on task forces that delve into
various significant subjects. In the
late 1980s, for example, I chaired a
national research project on how
physicians would function in the

1990s.
IEBJ: What are some of the
main problems facing today's
accounting executive?
Ecker:
Accountants of
today must always look toward the
future . Also, they have to find the
proper balance in their lives for community, job, and family.•

JULY 1995
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(Contmued from Page 3)

like to compete.
Pacific Gas & Electric, with
greater generating capacity, favors a
direct access system. Most other
Southern California power companies favor the pooling approach.
The various proposals cap an
effort that the Commission started in
April 1992 to asses.~ the changing
electric services mdustry. April 1994
marked an initial proposal to restructure the industry to give customers a
choice among competing providers
by replacing cost-of-service regulation \\>ith performance-based regulalion.
At any rate, competitionof viewpoint~. at lea<;t-is shaping a
dynamic state electric industry
where large buyers now can generate their O\\> n power and or negotiate
price contracts for power with utilities and non-utility suppliers
Californian" pay an average of 10.2S
cent.' KWh of electricity, almost 50
percent higher than the national
average.
The Commission seeks to
restructure the industry to foster
lo\\> er electric rates for all customer
classes, and to replace tmditional
cost-of-service utilit) regulation
with performance-based regulation.
The CommissiOn makes a point
of reaffirming Its commitment to

/~
Inn ~

~

continued safe, reliable, environmentally sensitive service available
to all consumers in a restructured
industry. It al~o mtend~ to implement restructuring m a way that honors past commitments, prO\ 1des utilities with the opportunit) to earn fair
profit, and does not compromise
utility financial integrity.

THE MAJORITY VIEW
(C'omm">~On~r

Fc,.lcr. Conlon and Duque)

The Commissuon maJonty
prefers a policy that would use competition through a wholesale power
pool, with virtual direct acces.~ to
lower rates for all consumers. The
pool is expected to begin not later
than January 1997. After two years,
if jurisdictional and marketing
power issues are resolved and transition cost recovery mechanisms are
in place. retail consumers would be
able to buy electricity directly from
specific generators. The CPUC
would
use
performance-based
ratemaking for services not subject
to competition.
While Commissioners favor a
svstem such as that, a similar one
oj,erating in England and Wales ha~
been criticized for an inherent fla\\
of market domination by two large
generation companies for limiting
competition and producing high
prices in the "horizontal" market.&

Cafe Califomia
(909) 983 360-1

At Alberhill

(Conunued from Pag<' 3)
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Rent Control Bill: Too Logical to Ignore, Too
Overdue to Deny
by John H. Pnngle

T

he late historian Arnold
Toynbee 's observation that
his colleagues tended to
"illustrate rather than correct the
ideas of the communities within
which they live and work" is occasionally used to characterize elected
officials and their constituents. That
is, perhaps we accurately diagnose
problems, but rarely agree on, much
less come up with, solullons.
But on May 23, on the floor
of the California Senate, that assessment no longer rang true. Elected
officials started makmg some real
history for California commumlles
by passmg out of the Senate SB 1257
(Costa)-the rent control hm!lallons
bill too tough to kill, too logical to
1gnore and too overdue to deny.
This was the first lime m 17
years that a hill designed to approach
the hot-button issue of rent control
with common sense was viewed in its
proper context By offenng reasonable and logical limitations on rent
control, SB 1257 will help assure that
properties are adequately maintained,
and will help spark economic growth.
What SB 1257-sponsored
by the California Apartment
Association, Californ1a Association
of Realtors and California Housing
Council-does not do may be as significant as what it accomplishes. It
does not bar a California community
from enacting rent control ordinances, despite what its opponents
may suggest.
Instead, the bill says that
whatever local ordinances are
already on the books, or about to be
enacted. need to meet three moderating criteria: vacancy decontrol (as
enforced in the cities of Los Angeles,
San Francisco and San Jose); exemptions for new construction; and
exemptions for single-family rental
homes.
In essence, the bill erases
vacancy control
(also called
"extreme" or "continuous" rent control), which prohibit-; rental property
owners from raising the rent on a voluntarily vacated apartment.
This is important, because
when owners are stymied in their
efforts to keep investments profitahle, they're far less likely to sink
additional money into maintaining
their properties, or even keeping

them on the market. Predictably, they
look elsewhere for investment
options that are less troublesome.
However, since SB 1257
removes the major fiscal bamer of
extreme rent control, it will encourage many of the state's developers to
build more affordable housing.
A number of studies hased
on comparing U.S Census data from

What SB 1257...does not do
may be as significant as
what it accomplishes. It does
not bar a California community from enacting rent control ordinances, despite what
its opponents may suggest.

1980 and 1990 have shown that when
local ordinances reqUire extreme rent
control, the number of available
rental units m that geographic region
decrease. This can have a chilling
effect on economically disadvantaged renters-the very people whom
extreme rent control has long been
touted as benefiting. These include
the disabled, female-headed households, ethnic households, students
and senior citizens.
That's called gentrification.
and it's not a pretty picture.
At a time when businesses
and
municipalities
throughout
California are trying to revitalize
state and local economies, this bill
makes a great deal of sense. It neither
penalizes nor rewards anyone; yet, it
can benefit nearly everyone.
Even Toynbee would be
pleased. Finally, here is a measure
that corrects, rather than merely illustrates, a community need.

John H. Pringle is presidem
of the California Apartment
Association (CAA) and senior vice
president and general manager of
Maxim Property Management in San
Mateo. Together with its 24 local
affiliated associations, CAA represents owners and managers of more
million rental units
than 1.5
statewide.&

Landlord Lobby Attacks Tenants in Capitol,
on State Ballot
by Dave Henne;sy

aliforma's landlords have
their si~hts firmly r_rained on
tenants rent protec!IorL~.
After nearly two years of
failure, the powerful real estate lobby
is moving a bill for state pre-emption
of local rent control authority. They
also have placed an initiative on the
March, 1996 state ballot to pre-empt
local mobile home rent controls.
Rent controls have worked to
protect vulnerable senior and lowmcome residents from being driven
out of their homes and communities.
Now, semors might be faced with
rental increases ranging from $70 to
$300 a month. The main beneficiaries-besides landlords-would he
the eviction and repos.~ession agencies!
Senate Bill 1257 (Costa)
would allow landlord~ m many Cities
to raise rents up to 50 percent over the
next three years. It would permanently end rent-increase protectiorL~ for
more than 100,000 units statewide.
SB 1257 removes rent controls from
all single-family homes, condomimums, duplexes, triplexes and other
such unit~.
Every so often, our initiative
process is used to try to fool voters
into approving a measure that masquerades as its opposite. Such measure will face voters statewide next
March. A well-heeled special interest
is trying to line its pockets by pulling
the wool over voters' eyes. I'm referring to the so-called "rental a-;sistance'' initiative, which would
accomplish the opposite of what it
pretends.
Rather than provide rental
a<;sistance, the initiative would phase
out more than 100 local rental a~sis
tance ordinances now in place, and
prohibit local voters or elected officials from providing meaningful
rental assistance in the future. People
who care about truth, faimes.o; and the
well-being of senior citizen homeowners should vigorously oppose this
political fraud. Already, a dozen
newspapers and groups such as the
American A"sociation of Retired
Persons and the Ca.lifomia Council of
Churches have opposed it.
Inability to pay exorbitant
rent increases is forcing low-income
families and senior citizens to abandon one of their last affordable home
ownership opportunities-mobile
homes. Seniors living on fixed

C

incomes are losing their dream of
having quiet, golden years with stable
housing costs to spiraling rental
charges for spaces in mobile home
parks.
Mobile home parks used to
be quiet hideaways for those retirees
who could afford to purchase a
mobile home. Younger families and
low-income households also partially
fulfilled their dream by huying a
mobile home. But rents for spaces in
parks have escalated dramatically as
investors from other states and
nations have joined domestic
investors in a quest for "tripling of
investment in seven years," as one
investor solicitation put 1!.

The business community should oppose this raid
on senior citizens' monthly
Incomes. Extra dollars for
landlords, many of whom are
absentee property owners, Is
money that won't be spent In
local businesses. Let's not
reward greed and fraud.

The so-called rental a~sis
tance initiative would void local government controls on skyrocketing
rents for mobile home park spaces. It
would prohihit jurisdictiorL~ from acting to protect vulnerable low-income
and elderly households from rent
gouging.
The initiative would lead to
ma'>sive rent increao;es, causing hardship and eviction for seniors. Surveys
have shown that nearly three-fourths
of mobile home renters subsist entirely on Social Security benefits. Some
park rents have reached levels that are
nearly at 80 percent of tho.o;e benefits.
Local assistance must remain in for
these households.
The business community
should oppose this raid on senior citizens' monthly incomes. Extra dollars
for landlords, many of whom are
absentee property owners, is money
that won't be spent in local businesses. Let's not reward greed and fraud.

Dave Hennessy is president
of the Golden State Mobile Home
Owners League, a 60,000-member
organization.•
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r Trim Master Inc. of Ontano,
he roller-coaster ride to '"ining a 1995 Inland Empire
Entrepreneur of the Year award began
back when 11mmy Caner wa' president, WJth little knowledge and capital
but a lot of hean.
Today, the couple say they
are realistic in proJecting $100 rrullion
in annual earnings by year 2000 for
Trim Master, which makes decorative
trim pans for the automollve industry.
The company also makes markets
"Hot Rockers," stainless steel rocker
panel kJt<; applied to the exterior sides
of vehicles.
Right now, Trim Master's
hottest-selling product line is its "A
Dash of Oas.-;" dashboard kit, a typical one comprised of 10 pieces cut
from exotic wood veneers and held in
place by high-performance 3M adhesive tape. The "Big Three" Detroit
automakers and Toyota USA gobble
up the kits, which usually wind up
being sold to new-car buyers who opt
to tack the accessory's cost of $370 to
$575 onto their total purchase price.
As an illustration of the company's success, Trim Master currently
supplies Toyota's second-best selling
accessory. And, projections for the
rest of 1995 show "A Dash of Class"
moving up a-; the top seller.
Trim Master's 45,000square-foot manufacturing plant
thrives together w1th company offices
m a high-elass btulding JUSt southeast
of the Ontano InternatiOnal Airpon.
The company, which also uses a
warehouse m Tennesee, employs
about 180 under vanous JOb titles that
include machinest, saDder, router, finISher, receptionist, engmeer, sales
manager,
production
manager,
iDspeC:tor 8Dd comptroller.

The role of company chief
executive officer/president has
always been filled by the Bengard
couple, who say they arrived at the
door of opponunit) w1th no trdining,
few business skills and little useful
expenence.
"The only thing we really
had going for us when we staned
Trim Master was that no one had yet
told us that it couldn't he done," said
Kim. "'Up to then, our major accomplishment' were few. Tom sometimes
even con.,idered it a hig deal that he
graduated from high school-considering how much he hated school and
that he had a 1.4 grade point average."
According to their thumbnail
life's story submitted with Trim
Master's Entrepreneur of the Year
application, Kim and Tom met at
Cerritos Junior College in 1976. They
married two years later, sharing,
among other traits, "the desire to
know if they could do something that
hadn't been done."
Trim Master got its stan in
1979, after Tom was asked by a friend
to go to work helping to install body
side moldings at Dot Datsun in
Huntington Beach. Foreseeing little
profit in the after-market accessory
field, the friend soon abandoned the
business. Tom took it over, and within 60 days the company was providing a modest living for the Bengard
family-by now grown to include
two children.
By 1984, Tom was getting
frustrated with the poor quality of
products coming in from unreliable
suppliers. Gearing up to open their
own "Job shop," the Bengards welcomed a partner-a move that the
couple says nearly led Trim Master to
financial ruin.
The partner used unscrupu-

Trim Master

Strategic Thinking.

lous business methods in an apparent
attempt to gain control of the company, say the Bengards.
"By 1985, our credit was
ruined," said Kim. "Advisors said we
should file for bankruptcy. We didn '!-instead choosing to refinance
our home to provide $10,000 in capital and a new mill."
Making good use of their
enduring "lemons-to-lemon aid" attitude, the Bengard~ look hack on the
lean years of 1984-86 in a positive
way.
"Because our credit was
ruined, we had to pay cash for everything," remembered Kim. "And,
since cash wa~ limited, we learned
either to find a creative solution or
just do without."
One creative approach
brought Trim Master aS 15,000 phone
system for the grand sum of S 125.
"We had discovered we
could buy used equipment at auctions
and sometimes save a bundle," said
Tom. "At a crowded bankruptcy auction, Kim stumbled onto some boxes
of telephones. It just so happened that
the entire system was available to
whomever put in a bid."
All in all, though, the
Bengards say being poor and in debt
was a miserable experience.
"We really hated having to
work so much that we were able to
spend little time with our kids," noted
Kim "They really deserved better."
Their kids, it turns out, have
been a main motivating force behind
Tnm Master. Tom and Kim are the
proud parents of Ryan, 16; Tyler, 14;
Christumne, 12, and Trav1s 9. And,
accordiDg to the mini-memoirs, the
couple "loves to entertain 8Dd their

home is usuaUy full of kids."
"Further, the Bengards
through Tnm Master support
"Focus on the Family" and the
"Family Resean:h Council,"-both

organizations set up to promote traditional family values. Explaining
their concern for family and childrelated issues, Tom and Kim said
they've vowed never to forget just
how great of an impact that even a
small dose of encouragement meant
to their own lives.
"I see a lot of people who are
successful in business, hut their personal lives are a mess," said Kim.
"Truly, our greatest achievement is
that we've stayed married, reordered
our priorities to bring more balance
into our home, and have four wonderful kids who weren't permanently
damaged from it all."
When Trim Master's new
manufacturing effort kicked off in
1983-84, customizers, conveners,
limousine manufacturers and other,
similar after-market installation customers were the first to huy the dash
and rocker panel kits. The first major
automaker contract was signed with
General Motors, in 1986. Suzuki of
America soon followed suit.
"What makes our products
unique is the exceptional high quality," offered Tom Bengard. "No other
manufacturer of wood dash kits has
come close to matching it."
As a skilled negotiator who
is able to see the big company financial picture, Tom believes he is a
good business complement to Kim,
whom he said "is so detail-oriented
that it's sometimes annoying."
Together, the couple agree that Trim
Master's growth mode figures to
continue as the product hne expands
to include boats and recreational
vehicles. This year's strategy also
calls for enlisting automakers in foreign markets.
Finally, as told in thell
abridged life's story, the Bengards
aim to abide by a favorite adage
Kim's Grandpa McDougall: "Always
stay strong in cash."&
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Kaiser Takes Longer Look at
Eagle Mountain Landfill Plan
Kaiser Ventures Inc. officials
promised to take a longer look at the
company's role a' investor in the proposed tr..L-;h-by-rail. regional landfill
at Eagle Mountain, 60 miles east of
Indio.
On June 19, Kaiser leaders
gave them..selves 30 days to weigh
'"the tremendous amount of uncertainty" in the region's wa'ite disposal
arena. Ot1kials estimated that $5 mill ion to S I 0 mill ion is needed to see
the Eagle Mountain project through
the permitting process, and construelion could run SXO million more-a
cost to be home by shareholders.
Kaiser took a 70 percent
stake 10 the landfill project in
February, after ex-major shareholder
Bro\\ ning Ferris Industries pulled out
and ahandoncd ito; own $50 million
investment. In its new role, Kaiser
agreed to forgo the $200,000-a-month
in lease payments from its Eagle
Mountam tenant and landfill developer Mme ReclamatiOn C.orp.

months to allow needed roadwork to
catch up.
Buffman now plans to open
the center on limited tenns early in
1997, with full operation.~ to start four
months later. Buffrnan said he wants
to ensure that work to improve
Interstate 15 access and to build a
major west-side bypass route will be
done prior to opening.
Project plans include an
opera house, theaters, an arena,
restaurants and other Old West-theme
attractions m Temecula's Old Town.

Bond Firm Wams of Risky San
Bernardino County Portfolio
A new report by national
bond rating firm Standard & Poor's
warns about San Bernardino County's

risky inv~tments, but county officials
say they're well on the way to shoring
up the portfolio.
After surveying 2..'i California
counties. the.New York firm put San
Bernardino among the seven counties
with at-risk investment pools. All
seven invest m too many derivatives,
over-leverage (that is, over-use borrowed money to acquire securities) or
take longer-term gambles than is prudent in trying to increase their returns,
concluded Standard & Poor's.
San Bernardino County officials countered that the report is based
on outdated research that preceded
investment reform.~ this year. County
Ao;..~istant Treasurer Dick Larsen cued
recent the recent praise that Moody's
Investors Service, another respected
ratings firm, and state Auditor Kurt

Pomona Development Agency
Survives Budget Wars
Followmg a heated debate
over il~ usefulness and performance,
the Pomona Economic Development
Corp. received the City Council's
approval in June to operate another
year.
In fact, PEDCorp. W<L~ granted $247,500 for 1994-95, a 10 percent increase over last year's contract.
On behalf of the city, the agency promotes and markets Pomona to businesses considering moving or
expanding..&
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"You know, in just three years BreathAsure
has grown from one of our smallest business
.
"
customers to one o f our b1ggest.

through an International relationship since 1992. With the addition of C Y. Leung, the global
alliance boasts more than 170 F . .ioclrf4111
offices in 32 countries
Jim Didion, chatrman and
chief

execut1ve

of

"We couldn't have done it without
your help."

CB

Commercial, said the international venture can now offer U.S.
clients unparalleled insight into
the dynamtc Chinese marketplace ..,.,..__ _.
Union Banker Glenn Keller
as well as governmental policies.

(conrrnucd from page 6)

pit" dnY oounlies agaiiN

International Real Estate Services Network Expands

exclusive agreement expands the . .--11!1111!1!1!
scope of services available to
multmational clients

Ze\ Buffman, developer of a
$60 million, western-style entertainment center in Temecula, said he'll
delay the proJect's opening for four

which prufib from exi.'iting formulas.
D:nJr tull1lies have fought for year.; to get
tiJe;c f<Jrmulas nmficd. hut the legNa1ure
In; hcen reluctant to get irro the iiNJe in a
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Sjoberg had for the county's reductions in leverage and derivatives since
December.

Buffman Delays Opening
Temec.uta Entertainment Center

status"" a '"donor county," that is. one
\\hid! ~ more stale taw; than it
recer. ~ in stale funding for ~
W.'fC it awlit:d statewide. thi.~ change
would 1-enefit San Bemantino CtUII)',
which i.-; ab.o a dn1r COOilly. Unlike mandate relief, hc?.vever, the <hlor a'AIIlly t..-.u:
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"An d now you're movmg
. a gam.
. ?"

Besides addtng C.Y. Leung, the
alliance signed a new shareholder
agreement with DTZ Debenham

We Congratulate The Inland EmP.ire's1995
Entrepreneur OfThe Year Award Recipients
FINANCIAL SERVICES CATEGORY
George A. Borba/Linn D. Wiley

MASTER CATEGORY
Robert C. Burlingame

Chi11o Valley Bank

Burlingame Industries, Inc.
RETAIL/SERVICE CATEGORY
Richard B. Rennick

Calvin T. Lam
C & MWood l11dustries, l11c.

American Leak Detection
SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE CATEGORY
Duane R. Roberts

TURNAROUND CATEGORY
Tom & Kim Bengard

InternatiOnal, Smgapore, representing

a

form1dable

As1an

Pacific presence in such locations
as

Hong

Shanghat,

Kong.
Kuala

Trim Maslfr, Inc.

Entrepreneurial Capital Corporation

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES CATEGORY
John Bremer
Recyc, l11c.

SPIRIT OF LEADERSHIP AWARD
Nicholas J. Coussoulls

Coussculis Development Company

"Th at 's very 1mpress1ve.
.
. "

Beijing,

Lumpur and

Jakarta.
"C.Y. Leung's depth of expe-

"I'll tell you what's impressive to me:'

rience and market dominance in
the rapidly emerging East and

MANUFACTURING I DISTRIBUTION
CATEGORY

"'Had to. This is the second office we've outgrown."

Southeast Asia region will enable

" What's that? "

us to capture significant opportunities for major, multinational
corporate

clients,"

observed

Didion.
As part of the Asian Pacific
strategy. DTZ director Peter Hill
set up a European desk in C.Y.

''In all the time rou've been
our banker, l'l'e ne-a,·er been to
vour branch. I don't el'ell know
where it is."

Leung's Hong Kong office. The
new European desk will manage

EJ ERNST& YOUNG LLP

lnc. ~ Menlll Lyacb
~(H\J'INI

inward and outward flows of cor-

"That's what personalized banking is all about."

porate, investor and residential
assignments. CB Commercial's

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SPONSORS
F1!111nlt!1lllll Ban~
JohnSiln & H1gg1ns

Soulhtrn 011 fornUI Ed1Siln
Spnnl Busmrss
SUSTAINING PATRONS
Chmo Valley Bank
L.oma Unda U nwtl111 y MtJ~eal
~1111r & Chlld"n s Hosp11s!l

MEDIA SPONSORS

Tht Destrl Sun
Inland Emp1rt Busmrss Journal
The Pr~s-Enltrpnsc
Tht Son Brrnardino Sun

VIP RECEPTION HOSTED BY

Tht HISI neal M1 s1on Inn

BANOUET PATRONS
Brsl Bfsl (, Kn I} r

Mtlro Rtpubllt
CJJmmrrnaiStl\lct.lnc

International

Group,

with

officers

senior

together
in

its

Institutional client groups, will

~''''l Union Bank®
W
More Bank For Your Business.

continue to act as liaisons for
major U.S. clients.
()t9'14i l'nton Rank Member FDIC

Anrhon1• Raissen.
Executi1·e Vice P~esident & Founder
BreathAsure Inc.
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Small Company Helps West Coast Firm Win National Award

E

quity Re:Soun::es, a threeman team of corporate suppon experts based in
Prescott. Arizoaa, is aedited by a
West Coast audio company for belpiag it win a national award from the
U.S. Cballlhet of Commerce.
Equity Re:Sources' work
includes helping busmesses fmd
new capital or getting them rMCiy to
"go public," but "our real specialty
is evaluating troubled compenies
and working with them until they
get back on track," said Oordon
Maddux, president and chief operatIng

analysis. Before becoming an entrepreneur, Maddux had a 20-year
career as an ABC Sports commentator.
He said companies are
much like spons teams. "Some
glide along in sync, always moving
ahead and accomplishing objectives. Others just clunk along,
knowing they have problems, but
unable to figure them out," Maddux

said.
Maddux, Dickey, and Hall
'said they realized early on that it is

hard for business owners to ask for
outside help. "Even though that is
what they should have done months
or maybe years ago," Dickey said.
"So, we create a comfortable working relationship. Then, after determining what each client needs, we
roll up our sleeves and help them set
the course for doing good business,"
he added.
Maddux entered the business world in the 1980s as an entrepreneur inventing, patenting, and
marketing products. He also formed

Contemporary Golf, an instruction
firm, then co-founded Equity
Re:Sources three years ago.
Dickey, who has been president and
majority owner of diversified companies, has expertise in business initiation, market analysis, and product
development. Hall, partner in a
prestigious Wilshire Boulevard
accounting firm, brings Equity
Re:Sources his experience in financial analysis and management, company structure, investment evaluation, and mortgage banking.•

officer.
That is what they did for

Lanzar Sound Corp. of CaDQga
Park, Calif., a manufacturer of high-

performance audio products for

cars. A 1995 Blue Clip Eaterprise
Award bas been preseuted to Lanzar.
Honormg businesses that have overcome advemty and emerged
Sb'OIIger, the awanls are spc.sond
by the
Owplw of Coimaerce

u.s.

and Cmmecticut Mllhlal Life
lllsuraace Co.
"Laalzar luld a list of exteraal problems-a ay aapplier weal
aader 8lld 80 did
tllae
were iDiemal problems, too.'" said

its.,..__.,.

Iobeii

Morris, ~

"They

~'~idee~ the restrucbltllt& f1i. our com-

JIIIIY, ..a tile)' are Willr••ina 10 do
Equity Re:Soan:ea ... 1111811

Quality printed pieces are
a unique combination of
technical expertise and
seNice. This sets us apart
from our competition.

Springs Desert Resorts Con\'entions &. ~~u

lltffEL VISITOR STUDY RESULTS
Quc·stion· · \'\ hil h medi.t did you rder to 111 t hoosing Attr.ttttons Dining. Shopping .md (;oil 111 the P.tlm Spnngs .trc-.t>..

Palm Spnngs Ufe Desert Guoae Pam Spnngs Ufe In-Room Ed 1on •
Palm Spnngs Vosotor's Guode •

Let us get your copy jobs
out, Fast/ No jobs too
large or too small. We
offer competitive prices.
Ideas are what this
business is all about. Our
in-house graphic art
department can help you
make all your special jobs
lasting onesl

22 3 •,

Palm Spnngs L fe Magazone -

Desert Sun
Los Angeles Tomes
VISitors Video
Local Televosooo Sta110ns

Key Magazone
Travel Hoot Magazine
Local Radio Staboos

Golf News Magazine

Palm Spnngs Lofe Desert Guode -

17 1 •

Pam Spnngs Ufe Magaz ne Palm Spnngs L fe In Room Ed 110<1 •

87
7 9'

Palm <;pnngs Vosotor s Gu ae

90 ...

1 67'

Desert Sun
VISIIO<S Video

1 65,

Local TeleviSIOn Stations

.

1 48 ,

I
I

•I
o

Key Magazine

38,

Travel Hoot Magazine

34,

los Angoleo TIIIMIS

3 1%

Local Radio Stations

17'10

Goi Newa Magazine

20

40
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I
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Television & Radio Sales Veteran Lands at Daily Planet

..-------..,~~--

From Bank to
Sludge Recycler,
Inland Empire's
Top 1995 Entrepreneurs
Span Wide Business
Range

offices from San Gabriel to San
Bernardino, wnh more than SHOO
million 10 asseh

County District Attorney's Office
recently started 10Vcsttgat10g the
Temescal Canyon compan y for
alleged violations of environmental

ill Mendell, a veteran of the
television and radio field
nationwide, has joined
Daily Planet Productions to handle
sales duties for KZKI-TV's
"Morning News" and other programmiOg alfing on Channels 30
and 24.

B

rules.

Trim Master Inc., Turnaround
(for excellence in

A

Inl .10d Emptre hank,
C\\ .tgc sludge recycler. real
• stt~te de\ eloper and venetIan bhnd component make r \\Crc
amo ng the\\ 10ncrs honored \1a} l'i
at the sixth a nnual f ntrepre neur of
the 'l et~r \wMds
Rc cogm zed a t a ce re monial
dmner dl the Red I ,on Inn tn
Onta n o th e \\ 10ner<> for 199') \\ ere
chos._n by seHn Inldnd Emp1re
bus10ess a nd .tcadc mt c le.1de rs The
wmne rs eac h ltsted wtth categor) of
aw.m.J. ''ere

Chino Valley Bank, Financial
Services
I ounded 10 1974 b) Georg<::
A . Borb.t and st:,. other bus10cssmcn,
Ch10o \',tile) Bank became proftt.tble 111 on!) eight months. Under
Chatrman Borha .md l'res1de nt D
l.Jrm ~tie), the hank now boasts 19

responding to a business decline)

·\ w ard Rcup1 1 D. t m~ \\ II<),
('~no \ alley Bank

Recyc Inc., Environmental
Services

Tnm Master was founded 10
1979 b) Kim a nd Tom Be ngard,
\\ ho dre\\ on thetr limned e xpcn e nce, educati on and funds . Yet, the
couple's comm!lment to produc10g
top- yu<~lity dcc nr.tti\ c trim part for
th t• .tutomoti\ e mdustr) has made
Tn m ~1 ast cr .t prime suppltcr to
maJor automa kcrs.

c & M Wood Industries Inc.,
Manufacturing/Distribution

Founded 10 19S6 h) John
Bremer, Rec) c ts the Inl.10d
Lmptre's leader 10 prnduc1ng a nd
marketing of compost and sod producb. ReC) c converts ddttcult-torcuse \\ astcs-such as the sludge
by-product of \\ dstcwater trcatmcnt-1010 uniform soil amendments tor agnculture.
Iromcall), the Riverstde

\w.lru R--•r•cnl Robert C Bur 1game
Bur 1gamc lndustr s Inc

Burlingame Industries Inc.,
Master Entrepreneur
l·oundcd 10 19o9 hy Robert
C. Burlingame, 10gcnius marketing
a nd productwn techmyucs are credited fm propelling Burltngame
Industncs to the top ot the co ncrete
roofing llle Industry The comp.tn) \
succcss ,tlso stems from sales to
recrcatwnal property devt:lopers and
resort operators

American Leak Detection,

The Finalists
~

K&

Affmned \fedical.lnc.

In

Cinc10nati,

"There seemed to be a void
there for attracting advertising that I

" Phil Donahue Show." He held the

could fill," Mendell said. "An interest-

same position at KHJ-TV 10 Los

ing thing about the station's signal is

Angeles for L. A. !.akers ba\ketball

that it can be picked up beyond even
the large Inland Empire region--often

manager at WLWf-TV, responsible

games and
Show."

the "Regis Philbin

with just a set of rdbbit ears," said

As a Palm Spnngs resident,
Mendell said he learned about the
local

Inland

Emptre

news on

Mendell. "That's particularly the case
to the west, and up and down the coa~t.
"I became a regular viewer of

Channel 30 news from his general

Channel 30, and I thought there

efforts to monitor local television

seemed to be a void there for attracting

stations.

local advertis10g that I could

M.manTilllg

R1chard B R.:nmck
~ature \

Blackhawk Furniture. Inc.

Your

Loan

Ohio,

Mendell was the on-air promotion

From

Inc.

C & M Wood lndiL'itries.. Inc.

Ontario Aircraft Senice, Inc.
Uoyd 1- NcvnJS

Prime-Une Products Company

C'al,mT Lam

RK.'hard H Cm.,thcr
George A Sutpl\<.'0

Chino Valley Bank
Ge<:•rgc A Bnma

Recyc, Inc.

D l.mnWiley

John Brcmt:r

Entreprenewial Capital Corporation

Select Home Health Sernas

Duane R fu>bt:Jt\

Calvin T Lam and a partner
founded C & ~ Wood Industries in
19!lX, with the goal of producing
high-yuality wood components for
the venetian bltnd industl). For C &
M, a key to success has been its
capability to manufacture spec1fic
equtpment for a specialized industry.

Edward A Buckley

Vmce Eupierre dba Burger King
VUltX F Eup~t:rre

Tekom Technologies

Goldware & Tal'lor lmurance
Seriice

1Hm MlNer, Inc.

Sam Khoury

NichoJa... H Goldwan:

Klm &ngard

Ro} H. Taylor

Tom &'Ogard

Inland Empire Management, Inc.

Waler.ibed H~ Inc.

Tony MILl!

Maurice W Gallarda

The Semi-Finalists
Gregg Electric, IDe.

Aodlos Soudi'WE'5l. Inc.
Dougla5 G w..rdle

Fl'liOCIS E. Fehhnan

~Engioeers
Apnl M MorT<;

The Kipp Group
DavKI Kipp & Jim J(ipp

Bemanl Karcher lo\'\'SimfJits, Inc.
Beman! Kardler & Mike Kardler

Newton Wholesale Company
WlfliamWLDw

Ca1iJmi8 Leimre Coast"'anCs
Ridlmood H~ IDe.
s.t-a Smith & Ktn Smith
R. Sam Olri5lcnsen
..,_ OlldaiDer O.pontion
Donald E. Wlflcr1h

Nicholas J. Coussoulls, Spirit
of Leadership Award
Ernst & Young started this
award in 19RR to recognize the business person who has shown outstanding leadership, the ability to
overcome challenges, and a will to
contribute back to the community.
Nicholas

J.

Coussoulis

started

developing Inland Empire homes in

1961. He has served on various public agencies' governing boards,
including
California
State
University, San Bernardino, San
Bernardino County Museum and the
Arrowhead Opera Institute.

VIB

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Recipe Pet Foods

Jd!Te) P &nncn

R Jahn

Av.ard Retlptcnl C'ahm T Lam,
C & M Wood Industries, Inc.

IS

canoe

pleased lo

announce

the appomlmcnl of

LA \TON-BELLING & ASSOCIATES
Award Rec1p1enl Ric hard B Rc nmck,
Am er~ can Leak Detection

Retail/Service
Striving to educate his business market ts but one mnovative
approach of Rtchard B Renmck,
who founded Amencan Leak
Detection in 1974. Since then.
Rennick has worked to develop more
efficient tools for findmg underground leaks without risk to nearby
structures.

Entrepreneurial Capital Corp.,
Socially Responsible
Duane Roberts crealed the
Mary S. Roberts Foundal!on in honor
of his mother, who instilled in him
that it is every resident's responsibility to contribute to the bettennent of
local community. Roberts ha-; gone
on to help out more than 30 charities

as 1ts exclusive markctmg agent for its :!4:!,0:!8 square fool, Corporate Office
facility at Empire Lakes, Rancho Cucamonga, California
For further infonnation on this un1quc opportunlly f0r large office us~'l'S Wllhm lh1s
new, golf oriented master planned hus1ot:ss community contact

LBA

fill."~

Gelling

Engineering

Minka lighting, Inc.

American Leak Detection

Burlin~ Industries,
Rob<.'O C Burlmgarnc

Mendell JOins the "Morning
News," based in Ontario wuh locally-focused coverage of the Inland
Empire, from a positiOn as dtrector
of sales at S unla nd B roadcas ting in
Los Angeles. Previously, he was a
regwnal sales manager wi th
Corridor
B roa dcast ing
m

for Cinc10nat1 Reds baseball and the

Jcny Mall

Audrey PI!\"IL'n
Rdlard P Germano

\~tlham

Bill Mendell, Vice President of Markcllng

Washington D .C., and has held a
vanety of other broadcast lOg jobs 10
Southern California, Oklahoma and
Ohio.
"The Inland Emplfe is a
tremendous sales opportunity, for
both buyer and seller," said
Mendell. "It's actually the 18thlargest market in the country-btgger than New Orleans, similar tn
size to Seattle "
Followmg graduate school
at Oklahoma State Umversny,
Mendell JOined the CBS Television
Network 10 Hollywood as a production assistant. He worked on CBS
Studto Center-produced shows such
as "Gunsmoke," "Big Valley,"
"Family Affair," "Wild Wild West,"
"Get Smart" and "Hawaii Five-0."
"I did anything on the sets
that they would need someone to do
quickly, filling in the blanks during
actual production of the shows,"
recalled Mendell. He also was the
supervisor of script services on
CBS Cinema Center Films theatncal releases, 10cludtng "Ltttle Big
Man," "A Man Called Horse" and
"Scrooge"

As Easy
As ABC.
l1gricullure. musiness, llonslruction, mortgage and
IIBA Loans are the building blocks that make up
Valley Independent Bank's Loan Center.

LAYTON-BELLING ASSOCIATES

Let Us Help You Build Your Business
Richard M. Lee
4220 Von Karman Avenue,
Suite 110
Newport Beach, California 92660
Phone: (714} 253-7663
Fax:
(714} 553-1211

Call The People Bankers At Your Coachella Valley Loan Center

775-5600

El Centro Loon Center
Branch Locations
COKitolla Valley Loon Center
El C.ntro, CA El Centro • Holtvtli< • Browi<y • Calexico • Coachella • Juhan
lndoo, CA
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Mexic

the finandal scenario turned
grim in December with

Interest rates climbed, stocks

to buy less. Average real wages fell

by the Bank for

Interna~

economy

WE WON'T ASK WHY, JUST WHERE AND WHEN.
Why you want something shipped is your business. How it gets there is ours. That's why we have a fleet
of 747s dedicated solely ro your needs, twice as much international capacity as any other U.S.
combination carrier, and more than a thousand daily
departures

to

cities all over the world. Ship with us. Just call

1-800-NW-CARGO. We'll get it there. No questions asked.

01994 Sorth"'es' A.rhne•. Inc.

$

Northwesl ra;yck; enough paper 10 "''e over 33.000 uee, each year

Will Mexico Survive the Peso Crisis?
Some People Jus t Know lfow To Fly•.,.

The Monument of Independence
"EI Angel"
Mexico City
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Whitehead College at Redlands Offers
MBA Degree Tailored to International
Business

Take Charge

by Jamc' 8. Pick

hen 11 comes to _choosing
a focus for thetr Master
of
Busmess
Administration (MBA) training. students enrolled 111 Whitehead College
at the Umverslly of Redlands have
three options-InformatiOn Systems,
Human Resources Management or
International Busmess.
And, that's not all that's new
and interestmg at the college where
the emphasts 1s on people, commumcation and teamwork skills.
Founded
in
1976,
Whitehead College also offers a
Master of Arts in Management graduate degree, and various masters
degrees in Education. The college's
undergraduate degrees
include
Management
and
Busmess,
Information
Systems
and
Environmental Studies.
The University of Redlands
itself, a private institution founded in
1907, currently enrolls about 4,000
students in many undergraduate and
graduate fields. Its Whitehead
College serves to provide a stimulating co-learning environment for
working, adult students to engage in
dynamic opportunities through personal and professional development.
A~ for the MBA program,
Whitehead College requ~res 26
months of in-depth training in management and business, enhanced by a
firm grounding in the university's
tradition of liberal arts. The undergraduate degrees available are twoyear programs, equivalent to junior
and senior years. The Bachelor of
Science
in
Business
and
Management at Whitehead consisL~
of in-depth studies, capped by a
research project that addresses a
practical business problem.
The
B.S.
degree
in
Information Systems is also a twoyear degree, meeting the latest
national curriculum standard~. This
degree qualifies the graduate for a
variety of careers in business information systems.
At Whitehead College, the
degree programs are enriched by
small class sizes. With an average of
on! y 14 students per class, there is a
richness of personal teaching
involvement and interaction between
teacher and learners. Students are

W

The University of Redlands offers the following
evening degree opportunities for working adults:

Bachelor of Sctence in Busmess &: Management
Bachelor of SCience 111 Information Systems
Master of Bustness Admtntstrallon (MBA)

• The Unnasity of~ '''as ranked among the Best CoUeges
m Amenca m a reccm survey conducted by U 5 News & World Rt:pon.
Classes held at convenient locations throughout So. California

For more InformatiOn,
con1act one of our regtonal centers

o

Los Angeles/South Bay

(310) 523-2727

o

West Los Angeles

(310) 444-9667

o

San Fernando Valley

(818) 884-3600

o

Orange County

(714) 833-2006

o

Redlands/Inland Empue .. (909) 335-4060

o

San D1ego

(619) 284-9292

UNIVERSITY OF REDlANDS
WHITEHEAD COLLEGE

encouraged to communicate and partictpate in teamwork projects to
improve interpersonal and group
dynamic skills.
In the undergraduate programs, students who qualify (based
on a special project and high grades)
may open new doors by taking "honors"
studies.
For
example,
Information Systems honors student
Debbie Fowler wrote an honors project that tracks critical pomL~ in time
at the Los Angeles law firm where
she works. The resulting software is
now helpful in the firm's functioning.
AJ; part of its business education, Whitehead College stresses
geographic information systems. A
"GIS" system models the spatial distribution of attributes. For mstance,
an oil company can model the spatial
distribution of ils service stations for
a metropolitan area, and then track
such elemenl~ as supply routes, customer locations and new markets.
Whitehead taught its first
GIS course to management students
in the fall of 1993. Currently, besides
offering a regular GIS elective
course, Whitehead plans to offer a
three-course certificate program in
GIS/Environmental Managemenl.
The first program will be under the
U.S. Forest Service in the winter of
1996. Whitehead's own Education
Department will offer ils first GIS
training session for K-12 educators
this summer.
Environmental
Sytems
Research Company (ESRI), a prominent Redland~ firm, is helping to
develop the University of Redlands'
and Whitehead's GIS studies. ESRI
donated the software and helped to
design
the
on-campus
GIS
Laboratory in Jones Computer
Center. At Whitehead College, the
elective GIS course has been cotaught by two senior faculty members at the university and Mike
Phoenix, an ESRI educational
expert.
With new educational initiatives related to the Forest Service,
the partnership between Whitehead
and ESRI continues to explore new
frontiers ..a.
James B. Pick a a professor and chairman
of the Deparrment of Management and
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Mexico's Fiscal Puzzle
The magazine Sternbusiness, published by New York University's business school , asked a group of experts on Mexico's
economy to offer some opinions and solutions on the crisis. Abridged versions of some responses follow.
clue[ economist of the
Kemper Fmancial Comallies, Dm·id Hale has cmzsulted with both Mexzccm and U.S.
go~·emment offinals on ways to
establzsh a sound monetary policy
for Me.uco. Hzs prodigious wntzngs
on Mexico command attenllon

A

"What caused the crisis? There's
no one factor But 11 's a tragedy, a
mess and we start over agam.
"The md package resolved one
thing. 11 solved the government's ltquidity probem. The government can
now roll over tts deb!. Mextco is desperate to reduce peso interest rates;
high interest rates arc causmg a big
nse 111 corporate bankruptcies The
government is desperate to get mterest rates down. The questton is, how
do they create the confidence to get
them down? There's no easy way
"In theory they had a strong central bank, and it failed. Havmg
messed that up now, things may go
on to the second stage--a currency
board. A currency board is supposed
to help create the confidence to
lower mterest rates.
"It creates money only 111
response to the growth 111 forctgn
exchange reserves. There ts no discretionary creation of money and the
currency board's issues arc always
fully convertible. A currency board
provides everyone with a guaranteed
value for the exchange rate vis-a-vis
an anchor currency, but other prices
must adjust.
"But there's a kind of moral crisis here. The Mextcans now have to
ask themselves: 'Why does this happen all the time?' There was so much
hope in Mexico J 2 to 18 months ago.
In the 1982 peso crisis, they knew
they were a corrupt. third-rate country, depending on oil and borrowing
too much money. Now, they've been
doing the right things, and it still
hasn 't made any difference."

Banker Walter Wriston spent17
years as chief execwive of the giant
bank holding company Citicorp, at a
time when most of corporate
America seldom looked beyond its
borders for profits. By the time he
retired in 1984, the Citibank footprint was firmly plamed in the most
far-flung comers of tire world.

Busmess at Whuehead College, Um>·er.Hty
of Redlands.
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"In the old days we had a rule in

the bank . when the finance minister
said for the third time 'we will not
devalue,' we went short. It was not a
bad rule. If the Mexican administration some months ago had said they
were going to w1den the band on the
exchange rate by 10 or 15 percent, I
believe the crisis would not have
happened It's ba~ically a failure of
management. They tried to hold a
fixed rate in a floating rate market.
Nobody can do that short of a currency board
"On the Amencan side, it's also
a failure of management Any reactton to the devaluation should have
been orgamzcd prior to having any
kmd of meetings. The secret of crisis
management is to have your ducks in
a row before you go into the room.
A'> far as I can tell, that didn't happen. There was no structure put
together, no wise heads who'd been
there before were called in. If you sat
up thmkmg of ways not to handle
thts tlung, on both sides of the border
thts would have been a model for it.
"Now it's an extremely difficult
situation. The whole bail-out was
unnecessary. I don't buy the idea that
the world would have stopped if
there was no rescue package. I happen to believe in the market; I don't
think this thmg would have spread.
If there were no "rescue package,"
we would have had a few weeks of
volalllity, but at the end of the day
the same thmg would have happened
that happened in Chile. There was no
rescue package in Chile, and Chtle is
now a most vibrant economy. The
end of the world is rather overblown.
"There's an enormous sea
change in the world. The sea change
is the information standard. News is
absorbed by traders, and they make a
judgment. Governments have lost
control of the immediate situation
That's not to say they're not in control of the fundamentals. If the fundamentals are right, the market will
reward them.
"The market lost confidence
when the Mexicans said, 'We're
going to hold rates,' and they didn't.
It was a failure of management
rather than a financial crisis. This is
not a big liquidity crisis.
''The information standard is
more draconian than the gold standard. It works quicker, and it punishes you almost instantly, as we've
seen in the Mexican case. George

Orwell was lHO degrees wrong.
Instead of Btg Brother watching us,
we're watchmg Big Brother. Its irreverstble. Those tradmg screens are
going to hght up no matter what
happens. There's no effective censorship anymore. There is no way in
hell that any government can stop its
people from learning what the rest of
the world is talking about."

As president of Polycmromics
Inc., a conservath·e poluical and
economic comulnng firm Ire founded
zn 1978, Jude IVanmskr is one of r/re
nation :s \'Ocal advocates of supplyside economics. He be/ie\·es 111 monetary policy tlrat maurtaim a predrctable unit of account, namely
gold. Wamrr .1ki lobbied for a strong
peso backed by a fixed exchange rate
tied to tire U.S. dollar.
"The ObJeCtive is to get the peso
back to 3.5 to the dollar. This is a
matter of pnnctple. If the devaluation is allowed to stand, it will cause
the financial structure of Mexico to
collapse over the next year. There's
no reason for Mexico to devalue.
Ever. It is a conspiracy that is set up
to make money for a small group of
people. InternatiOnal mslltutions are
gomg around the world persuading
people they don't have to keep their
promises.
The
lnternattonal
Monetary
Fund
buddmg
111
Washington is full of wonderful people who are ashamed of what their
organization is doing.
''Government has to keep its
contracts with the people. When you
keep your word, it helps everyone.
Civilization is built on promises
being kept, on wives keeping their
promises to their husbands. on husband~ to their wives, on creditors to
their debtors, on debtors to their
creditors. Why is it we have this bottle of pills called devaluation pills,
and we keep handing them out to
people? It's pure quackery. There are
a lot of people who know that these
pills cause people to die, and they're
giving them out anyway.
" Marx saw the problem. The
ce ntral flaw of capitalism is that the
bourgeoisie would get rich and their
children and their children's children
would then forget what it's like to be
poor. Then they would use their
power to control the government and
to prevent other people from grow-

ing up. It's like an ammal that
devours tts young. This is the kind of
capitalism that gives capitalism a
bad name
"You have to thmk of the world
monetary system the same way you
think of the world navigatiOnal system . lmagme what it would be like
for the htstory of the world tf our
Creator did not give us the North
Star If we dtd not have the North
Star, there would be no star 111 heaven, anywhere around the planet, that
had a fixed point in the sky. We
would not have longitudes and latitudes. The population of the Earth
would now probably still be on the
order of a million people because we
would not have been able to organize
ourselves.
"But we have a North Star. And
throughout the htstory of the world,
until 1971, there was always one
country, or usually most of them,
that used gold or silver as the reference point, as the Polaris. If you
have that, then you don't crash into
each other the way you would if you
couldn't navigate.
"You abo see that once you refix
the dollar to gold, immediately all
over the planet things become.. happier, things become copacetic.
Morality begins to return hecause
people can trust each other through
the system. All the horses will run
faster because all that lead will he
out of :-.addlebags ...

R. T. "Tim" McNamar i.1 preszdcm and CEO of Emcrgmg Markets
Franchise Fund, a recently fomll.·d
\"efllun· capital \·e/ricle for companin lropmg to ltcense their operatiOns to entrepreneurs in the developing world. Pnor to that, he was a
managing director of Oppenheimer
& Co., working to expand the investment bank\ international scope.
McNamar sen·ed as deputy secretary of the Treasury during the first
Reagan administration and managed the Treasury response to the
Latin American debt crisis of that
time.
" Mexico's having a very hard
landing. It's tough to do business
when prices move with the kind of
magnitude they have. Say I'm building a car with a thousand parts in it.
and all of a sudden 500 of them have
Plea<e See Paxe 32
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Latin America: 101
r owing
numbers
of
small
and
mid-size
American
businesses
are
expanding
into
Latin
America every year. In fact-

G

compared with the same span a
year earlier-direct U.S. investment there grew by a whopping
46 percent in the first quarter of
1995.
And the trend shows no sign
of letting up.
Still, many new companies
fail to achieve success abroad

and controlled inflation make it
the rising star of the region .
And, Chile 's advanced infrastructure, stable economy and
affluent population entice many
companies to make Santiago
their headquarters in South
America.
Latin America, however,
presents a special set of problems.
" When approaching these
markets, knowledge is your
most important asset," said

for many reasons. Some don't
know the fundamentals of doing
business m Latin America.
Others don't fully understand
the psychology of the local
business people. Some simply
fail to find the right resources

Price. "Latinos expect you to
play by their rules. They expect
you to know how things are
done in their country, and why
they're done that way. If they
suspect you're ignorant of their
history or unfamiliar with their

or form the right partnerships.
Almost all waste too much time
and money learning how to do it
right.
According to Richard Price,
president of Executive Tours
International in Westminster,
there is more to learn than most

business practices, you're dead
in the water. But, if you demon-

international

business execu-

tives believe.
"PreparatiOn is the key to
any ~iness activity in Latin
America ,··
said
Price .
"Sometimes, preparation means
getting on a plane and going to
a city to study its business and
cultural environment. It takes
more than reading a book or
going to a seminar. The people
who spend time in a foreign
city, getting to understand the
culture, the procedures and the
mind-set of the local business
people have a tremendous edge
over the people who think they
can walk off a plane and close a
deal."

strate that you understand them,
you'll be amazed at how easily
things will work for you."

Communications in any language
Many people believe that
fluency in Spanish is required
to do business in Latin America.
Nothing could be further from
the truth, according to Price.
"Most upper-level executives come from the upper
classes of their society where
English is taught from an early
age," he observed. "They are
accustomed to working in
Eng! ish, and many executives
enjoy the chance to speak it. In
fact, if you come across a Latin
American executive who doesn't speak English, it should
warn you that he or she has had
little experience working with
North Americans. "
Price

Familiarity breeds success
Thanks to political stability,

advises

a large population, rising personal incomes and free-market

it.

reforms,

communicate,"

Latin

America

has

American

business people to focus on
what they say, not how they say
"Concentrate on what you
he

said,

become the darling of American

"Latinos want to do business

business. Despite its currency

with people they consider to be

crisis, Mexico will remain the
United States' second-largest

their friends. You should spend
a considerable amount of time

trading partner, with thousands

building personal relationships

of

before you talk about business.
"Latin
Americans
are

hidden

opportunities.

In

Brazil, newly opened markets

intensely proud of their own

countries, and they never tire of
discussing it with people who
share their love-of-country. It's
helpful to begin a dialogue by
saying, 'I ' ve been to your country before, and I have always
been impressed by your . . . ' If
you're not willing to prepare
yourself, you ' re just placing a
major obstacle in your path to
success."

Know the right people
Even in Mexico City, the
largest city in the world, the circle of international business
contacts, clients and suppliers
is incredibly small.
"Everyone
knows
each
other," noted Price. "If you
become associated with the
wrong people, your reputation
may be harmed. When it comes
to resources such as banks,
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Export Management/Trading Companies
The arsenal of agencies and
associations in each Latin
American country is huge,
added Price.
" All it takes is a few referrals and introductions, and your
network
of
co ntact s
and
resources will grow by itself,"
he said. "Most Latinos want to
help you to do well , because
your success fuels their success.
" If you're just getting started in Latin America, forget
trade missions until later on. A
broad-based business tour will
help you to learn the fundamentals of the local business community, immerse you in the culture, introduce you to the right
people and greatly improve
your chances of success."
Executive

Tours

International itself offers sixday educational and networking
tours to Mexico, Sao Paulo,
Brazil and Santiago, Chile this
fall. According to Price, each

attorneys, accountants and partners, there are bad ones, good
ones and great ones. If you can
find the great ones at the start,
you won't believe how easy it

tour is geared to give American
business people the tools they

will be for you."

need to succeed.•

by Richard A. Powell, president,
Inland Empire BuSiness Association

F

or U.S. manufacturers and
sen icc providers, the right
Export
Management
Company (EMC) can help solve
the puzzle of tapping foreign markets.

In general, EMCs serve as
export sales representatives for
one or more U S. manufacturers
or service prov1ders Acting as a
supplier's
"Export
Sales
Department," an EMC usu<Illy
takes on such tasks as locatmg
foreign buyers, promoting the
products or services abroad, and
making export sales.
An EMC also is a key adv1sor
in processing documentatiOn to
ship products overseas Most
EMCs spec1alize in a specific
industry, product line and/or foreign market.
Similar in name and services
arc Export Trading Companies
(ETCs), which generally operate
by buying a product outright and
then reselling that product abroad

For the record, an intermediary
that takes title to products is
known in strictest terms as a
"stocking distributor"
Across the U.S., there are an
estimated 30,000 EMC and ETC
operations, tncludtng some 300 tn
Southern California. Nearly all
are small businesses, each with
only a few employees Many
operate on a part-time basis
Those that are larger tend to congregate at major ports, for the
obvtous reason of betng near
transportation infrastructure.
The smaller EMCs and ETCs
commonly act in a selling capactty only. Their limited fare of services might involve the selectiOn
of foreign dealers and dtstributors, advertising in targeted markets, attending conventions and
exhibits on behalf of principals,
and traveltng overseas to make
sales calls on trading partners
Other servtces available through
the smaller firms are mailtngs on
behalf of clients, translations into
English or vice versa, and the
acqu1ring of in-country product
approvals.

Larger export intermediaries
perform market research, handle
documentation and arrange shipping/transportation. In fact, a
"full-service" intermed1ary can
relieve the manufacturer of nearly
every detail but filling orders.
EMCs and ETCs normally
work simultaneously for a number
of manufacturers of complementary-but, ideally, not competitiVe-products.
Intermediaries most often
work on a commiSSIOn basis,
payable when the principal Itself
gets paid and ships. At that lime,
the EMC is entitled to the contracted commission Seldom, but
somet1mes, EMCs are paid v1a
retamer, salary or retainer plus
commission.
Manufacturers
considering
"going indirect," that is, us1ng an
EMC or ETC as an lntermediar),
can smooth the process of selecting a firm by tak1ng the following
steps:
• Check whether your product
line Jibes w1th the products that
the EMC ETC is already handling. Is 11 complementary and

not competitive? If a technical
product, does the staff have the
ability to discuss, promote and
demonstrate your product intelligently?
• Have the EMC/ETC supply
you with detailed information on
its financial status, as well as
client references, the areas it covers, and frequency of coverage.
• Visit the office of the firm
to verify the scope of operations.
• Ask direct questions, such
as, Do they arrange transportation
themselves, or use a fre1ght forwarder? Is the staff fluent 1n the
nght languages? How will they
promote/ market your product?
• Investigate
the overseas
sales force, if possible, as well as
the EMC ETC's licensing and
financmg.
The EMC or ETC that you
settle on will probably request a
formal agreement with you to
handle export sales. A competent
firm also will advise you that it
normally takes from six to 12
months to produce any concrete
results in the form of sales orders
and commitments. &

Where to Go for Global Trade Training
cries of global trade seminars
imed at Inland Empire busiess professionals is planned
to start this fall.
Presented
by
Riverside
Community College (RCC), the
Global Trade program is billed as "a
series of short seminars for professionals interested in gaining a better understanding of the complexities of international business." Seminars are slated
for Saturdays starting in September,
and participants may enroll in individual workshops without taking the full
program.
1itles of seminars this fall include
"Introduction to Global Trade" (10
hours
over
two
consecutive
Saturdays); "Developing Global
Market Plans" (20 hours, four
Saturdays); and "Export and Import
Documentation Procedures" ( 10 hours,
two Saturdays).
Next spring, seminars will cover
the financial aspect<> of international
trade, global marketing, and global
operations management.
The seminars will be taught by
RCC professor Cecil D. Green, Ph.D.,
and other experts from business, industry and government. According to
RCC's Community Services branch,

all instructors have proven expertise in
international business and trade.
Program co-sponsors are RCC's
Center for International Trade
Development, the Inland Empire
Business A'iSOCiation, and the U.S.
Department of Commerce's Export
Assistance Center m Ontario. More
information is available by calling
RCC at (909) 222-8093.
On a monthly basis, the Center for
International Trade Development also
offers workshops focused on the field
of exporting.
Scheduled for 8:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. on the last Thursday of each
month, the program targeL'i manufacturers, service providers and export
intermediaries. Step-by-step information aims to improve the up-and-running export business, as well as to
guide start-up operations.
Workshop titles include "An
Overview of International Trade,"
"As.<;es.sing a Company's Readiness to
Export," "Choosing Top Markets,"
"Finding Trading Partners in Foreign
Lands," and "Export Financing-How
to Get Paid."
Cost to enroll in the monthly program is $45. For more information,
call (909) 682-2923 ....

Ontario Export Office Skating Thin Ice

U

s than six months since its
elebrated
openmg,
the
ntario office of the U.S. and
Foreign Commercial Service is teetering on the federal choppmg block.
In January, Inland Empire
government and business leaders
welcomed the service, which in
esse nce is a federal agency geared
to promote sales by private U.S
companies in foreign lands. More
than 50 local businesses have
turned to the Ontano office for
help in guiding their global marketing and exporting effortsoften at I ittle or no cost.
Under a current proposal to
trim the federal budget, however,
Congress is considering the elimination of the entire 26,000employee
Commerce
Department-and the Foreign and
Commercial Service along with it.
Proponents of . axing the
department say the service is akin
to providing a welfare dole on the
corporate level. But some Inland
Empire business executives argue
that small- and medium-size com-

panics actually wou ld suffer the
most, shou ld the serv1ce be cut
For example, Paul R1cher,
owner of a physical-therapy
equipment company in Temecula
that exports to 53 countries, credits much of his firm's global sa les
success to the service's help.
Richer sa1d he pa1d the federal
agency's rate for such services as
advertising in a worldwide trade
publication and access to a data
base of trade informatiOn. In the
private sector, the cost for similar
services would be proh1bitive, he
said.
Inland Empire International
Business Association President
Richard Powell also is concerned
about the U.S. and Foreign
Commercial
Service 's
fate.
Powell, a Menifee Valley resident
who helped set up the export
development center at Riverside
Community College, said he has
joined the pro-business lobby
that's pushing to keep the office
open.A

Inland Empire Export Management Companies
Name

Address

Telephone

1) Albion
International

30520 Rancho California Rd.
#107-150, Temecula, CA 92591

(909) 699-5051

2) Brenn
International

2341 White Oak Lane
C.orona, CA 91720

(909) 371-6447

3) CalRican
International

7 W Rimpau Ave. #'202
Corona, CA 91719

(909) 340-0347

4) Chadex Export

7?31 Boulder Ave. #544
Highland, CA 92.W>

(909) 425-2(XX)

Management Co.

S) Export Associates 6054 E. Silverspur

(714) 282-7694

Anaheim Hills, CA rm!IJ7
6) Interdevco &
Associates

32960 Stagecoach Rd.
Nuevo, CA 92567

5198Arlington Ave. #505
7) VSI Catalog
Comm. International Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 928-3165

(909) 780-6341

Source: Richard A. Powell, president,
International Marketing Associates
27250 Murrieta Rd., #95, Sun City, CA, 92586-3714.
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Advertorial

Radio Stations

Simplified Staffing
b) She-) l A Jones,
ApplcOnc Employmem Scr' ices

D

uring recent fluctuations in
the economy. many companies were forced to
down-size to skeleton crews 111
order to surv1ve Temporary
employment agencies quickly
became a cost-effecuve option for
some companies, as well as a solution for their laid-off workers
Now that the economy 1s
becoming more acllve, many companies have begun to restaff on a

full-time basis. Meanwhile, these
compan1es still turn to temporary
employment serv1ces in t1mes of
increased work flow, vacation t1me
or special proJects.
In rhythm with the changtng needs of today's market, some
entrepreneurial agencies have
turned proactive to address the
shifting needs of their clients.
These firms have evolved into fullservice employment agenc1es.
often functioning as a humanresource consultant by providing
comprehensive staffing solutiOns.

When evaluallng your own
company·~ staffing needs. it's
important to consider the variety of
benefits from using a full-service
employment agency rather than a
temporary
agency.
A
brief
overview of some cost-effective
benefits you might reap from
"going full-service" follows.
Perhaps the greatest advantage is a full-service agency's
extended applicant pool. Most
such agencies have established a
data base of qualified candidates
seeking both temporary and full-

I

us1ness
~he

University of Phoenix is accepting applications
for part-time evening instructors to teach business
classes at the new Ontario Learning Center.
Masters degree required.

Teaching positions exist throughout the Inland Empire.
The University of Phoenix is a private, fully accredited
business institution specializing in
undergraduate/graduate degree programs for working
adults.
Call for an application

800-888-1968 ext 2001

~Universi1y of
~fPhoerux

/.1\lttl. ! /plwhtll< a/(1

t1me employment. Temporary
agencies caler to candidates ~eek
lng temporary work.
Full-service staffing agenCies also provide a rare opponunity for clients to employ full-time
cand1dates on a temporary basis
before makmg any hiring commilmcnt.
For the employer, conducting a thorough hiring process can
be time-consummg, and a mistake
can be costly to producllon and
staff morale 111 general. A pre-hiring process to identify and sort
through job candidates may wind
up costmg thousands of dollars 111
advertising, and hours of t1me
spent on interv1ews. Further, there
may be occasions when an employer would prefer to observe a candidate's work performance before
offering a full-time position.
Full-service agenc1es may
also have access to a vanety of
training facllit1es that are more
likely to produce the right match
for
hard-to-fill
pos111ons
AppleOne Employment Sernces is
a leading innovator 1n th1s area. As
a result of its partnersh1ps with the
Academy of Computer Technology
(ACT) and C'allforma NatiOnal
Umverslly (CNU), AppleOne is
pos1tioned as one of the most
entrepreneunal agenc1cs in the
industry. Recogniz1ng the changIng needs of the employment market, AppleOne prov1des solutions
to both clients and candidates
through its relationships with ACT
and CNU.
Full-service agenc1es also
provide candidates who are tested,
screened and qualified to match
your job requirements. Such services can include background
checks and drug screemng. And,
remember, the full-service agency
is responsible to cover all payroll
and related taxes, W-2 reporting
and workers' compensation until or
unless you commit to hiring a candidate on a full-lime basis.
Overall, using a full-serVICe agency greatly cuts the costs
of advertising, recruiting, screening, fringe benefits, unemployment
tnsurance and workers· compensation. One of the most important
aspects is that a full-service agency
frees your management learn to
focus on you r business core-leaving !he recruiting and hiring of
temporary and full-time workers to
the experl.
For further information on
the benefits from a full -service
e mployment agency, please contact
AppleOne Employment Services at

(800) 564-5644.•

Station
Address
Cil), Statt, Zip

'l'.lrgtt Group

KATJ-FM
15494 Palmdale Rd.
Victorville, CA 92392

25-54

KATY-FM
4:lo D E Flonda Ave., Sic H
Hcmcl, CA 92544

25-54

KBZT-AM
P.O. Box 14123
Palm De.'er~ CA 9"'...255

..

KCAL-AM
P.O Box 3390
Redl.md!.. CA 92373-0997

18-49

KCAL-FM
1940 Orange Tree Lane # 101
Redlands, CA 92374

25-49

KCKC-AM
740 W 41h Sl.
San BernardinO, CA 92410

25-54

KCLB-AM
1694 61h Succi
Coachella, CA 92236

18-54

KCLB -N
1694 blh Slreel
Coachella, CA 922.16

18-54

KCMJ-AM
490 S. Farrell Dr. Ste. C :!02
Palm Springs. CA 92262

Format

Cooo1ry

I or Employet>
Year Established

Stalioo Owner
City

Sales Manager

Prog. Dir
Rtqutst Uot

Top Local Exrc.
TitIt

Fax

Phone

Karl Lynn Haagbtoa

(619) 951-KATJ
(619) 245-8012

Scott Brody
PresHienl
(619) 245-2212

15
1989

Island Broadcasling
Victorville

Unda Grigs

Aduh Conlcmpmary

13
1989

K"'Y Gill
Heme!

Da>e Carson

Chuck Marquis
(800) 832-0208
(909) 927-1083

Dave Carson
S1a11on Manager
(909) 927-R099

Ongin.tl Hils
4(1,-(,()"s

15
1987

Penmno Broodca.,ling, Inc.
Palm Desert

Kathy Banas

Kathy Banas
N/A
(619) 568-3984

Mark Wright
Slal!on Manager
(619) 568-6830

16
1959

Redland, Radio, Inc..
Redland!.

Denny jackson

GtOrge Pertira
(800) R98-1410
(909) 884-5844

Paul Petrilli
VP Gen Mgr.
(909) R25-5020

45
1968

SBR Broadcasung, Corp.
Redland!.

GleiiD Watson

RickSIIaw

Glean Watooa

(909) 431-4967
(909) 793-.3094

(909) 793-3554

Aduh Rock

CNN Headline
News
Sp.~nish

Broadcasting

35
1993

All Pro Broadcasling
1..o!, Angeles

Chuck Howard

VPJGen. Mgr.

(909) 8R8- 7302

BiU McNully
General Manager
(909) 882-2575

N!A

N'A

20
1959

Coachella Broadcasling
Coachella

Gene Abraham

Melvin Albann
(619) 398-2582
(619) 39&-2739

Gent Abraham
Slallon Manager
(619) 398-2171

Classic Rock

20
1953

Coachella Broadcasung
Coachella

Gene Abraham

J.J. Jeffries
(619) 391-5252
(619) 398-2739

Gent Abraham
Slalion Manager
(619) 398-2171

55t

Memories-HilS of
40's,50's,60's

18
1946

Wc;lmin>ler
Broadcasllng Corp
Palm Spnngs

Lou Faust

Gary Dtmaroney
(619) 322-9236
(619) 320-1493

Broce JobDSOII
Gentr.tl Manager
(619) 320-6818

KCt.U-FM
490 S Farrell Dr Sic C 202
Palm Spnng,. CA 92262

25-49

ARROW

18
1984

Clandge Broadcasling Corp.
IndiO

Lou Faust

Gary Dtmaroney
(619) 345-9236
(619) J22-4FAXJ320-1493

Bruce Johnson
General Manager
(619) 320-6818

KCXX-FM
740 W. 41h St
Sao Bemardmo, CA 92410

25-49

Allemative Rock

35
1993

All Pro Broadcasting
Los Angele.

Chock Howard

Cbuck Summtrs
(909) 889-1039
(909) 888-7302

BUI NcNalty
General Manager
(909) 882-2575

KDES-FM
PO Box 2745
Palm Spnngs, CA 9226-1

25-54

Oldies

18
!956

Tourtelol Broadcaslmg Corp.
Palm Springs

Dono Shelton

Danny Fox
(619) 325-KDES
(619) 325-8163

Joe Thurttlot
VP.;Gen t1gr
(619) 325-1211

KDIF-AM
1465-A SpruceSt
RIVC!Side, CA 92507

11\-49

Top 40-Sparush

20
1986

Hispanic Radio Broadcaslers
Riverside

Ruddy Bra~o

GUbmo Esqalvrl
(909) 784-1440!ll24-KDIF
(909) 784-4213

Gllbtrto Esqllivtl
Partner/Gen. Mgr.
(909) 784--1210

K.ESQ-AM
42650 Melanie Place
Palm Descrl, CA 92211

2555+

News/Talk/Sports

25
1994

Tourlelol Broadcaslmg Corp.
Palm Sprmgs

Bob Hunt

Bob Hunt
(619) 773-92AM
(619) 773-1953

Bill E•ans
Gentral Manager
(619) n3-03-12

K.EZN-FM
72-915 Parkview Dr
Palm Oeser~ CA 92260

25-64

Lite Hits

12
1977

Classic Broadcasliog, Inc.
Palm Desert

Ttra Lane

Dale Berg
(619) 568-5103
(619) 340-5756

Paa!Pose.

KFRG-FM
900 E.1s1 Washingloo Ave S1e. 315
C'ollon. CA 92324

25-54

Country

28
1974

Amaluro Group, Lid.
Ft. l..Juderdale, FL

Mary Wade

L« Logan
(800) 698-KFRG
(909) 824-04-11

Tom Hoyt
General Manager
(909) 825-9525

KGGI-FM
2001 Iowa Ave #200
Riverside, CA 92507

18-49

Adull Conlemporary

50
1979

Chancellor Communicallons
Dallas, TX

J.R. Jacksoa

Ca1111y Ferftri

Scott Wehb

(909) 431-5991
(909) 274-1949

Davt Prealltr
VP., Gen. Mgr.
(909) 684-1991

10

KHPY Spanish
Radio Corp.
Moreno Valley

Mlgutl Artoas

1992

Joan Garrla
(909) 247-1530
(909) 247-2790

Migutl Artnas
General Manager
(909) 247-5479

10
1993

Rasa Communication>
ViciOrville

Slue SttpbtiiSOII

PltWis Ntumayer
(619) 243-1065
(619) 951-0707

SttvtSte~uoe

IS
1993

Crown Broadeaslmg, Inc.
Vienna. VA

John Simmons

10

Crown BroadcaMiog, Inc.
Vienna. VA

KHPY-AM

All

Sp.~msh

PO. Box 909
Moreno Valley, C'A 92556

KJXA-FM
12408 Hesperra Rd. #I
Viclorville, CA 92392

25·54

KlXF-FM

25-54

Comemporary Country

Coolcmporary Coumry

t2370 He,pena Rd. #17
Viclorville, CA 92392

KJXW-FM
12370 Hespena Rd. 1117
Viclorville, CA 92392
KLCX-FM
77622 Counlry C'tub Dr. Sle. K
Palm Descrl, CA 92211

KI...FE-AM
992 Inland Center Dr.
San Bemardmo, CA 92408

25+

Contemporary Country

1993
25-54

Classic Rock

11

1993
All Talk

20
1986

President
(619) 340-9383

Vice Presidcnl
(619) 951-0606

Jay Stenns
(800) 410-7101
(619) 241-0205

Tom Gammon

JobnSiaa-

JayStev. .
(800) 410-7101
(619) 241-0205

1'-GOwner

M11age Broadcasllng
Palm Desert

Barry Gorfine
D~w HUles

na

Drtw Hillt>
Sales Manager
(619) 772-1171

Salem Communication Corp.

BWDoaw

C~marillo

(619) 772-7179
(619) 772-7177

David Acllerd
(909) 889-1240
(909) 381-9563

O,.ncr
(619) 241·1313

(619) 241·1313

BIIIDoaw
Genenl Manager
(909) 885-6555
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Radio Stations

What Makes the Radio Commercial Work?

/.1\1111 IIJ>IItll>.-trw/1\

Stalion
Addrrss
City, Stalt, Zip

Targtt Group

KLORD-FM
P.O. Box 1000
Yuc:upa, CA 92399

1!\-34

1\.ME!Ii-AM
2!Xll lm\3 A>e., Stc 200
Rl\m1dc. C-\ 9~07

~5-54

Format

Contemporary
Christian

II or Employees
Yur Establishtd

Station Owner
City

Sales Manager

Prog. Dir
Requh t Line
Fax

Top Local Exec.
Tille
Phone

10
1986

Shephard Commumcanon;
Yuca1pa

Terry Taylor

Preston Martinez
(909) 797.5500
(90'l) 797-381 3

Mali< lllytor
General Manager
(909)790-1848

50
1945

Chancellor Commumca11ons
Dallas, TX

Harley Da>id;on

Canny Ferrrri
(909) 825- t 290
(909) 274-4949

Dan Prrsher
VP 'Gcn Mgr
(909) 684- t 991

:!0
1987

'v\:ra Gold
Pomona

Vtra Gold

N/A
N/A
(909) 465- 1517

VtlliGold
President
(909) 627' 1600

17
t 977

Cownado Four
Count\ Broatlcastmg
Lo' Angelo;

Daniel Bakazar

Malu Hernandez
(909) 920-1115
(909) 981-2032

Malu Hernandez
VP,Gcn Mgr
(909) 981-8893

John Wilks
(619) 346-1270!(8ll) 376-1270
(619) 341-6885

John Wilks
General Manager
(619) 346- 1270

Rick Shaw
(909) 798-5600
(909) 793-3094

Glenn Watson
VP,Gcn Mgr
(909) 793-3554

Jim Radford
(909)423-0927
(909) 825-0441

Thm Hoyt
General Manager
(909) 825-9525

MUSIC

~+

K.\tNY-AM
2300 S M11ls A\t.
Pomona. CA 91766

financial !l:ews

KI'SE-A.\f
S729 FA"' 91h Si
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 9 t 730

IX-49

K."i)\ Z-A.\t/FM
PO. Bo' 12700
Palm Desert, CA 92255

:;:..~+

Ncw,!falk

15
1965

Country Club Communicauoru.
Palm O.:sert

Sian Kassin

KOLA-F\1
19-10 Orangetrcc Ln .• Ste 101
Redlan<h, CA 92..174

25·54

Oldres

18
1960

SBR Broadcasting Corp.
Rcdland;

Robert Topping

KOOJ-FM
900 E. Washmgton, Ste. 315
Collon. CA 92324

18-35

All Young. Ne"
Country

12
1993

Amaturo Group Ltd.
Ft. LauderdJie, FL

Don Davis

KPL\1-FM
441 So Calle Encil1a #8
Palm Spnng>-, CA 92262

18-64

Country

21
19R6

Art Rrvkin
San Diego

Todd Marker

AI Gordon
(619) 322-IV'LM
(619) 320-3037

Jim Keye
General Manager
(619) 320-4550

JO
1957

0. L Sherban

Valorit Stitely

Valorie Stittly
N/A
(909) I>RB- 7009

Valone Stitely
Operations Manager
(909) 688-1570

Paul Mitchell
(619) 3~0-TA LK
(619) 322-3562

Terry Masters
General Manager
(6 19) 325-:!582

All Ages

1\PRO-AM
7351 Lmcoln Ave.
Rl\erMdc. CA 925(1.1
KPSI-Al\1
~ H~l E Tahqu11z Canyon \\.ay
Palm Spnngs, CA 9:!:!62

35+

1\PSI-Bt
2100 E Tahqunz Cam on Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

18-49

KRT\f.f'\1
27t>l5 kl:'trson A\e Ste. HI-lA
Temecula, CA 92590
KSDT-AM
2615 W O.:vonshne Ave.
Hemtt, CA 92545

32
1969

R1ck & Rozenne Supple
Palm Spnng;

Kirk Grrgory

Conlemporary Hns

32
1979

Rtck & Rozenne Supple
Palm Springs

Kirk Grtgory

Mike Kunt
(619) 323-1005!346-1005
(619) 3~-3562

Terry Ma.sttrs
General Manager
(619) 325-2582

24-54

Hot Adult
Contemporary

JO
1989

Penfold Communrcatron>
Temecula

Mark Evans

\fark Evans
NA
(909) JOR-1414

Mark Evans
Sales Manager
(909) 694-0866

40+

MO.R.

II
1994

AI Plascencia

VIctor Ramirrz

Ricardo Salazar
(909) 658-4843

Dave Sweeney
General Manager
(909) 925-9000

K.STAR-A.\1
154Y4 Palmdale Rd
\nctorv1lle, CA 92392

35+

KUNA-FM
PO. Box 14283
Palm Desert, CA 92255

12+

1\HQ-A'WF\f
11920 H""pt:rta Rd
H<-spt:na. CA 92..345
KWRM-AM
2 JO Radio RdJP 0 Box I00
Corona, CA 917JR
1\\\ RP-F!'tf

RJVer>~de

Pnp S1andard;

15
1966

Island Broadcastrng
Victorvtlle

Linda Griggs

Kari Lynn Haughton
(616) 245- 1590
(nl9) ~45-80 1 2

Scott Brody
Pres1tlcnl Owner
(619) 245-2212

15
1944

Pemnno Broadcaslmg Inc.
Palm O.:sert

Mali< Wrigbt

Katby Banas
(619)341 -1400
(619) 568-3984

Mali< Wrigbt
Station Manager
(619) 568-6830

Brad Orchard

Scott On:hard
(619) 949-2000
(619) 244-t 19H

Brad Orchard
General Manager
(619) 244-201Xl

25-49

Old1cs

15
1980

Kennclh B. Orchard
Hcspcna

Young H1spanrc
Adults

Spanish Contemporary

18
1948

MaJor Market Statio"', Inc.
Corona

35+

E:asy Llstenrng

7
1990

H.S.C Radto. Inc.
San Jacmto

18
1964

Glen Barnett, Inc.
Palm Springs

18l:S E. Mam St

(909) 9~ - 1320

Oxnard

Cuauhtemoc AguUar Jose Luis Mart ion
(909) 735-4740
(909) 735-9572

(9119)654-3992

Jerry Hartline
Prc-.tdcnt 'Gen Mgr.
(909) 654-1961

Larry CoWns
N/A
(619) 328-7814

Glea Bamttl
Presidcnt;Gen Mgr.
(619)328-11 04

Victor Ramirtz

Ricardo Salazar
(909) 766 1057
(909) 658-41!-B

Davt Swetne}
GcncrJI ManJger
(909) 925-9000

Judy \\hltson

KWXY-AMIFM
68-700 Dinah Shore Dt.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

KXRS-FM
2615 W Devon~hne Ave.
Hemet, CA 92545

18-54

KZXY-AM
12370 Haperia Rd 117

Easy Ustcning
MusJc

Adults

II

Contemporary Country

Pla.cene~a

Sian Ro~rts

1994

Oxnard

IS

Crown Broadcastmg, Inc.
Vienna, VA

Jolla Slmmoa

Jay StevtiiS
(800) 410-7101
(619) 241-0205

TomGammoa
Owner
(619) 241-1313

Crown Broadcastrng, Inc.
Vienna, VA

VIcki Stame!Rn

BJ.KtUy
(800) 410-7101
(619) 241-0205

Tom Gammon
Owner
(619) 241-1313

1988

25+

AI

Vtctorvillc, CA 92392
KZXY-FM
12370 Hesperia Rd.lll7
Victorville, CA 92392

25-49

Adult Contemporary

Shep Roberts
(909) 4H7-5977

S..n Jacmto, CA 92385

Mature Audience

Jim Hantmaayer
Vice Prestdent
(909) 737-1370

25

1988

NIA •N« App1ictJb1e WND • llbllld Not DisciDie 1111 • llfii4WIIIable. 1Jte 111fomtatjon Ill 1M llbow list ll'tiS obto111ed from th~ radio Sllltums listed. To th~ Mst ofour V.owl~dgc rhc information supplrcd rs accurate
ritM. While cvoy eflon 11 lfiiUie ro tiiSIUe 1M IICCIU'IIC)' IUid rhoroug/tMu of 1M ltst, omiuiolu and typogrop/riall trrors .somnim~s occur. Plusc und corrrctrons or additions 011 company l~tterlttad ro:
1Jte JIIIMJ ~ 111aiMs1 JOIInllll, 365 s..cr-to Pia«, 011111no, CA 91764 "-n:Md by Jmy SlraiiSS. Copyriglu 1995/n/and Empi~ Bu.sUIQS J011r110/.
tU a{JNt#

by Joe Lyons

' '

R

Rule one: Nobody cares!

adio doesn't work."

Chanted like a mantra, even
cued as a universal truth, I have
heard these words too often m the
Inland Lmpne.
Remember, d1vorced people
commonly get marned again. And,
people who have suffered a bout of
food poisonmg have even returned
to eat at the same offendmg restaurant. Yet, "Once burnt, forever
spoiled" can be a rule of thumb for
many potenllal radio advertisers.
And that's a pity.
After all, there are many
fac to rs that can make or break a
radio ad campaign. The tdeal, of
course, 1s to have the right com mercials on the right station tn combination with the right med1a m1x at
the n ght lime. T he irony, thoug h, IS
that a smgle bad commercial can
k1ll
t he
entire
ca mpaign.
So, I offer he re a few of the
tn ed-and-tru e ru les 1n the rad1o
busmess on " the commercial."

If you use lines like, "for
all your insurance needs" or "for
all your hardware needs," you're
probably talking to people who
don't exist. Ltsteners, that is, generally will respond only if they've
come to trust, and are familiar
with, the name you're marketing.

Rule two: Keep It simple.
Addresses, phone numbe rs,
hours of operatton an d so on all
take up valuable time, and most
listeners won't remember them
anyway. Any numbers can add up
to death for a commercial. The
number "27," for example, ts only
two digits, but it reads four-syllables-long on the air.

Rule three: Focus!
Don't try to sell new cars,
used cars, trucks, repair servtces,
leases and your fleet busmess all m
one co mmercial. Figure out exactl y
what you want to say. Then, say 11.

Rule four: Have a "call-to-action."
If you want listeners to
come to your store, don't broadcast

the phone number in the commercial. If you want them to call, don't
give the address. If you want more
lunch trade, don't talk about dinner.

Rule five: Don't pit your own
ad dollars against themselves.
Don 'I sell hammers in you r
radto spot and saws in your newspaper ad to "see what pulls the best."
And, do not have three radio stations
each produce a different commercial
to '·test their creativity." Run the
same spot on all three stattons, and
combme it to work with your other
media advertising.

Rule six: Don't be afraid to
pay for a good commercial.
Most radio stations and several local ad age ncies w tll produce
you r commercial free-of-charge.
However, if you already have that
one wri ter or voice that serves your
image well, pay to produce o ne qualtty commercial using that asset Too
many locally-produced commerctab
use whomeve r happens to be ava ilable m the stallon at the ttme. That

person may read all of the words m
the right order, but he probabl y
won't really sell your business.
Rule six is very important,
because people will come to identify
your business with the familiarity of
what they've heard, and keep hearmg. Consider the whtspery signature
sound of "Tom Bell Toyota." That
breathy reading has been ridmg
Inland Empire radio waves for years.

" The irony, though, Is that a
single bad commercial can
kill the entire campaign. .. "
Remember, radio is frequency. Get on, and stay on.
I know a man w ho bought
three commercials on one station
back in 1979. He got no results, so
he concluded, " Radio doesn' t work."
Well, w hy not? To quote
Yoda, that Jed i radio rep, " Don't try
radio--do radio!"&
Joe Lyons is the

~·ict•

president,

sale> for Qwnn-Lamb Media, co-anchor
of the Inland Emprre £wrung New.\, and
a recent nominee to sen·e on the Inland
Emprre Ad Clubs Board of Directors.

For the Best Music

of the
70's, 80's & 90's

t}(g_w

10ZJF11.

YOUR CONNECTION
24 hrs. a day

FOR up to the minute News, Weather, Traffic
AND The Music that Everyone at Work
CAN Agree On!
Request Line 800-832-0208

Business Line (909) 927-8099
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Recruiting on the Internet
by Lonna Schlothaucr

I

f you arc thinkmg ab.out starting
a pubhc relations program lor
your com pan), constder yourself
on the nght road to building positive
public awareness.
Contrary to what some people ma} thtnk, public relations is not
just a whole lot of "hype." In fact, it
can be quite the opposite. Done with
the right touches, "PR" ts an honest
way to build a relationship with the
people who are inclined to use your
gooci-; or services. In the tdeal scenario, the media you target also benefit by gaining access to useful information.
Too often, though, pubhc
relations gel'i slighted as company
focus gets locked onto advertising.
Although advertising plays a key
role in reaching any consumer market, a PR program can build trust and
credibility in the public's eye. When
paired with an ad campaign, public
relations is an ongoing process. PR

and advertising enhance each other;
together, they promote a sweeping
awareness of your busmess.
A good PR program also
adds tts own natural "gravy" to the
meat-and-potatoes marketing campaign. The gravy is the third-party
endorsement perceived by the public
when the media publtcizes your
company
To build a public relations
program, first determine what segments of the population you want to
reach. Then. develop a list of medta
to target with your message. Call all
of the media on your list to establish
the proper contact person for each
one. Usually, your contact will be
the business editor, since he or she is
in charge of culhng any and all business news.
From the oul~et, try to establish a rapport with each contact.
Suggest how the informahon that
you' re offering might fit into their
particular
edttonal
agendas.
Remember, the editors have needs of
their own to satisfy, hopefully without making their jobs any more timeconsuming or complex.

WE'LL BRING YOUR
INTERIORS TO UFE

In the early stages of bUJldmg a rapport, 11 's wtse to send each
contact a press kit (that is, an mformatJon packet) describing your business. Press kits generally include
company background, capabilities,
productlservice descnptions and
even short biographtes on important
employees.
Once the tce is broken,
brainstorm to come up with siory
ideas that pertain to the spectfic
interests of each of the targeted
media. For example, opening a new
store or wmning an outstanding service award is newsworthy for most
local newspapers. The key is to consider what sort of information your
contact person wants and needs.
In general, 1t's best to supply
this information to editors m a stmple format that quickly communicates the gist of your message. In the
first sentence or two, try to mclude
the essentials - "who, what, when,
where, why and how." For help in
wnting a tec hmcall y-correct release,
consult the Associated Press
Stylebook.

Media release formats vary,
but there are certam standards that
should go at the top of page one.
These mclude the intended time of
publication or broadcast (e.g. "For
Immediate Release"), the date, a
name and number to call for more
information. and a fitting headline.
Normally, a media release should be
held to no more than two, doublespaced pages.
Once a reh:ase is written,
mail or fax a copy to each of your
established media contacts It's often
effecttve to follow up promptl y with
phone calls to ensure that each contact received, and ts aware of, your
release Thts ts also a good lime to
offer to answer any questions, or to
provide
further
informatiOn.
However, because of the deluge of
phone calls and releases that most
editors must handle daily, it's tmportant to keep your follow-up calls
short and direct."'
Lonna Sch/othauer is a copywriu•r and an account coordinator for
STRATUS, a murketmg and ad• crtismg
cmnultanl firm "' Redlands.

Inland Empire Profile
Family: Wife, Claud1a; daughters,
Colleen and Cristel.
H obbies: Community involvement;
Kiwanis and Sister Cities activities.
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Personal accomplishments:
Spearheaded efforts in Ontario to
expand Neighborhood Watch to 600
member-groups, established a Teen
Center, and started a trall~itional housing program for women and children.

or
~e-.J

,

h.L.Sfl

4lmosphere for you. us<11g
tap qLU!IIty g"'en and col
orfv.lly bloorrung pldnl.>
we haue a tully srock_ed
greenho~ facll<ty wiCh a
large <nvencor!:l of plants
14c are fully tracned co
suggest and de!>tgn plane
rndl.ULiJI

Name: Rudy Favila

ChLJc w11/ enhance

your facility. Our htgh/y
trailled cechn.ccart.> reg
uJarly setVKe all your plane

needs

Offices • Banks • Hotels
Restaurants • Model Homes

SHORT TERJI\

LONG TER/11

•
•
•
•

• De:;,gn

SP<'Cidl Even!>
Paroes
Convenllons
Banquets

• Swge Sets
• Thtme Eoenc.s

Occupation: Ontario City
Councilman

• Sales

• tease
• tnscallauon

• Macnlel1dflce
• CiUNaflleed Quality

OLR QUALITY IS EXCELLENT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OuR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE

t;;ti;i, ~'ltar;i: ,r;ts: .t;t'J

SeMng ~~~~ covnt"'s ol Or•09e. l.o> Mgt.~s. San 6f:<"ordmo RLVt!'$ d~ • nd San D•tgo
P110NE 71 41698263t> l519>941461CiFJIX{71 418947938

Short biography: Htred a-; a youth
counselor in 1972, kicking off two
decades of interaction with the
Herman G. Stark Youth Training
School in Chino. In 1973, obtained
bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice
from the California University of
Sacramento, and moved up to parole
agent position the next year. In 191\ I
at the University of Southern
California, completed Management
Program for Correctional
Administrators. After several failed
campatgn~ to wm a scat, ht: wa.., elected in 1992 a~ only the second Latino
ever to serve on Ontario's council.

H onors: Mt. Baldy 8UJ!dmg Industry
A<;,.<;oetation Special Recognition,
1995; South Ontario Kiwanian of the
Year, 1994; George E. Brown
Congres.'iional Special Recognition,
1988; California Youth Authority
Training School Superior
Accomplishment Award, 1987.
Inland E mpire's best assets: "A'i a
central point in Southern Californta,
the area has convenient access to
many family activities, sul:h as the
mountains, skiing, beautiful be~chcs.'
cultural experiences and top umvcrstties. Also, the housing is rcao;onable."
Greatest Concern for Inland
E mpire: "Chance of natural dtsastcr.
such as earthquakes, and the ai!'port in
the center city that could cxpcnenl:e
an unscheduled landing."
Resides: Ontario ..&

by Fred E. Jandt Jnd Mary B. Ncmnich

Employers can place blind ads,
or hst an address

k

n mcreasmg number of
businesses are turning to
he Internet to supplement
their recruiting efforts. Redlands
based
Environmental
Systems
Research Institute (ERSI), for example, uses the Internet to search for
candtdates na!Jonwide.

What ts called the "Internet" IS
simply the mterconnection of computer
systems
worldwide.
Busmesses establish the1r presence
on the Internet to market products
and services and to find qualified
applicants to fill position vacanctes.
These companies have found
that usmg the Internet to recruit
gives them access to a larger applicant pool. Some corporate recru1ters
beheve that candidates who apply
through the Internet are likely to be
more tJUalified, since they have
already demonstrated a knowledge
of computer technology.
And,
recruiters don't have to wait for
mailed responses to printed job

Candidates may

respond by phone, fax, or letter as
specified in the ad. Also possible are
full-text resume responses by e-matl.
For OCC, employers pay a membership fee of $3,900 a year, and a $60per-password annual access fee

Employers can also search the

Information is easily accessible,

thousands of resumes already sorted on the Internet. Certam resume
data bases have keyword search

because different Web pages are
hnked with a simple pomt-andclick . For example, the Small

Recrutters can re4uest to

Business Administration Web page

features
see

only

postings, generally are free of
charge. Many are devoted exclusive-

resumes

with

is accesstble to Web browsers such

requested keywords such as "senior

as

accountant" or "controller."

http://dwww.sbaonline.sba gov
The authors' new book "Using

Many

government

agenc1es

starting the second year There are

and businesses have established

no charges to apphcants. OCC can
be reached at 317-293-6499, or send

what are called "Web pages,"
whtch present their messages in

e-mail to occ0 msen.com.

words, p1cturcs and even sounds.

Mosaic

at

this

address:

the Internet in Your Job Search" is
available in local bookstores, or
directly from the publisher JIST
Works at 1-800-648-5478. ...,

Big game ts
tomorrow - Saturday.

announcements. A position can be
posted on the Internet at 9:00 a.m.,
and the first apphcation can be
received at 9:10a.m.
In our new book "Usmg the
Internet in Your Job Search,'' we
detatl vanous means of finding
applicants on-line. Some of these
are free, while others charge a fee to
the employer.
News groups, which range from
discussion forums to information

those

Opttctan ts
1500 miles away

'
Center calls optician
who calls Post Office.

Finds Express Mail is a
very smart solution.

Guarantees
overnight delivery.*

Even delivers Saturdays
at no extra charge.

Lens arrives on time.
Center makes winning basket.

Team is so happy they
can't see straight.

ly to job announcements. To post a
position on a news group, a business
needs access, whtch can be provided
by a commerctal service provider,
such as CompuServe or Amenca
On-line.
Not everyone, however, has
access to news groups. Several private, fee-based recruitment servtces
are more widely available on-line.
Employers can place job orders in
these private data bases that are not
swamped with other ads.
Perhaps the largest and most
available of these is the On-li~
Career Center (OCC), accessible to

·.'~:For more information on Express Mail and other Smart Solutions:-call1-800-THE-USPS, ext. 771

.,_ __

more than 20 million on-line users.

It 1s very convement for job seekers,
because job lisllngs are by specific
title and by geographical location

"'"""'"'"~-b""'"""'"'""'_l'l_013pm.

d!pondmg IMI ddmai>IMI Some ""'""""' """' Clio<>. y<>~ Post 0t1a 101 de!.W

C1995.JSPS
L
-----------

Overl1igh~

We Deliver;, For You. _________
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SERVICE,..
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Access 2.0: Why You Should Be Designing Your Own Databases

I>)

C'arknc Jonc>

ow that so many businesses
and mdiv1duab have purchased powerful personal
computer-. and upgraded to state-ofthe-art software. it\ time for those
~1!crnsoft Office fans to upgrade to
the Professional version and bring
Acce~~ 2.0 into their offices.
Acces~ is a datahase designer. That means you can design an
mformatllln ~torage and retrieval
sy~tem customized to your compan) 's needs. No longer do you need to
he llmlled h) what is on the software
~tore\ ~helves. With Access, you
can crc,llc what) ou need, add to 11 at
any t1me, and modi f) It at will
Are you trackmg marketing
intormation? Want to know the
demographic~ of your communuy
from a recent survey? Do you need a
dataha~e for your cold calls that will

N

automaticall} spit out form letters
and labels for those who show an
interest m your busmess?
If you answered yes to any
of these questiOns, then Access is for
you.
But, you ask, "Who in my
organization can learn how to design
databases? We aren't programmers.
Databasing 1s way beyond our computer expert1~e ."
Well. not anymore!
Access 2.0 is the eas1est to
learn and easiest to use relational
database on the market. It's very systematic, and often intuitive Once
you learn how to do a simple filter,
you begin to understand more complex queries Once you learn how to
design a screen, you can quickly pull
together reports. Once you learn
how to edit in a table, you can edit
everywhere else in the database
And, once you understand table
properties, you can mampulate field
properties
anywhere-including
forms, reports, and queries.
Access databases are stored
m singk files comprised of database
objects. There are six different types
of ohjects, two of which you may

BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional Business through Bartering

SIGNED-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW OVER 430
Founded & L.ncally Ov.ned hy Family for Over 10 Yea"

(909) 881-6131/32

FAX (909) 881-6l3J

Ask for JoseJ!!hJulie~ .~1an:ann or T~

~laking your business look good is our business.
We work hard to make sure your pnntmg looks the way you want 1t to look The
way 1t has tom order to help your business succeed If you're not gettmg the best
seMCe, quality and pnce from your current source. call us We want
your busmess- and we're w11/ing to work for Jtl

~--GT

Quality Printing

---...:n,e Business Printer That Means Business!"

never encounter. Tables, quenes,
forms and reports make up most
simple databases. Tables are where
you store mformauon, forms are
where you perform data entry and
data look-ups, report<; arc where you
group your data into printable
results, and queries are where you
ask spec1fic questions of your information.
Microsoft has included
"Wizards" that walk you through
each step of the design of tables,
forms and reports. These Wizards
prompt you to answer questions and
make decisions Based on your
answers, the object is designed to
meet your specificauons. If you
don't want to hassle with the
Wizards, Access w11l make all decisions for you. Both method•.; produce
professwnal results that even experienced users use as a starting point
for CUStOffiiZ3tiOn.
Of course, a~ with all
M1crosoft products, the mformat10n
you compile m your database can be
used m all other applications. For
mstance, your contact list can be
merged to a form letter in Microsoft
Word. Word's merge program allows
you to set the cnteria for the merge
right in Word, so you don't have to
des1gn a separate query in Access
first. Once a table has been merged
with a form letter in Word, the link is
maintained. All you have to do is
open the form letter and click on the
merge button . If you want to change
the criteria that filters who 1s getting
your letter, you s1mply return to the
Merge Helper w1thm Word and redefine your cntena before chckmg on
the merge button.
Tables and reports can be
sent to Excel for high-end statistical
analysis. And, Excel spreadsheets
can be brought into Access as their
own tables that can then be related,
manipulated, and accessed like any
other table in the database.
Reports are based off tables
and/or queries. Although in Access
you can always modify the design,
you can't edit the information unless
you change the criteria the report
was based on. To alleviate this problem, Access lets you send reports
straight to Word or Excel where you
can edit, modify, and save them.
Once you master the basics
of Access, you can opt to learn how
to usc their advanced features, such
as macros and modules. Though you
can create powerful systems without
writing any complicated code, it's to
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Export Finance Options for Exporters - Which Is ~est For You?

your be nefit to le arn how to write
simple mac ros.

by Thomas 1 Burr
Export Finance Specmli.st, Uruon Bank

If you are working on a net-

ince 19H9, mterc't in exporting by
United States companies ha-..
rapidly mcreascd. The re<t'iOns
include the passage of NAFTA; the
weakening of the U.S. dollar; and the
emergence of new large export markets
such as China, the N1S, India, and more
recently, Viet Nam. Exporters looking
to fore1gn markets for sales growth typically find it difficult to obtain financing
for their exports. ln this regard there is
good news and bad news.
lt is commonly known that
commercial banks do not aggre..•;sively
look to finance foreign accounts receivable. Perfection of a secunty interest by
a bank in the product sold to a foreign
buyer is very difficult to obtain, and the
enforceability by a U.S. company of
such liens in a foreign country is at best
quesllonable. In short, it is not considered desirable bu.'ime..<;S by many banks.
That is the bad news.
The good news IS there are several options offered through government sponsored programs that small- to
medium-sized busine..'iSCs can access to
ensure their foreign receivables and
even to secure pre-export financmg.
Government programs endeavor to provide incentives to commerc1al banks to
extend working capital lines of credit to
exporters. 1bis IS accomplished by
making in.<;urance or a IO<m guarantee
available to the exporter's bank. The
desired result is that the banks will fmd
financing exports safer and more profitable.
Currently, working capital programs are offered through the ExportImport Bank of the United States (Ex1m Bank), the Small Business
Administration, and the California
Export Finance Office (CEFO).
Though smlilar in many ways, they also
have distinct features that an exporter
should consider when planning the
fmancmg of export activities.
The question then is "Which
progrdlll is the best one for me?" The
primary similarity among the programs
is availability of pre- and post-shipment
working capital financing. More important to the exporter are the differences in
the programs: U.S. content, collateral,
and eligibility of military sales.
Under the Ex-lm Bank program, the U.S. content requirement is
that the overdll cost of producing a product for export must contain at least 50
percent U.S. goods and services. CEFO
requires 50 percent or more California
content. On the other hand, the SBA
has no explicit U.S. or California
requirement. Therefore, under the SBA
program, a U.S. exporter acting as a
rrudclleman, 1mporting products from
one country and then exporting to

work and want to share your
database with other users, you
can do that, too. Access is set
up for networking, and allows
the administrator of the database to assign security rights.
Luc kily, mac ros are almost
as easy to produce as AutoFo rms.
You do need to learn how to set them
up correctly, but that is no more difficult than fo llowing mstruction~.
Once you are ahle to set up macros,
you can produce your own toolbars
and push buttons to' ope n forms and
print reports. Yo u can design menu
screens that open auto ma tically
when your datahase is opened and
lead the user through yo ur system of
tables, forms, and reports. You can
even dec ide which toolbars should
be displayed, and se t up a ttmed
opening screen that displays yo ur
logo and copyright.
If you are workmg on a network and want to share your databa&e w1th other users, you can do
that, too Access is set up for networking, and allows the administrator of the database to assign security
rights.
Once you expand past the
basics, your finished product will
look more like a soft~>.are application than a s1mple datahase. When
you reach this stage in development,
you may want to upgrade to the
Access developers kit so that you
can market your applications royalty-free, and sell them to customers
who don't have Access on their computers.
Whether you decide to delve
into Access's advanced features or
stick with its s1mpler side to track
and retrieve your data, it is by far the
best relatiOnal database on the market today. With its ease of use and
sophistication, 1t's to every business'
advantage to own and learn to usc
this versatile product Those who
already have Microsoft Office
should upgrade to the Professional
package; those who don't use
Microsoft Office should still make
Access their database of chmce ..A
Carh-ne lone.> i.• 1/re dircc/Or of

Word CompAnociales 111 Rwlco, a mfcwan·
crarnmg <~ duraba.lt" de ,;gn •penalise. The

phont• numba IS (909) 877-9.l!O.
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another, could potentially access the
SBA program.
O:Jllateral is another key difference. With Ex-Im Bank, borrowings
are made from an a'>'>t!t-based credit
facihty. 11lis requires a "pool" of collateral covering 100 percent of the disbursements. Collateral consisls of foraccount<;
receivable
and
eign
"exportable" mventory." Exportable
inventory is that portion of the
exporter's inventory supported by letters of credit, purchase orders or other
document<; ev1dencing an export sale.
Ex-lm Bank does not rely sole-

lyon a purcha'>C order or a letter of credit becau.<.;e neither is considered a true
account receivable under GAAP [n
contrast, SBA and CEFO utilize transaction-based financing to help small- to
medium- sized companies fmance their
existmg export opportunities. If an
exponer cannot generate the collateral
pool requliCd by the E.x-lm Bank program. the SBA and CEFO options will
better satisfy their needs.
On the other hand, companies
that have contmuous export act1vity typically fi nd Ex-lm Bank better suited for
them smce each mdiv1dual sale IS not

scrutinized prior to funding.
Once the exporter determines which
program i.s the ma;t suitable, it should
approach 1ts bank for financing. If its
bank is not familiar with these program-.., the exporter can contact the following for more information:
Export-Import Bank

(31 0) 322-1152
Small Bu.sine..'iS Adrrunistration
(310) 9804550
Califorrua Export Finance Office
(714) 562-5519
Union Bank, Export Finance Services
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Mexico's Fiscal Puzzle

Mexico's Fiscal Puzzle

Contrnued From Page 21

gotten really expensive and I don't
know what the price is for the other
500. I'm calling my suppliers saying,
'What does an ashtra)' cost? What
does a steering wheel cost? ' That's
very di~ruptive.
"Were mistakes made? Yes
That's why you ' re gettmg a highe r
return, adjusted for the rbk. I don ' t
see the doomsday scenano But
Me xico has got lots of issues still to
go through. For example, there 's sttll
a lot of bad debt among the priva-

tized banks in Mextco that has yet to
be rationaltzed. But that's going to
happen. Russia has bad debt.
Japanese banks have bad debt Guess
what? It wasn't so long ago in the
United States that our banks had bad
debt. Those things wtll al l get fixed
in time. There w ill be an adJUstment
process. It probably will result in a
recessiOn.
"But the situation today is qutle
different from the early 80s Then,
Mexico had a rather bad:ward, pro-

Cmlllmlt'd From Page 32

te ctionist, inefficient economy
Today it's well on the road to having
a modern , open econom y with
world-class compame~. Mexico is
not a wealth y country yet But it is
not a basket case. The M extcans are
unde rgoing fundamental po litical
reform at the same time they' re
undergoing economiC reform. And
what's gotng to come out of Mexico
rs a very good democracy."'

Surce 1990, much of Morgan

Slanley's ejJat tobankrollLatillAmericahas
been toldcr d1e guidance of Jay P~
director of d1e Wall Street finn~· Latm
Amernun Resewt:lr and Strategy Pelaik)
belie ves that Mexiaur President Enresto
Zedillo migluemogefrcmdrisatnen~ crisis
~1ronger--if he corrtinue.~ dre pultcica/
n.j:Jnn5· cf Ius nJing party drat are Ironsfomung dii!Mexu:anelectorolprocess. Wear
d~e marule cfpoliticaldwrge pruldly, .layS
Pelosk)l and dll! Mt!Xlaur people )liSt
might rally belund

1

(Please See Page 33)

"This was a surprise Mextco
was the golden boy. All of a sudden
his shoes arc brass. Emerging markeh by definition arc high-risk,
htgh-rewan.l plan:s. They therefor<'
have btgger booms and busts. The
maneuvering room for losses of confidence 1s h:ss . And as emergmg
markets. the} do have problems. If
they dtdn't have problems, they
wouldn't be attractive
A lot of small investors got
caught That's always the case They

buy at the top, sell at the bottom.
That money's gone.
"But the aid package, if applted
properly, will be sufficient to restore
confidence, and we're talkmg about
a confidence issue. The Mextcan
stock market needs ttme and tt needs
proof. The market needs to sec that a
tight money policy is actually gotng
to work. This ts going to be a drawn
out, brick-by-brick process The
government completely misread the
market

"Zedillo certainly has been
presented with a difficult beginning m office, but he's been more
proactive on the polittc.al ~rdc than
people gtve him credit for. He's
got to stay out front on the pol ittcal openness issue, which ts not
goutg to be easy to do tn the face
of economically poor performance. There ts no growth,
nobody is feeling good about their
prospects. The trade-off for the
people is going to be democracy,

which ts untque to Mexico. If you
don't
I ike
Zedtllo 's
ruling
Institutional Revolutionary Party
(PRJ), you can vote for the
National Action Party (PAN}--and
that vote counts The opposition
party can take office Zedillo 's got
to wrap himself tn th,tt mantle to
offset economtc weakness. And tf
he ts able to stabilize the economy,
12 months from now people are
going to see th1s guy as an adept
polittcal reformer" .t.

~~----------~~--~~--~~--~~~~~~~------------~~~~------~~--------~
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Trade with Mexico: How to Take Advantage of NAFTA
by Steven B. Zis.<;er

I

n 1994, the first year under the
orth American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). U $.Mexico trade increased substanually However. starting with the peso
devaluation on Dec. 20, the changes
in trade with Mexico have been dramatic.
Notwithstanding
these
changes, the NAFTA is here to stay,
and the time to take advantage 1s
now.
As of April 1995, 1mports
from Mexico were up more than 24

percent, and are expected to grow
even more. As a result of lower labor
costs in Mexico, significant mcreases are expected in the importation of
manufactured goods from Mexican
Maquiladora a'sembly plants and in
Mexican textile.' and wearing apparel.
On the other hand, exports
from the U.S. to Mex1co have fallen
off by more than 25 percent, and are
projected to drop even further. Yet,
because of the increasing demand
for lower-priced Mex1can exports,
export opportunities still exist. There
is an increasing demand for interme-
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Our goal is simple. \Ve're here to provide new ideas to help
your business make money and prosper while keeping your
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next live years. we're going to lower rates, significantly. And starting now,
we're introducing programs to provide even better service to all our business customers.
These programs include: service guarantees. new billing and payment options. and a do-it_vour,elf energy audit for small business customers. •

In today's busmess climate you
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than e\·er before. In fact, we're out to prove. in the struggle to
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bring you better service and lower rates, Edison can do both.

Southern California Edison

Putting Pizazz in Your Printing Keeps Message in Public Eye

diate materials and goods ready for
assembly in Mextcan Maquiladora
assembly plants and Mexican manufacturing plants.
In spite of the present economic crisis in Mexico, which will
probably pers1st for the next six to
18 months, NAFTA will continue to
have a pos1l1Ve impact on trade
between the two countries. While
1mports from Mexico will contmue
to show major gains, exports to
Mexico should also rebound with the
expected stabilization of the peso
and the Mexican economy.

by L111da Melzer,
for M tnutcman Press of Colton

T

NAFfA's first-year trade
numbers clearly demonstrate the
capabihty of a balanced trade boom
for both the U.S. and Mexico. And,
the U.S. currently is negotiating with
Chile as the next country to jom the
NAFTA. Chile's accession to
NAFTA could occur as early as next
year. Preliminary negotiations also
are under way to include other
Central and South American countnes within NAFTA's framework.
All companies with product~
or services to sell should take a serious look at the NAFTA-not only for
the opportunities that ex1st today, but
those that will certainly exist m the
future. An important first step is dctermmmg whether your products qualify
for NAFTA eligibility.
A key advantage under
NAFTA is that eligible products can
move among all NAFTA countries
either free of duty or at greatly
reduced rates of duty, and free of
most trade restrictions. The eligibility process is based primarily on specific rules of origin, which are
spelled out in the agreement.
For example, a product is
eligible if it is "wholly originating,"
that is, manufactured in a NAFTA
country or made from materials or
components produced in a NAFTA
country. A product made with nonoriginating materials also may be
eligible, providing that the specific
rule of origin is satisfied. For example, a radio manufactured in the U.S.
from components made in nonNAFTA countries would qualify.
For more information on
NAFTA eligibility, call the U.S.
Customs Service NAFTA Center m
Dallas, Tex. at (214) 574-4061, a
licensed U.S. Customs broker, or a
trade attorney.•
Staat B. Zisser, o{Ciw10HJI.s. /San aam-.ey.<pi!Dill·
izlllg ur US. Custans atrd J!llmli1IUJIIQ/ T/TJ~k Law
He IS cmocralel/ ""'' dll! Jawfinn o{Sit.'ll~ Sho5tak,
Shastolc & O'Hara, wuh offias in LosAngdes, Stur
Diego atrd liW:Iwzgroo D.C He ctJJI be nxx:lred at
(213) 48MXJJO or (9{1)) 597.fJ8iJ/.

he word is out that we are
going to be a "paperless"
SOCiety

Well,
I
say,
"Bah,
Humbug!'' The "word' must be
propaganda, possibly iniltated
by the computer 1ndustry.
Imagine going to a chamber of commerce networking
session and handing out your
bustness cards by computer Or,
everyone at your next annual
meeting walktng around with a
small, hand-held computer with
your annual report in its memory
bank Or, s1mply consider going
home at the end of the day and
not havtng any matl
With the need for printed
paper established, a fitting next
issue to address is "effectiveness."
As an exercise toward
better understanding, mix 100
business cards in a bowl. Then,
sort through them and pick out
the ones that look interesting.
I'll g1ve 10-to-one odds that
most are printed in colors, or are
fotled.
Try leafing through your
mail as well. What catches your
attention? Qu1te ltkely, it's the
colorful advertisements
In another exercise, picture all of the printed material
that you have on your desk, or
that arnves in your typical daily
mail at home. Envision that you
lay all of this stuff out in a staggered format, with the most
attractive pieces on top and the
least attractive at the bottom.
Your four-color magazine
is likely to top the stack, while
that dot matrix, ,typed letter you
received is low in the pile.
Because our society still
uses paper for much of what we
need to communicate, we should
take care to use our printed messages wisely. The results of the
personal
surveys suggested
above 'can serve as a guide to
determine some methods for
your own printed materials .
Of
course,
running
copies of dot matrix or typewrit-

ten materials on your office copy
mach1ne is obviously economical But, does it really do the
job that you want it to do? Do
you really want to project such a
mundane image to your customers?
Any job worth dotng is
worth doing right Keep in mtnd
that it's your
message that's
being sent All of your printed
messages are a reflection of your
business. To cultivate a professional image, look professional
The use of color is one of
the most effective and economical ways of ensuring that your
printed word will get not1ced
and read . This IS
extremely
important-why print anyth1ng
that isn't going to do the job it
was intended to do?
Color is often used effectively tn business cards, thereby
helping your contact to keep a
visual memory of your business.
By calltng attention to specific
items, color also can be very
effective in a directive or notice.
For example, pick out a
lin~ or paragraph that is very
important
to
a
message.
Env1s1on emphasis being placed
on it by using a bold or italic
typeface. Or, envision this item
in blue or red, allowing it to
stand out even among some
desktop clutter, or immediately
when removed from an envelope.
Phone numbers in messages are especially good candidates for enhanctng by the use of
color. And, newsletters in general are far more attractive with a
JUdicious use of color to highlight and enhance their readability. Most direct mailings and
newspaper ads also draw more
attention when highlighted with
color.
As for the cost of color, it
doesn't have to be expensive.
Color printers and spot color
copiers offer economical alternatives to "boring black!"
Just ask yourself what
you want to stand out, or what
you want someone to remember.
Then, add some excitement to
your printing- "color it!" .A
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age our children to save and be

Checking" for only $1.68 per

able to watch their savings

month.

grow even at a few pennies a

tunity to open that first check-

quarter.

ing account and be on your

Members of the staff
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National
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a

checking

a

"Back

account,

to

Basic's

T h is is a great oppor-

way to forming your first bank-
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"We're Your

Remember.
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here

bank in order to open their sav-

lo serve the needs of the

ings accounts
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by Pela G. Penson

Y

ou would think that a

small ~usiness would
recogn1ze
more
quickly than a large corporation when the time has come
to reorganize. After all, dysfunction
and Inefficiency
have fewer places to hide
when there are only a handful
of employees.
But in fact, whether the
firm is a start-up or a more
established venture poised
for growth or shifting focus,
small and extra-small enterprises keep things stuck
together with bubble gum
rather than take the time and
trouble to s1t down with a
clean slate and ask, "How
should we organize our business and make the best use of
our resources to meet the

JULY 1995

needs of the cus_tomer?''
It is hard to blame small
business managers for this
point of view. Things are
moving along and work IS
being accomplished, even if
it's not at warp speed or at
world-class quality levels .
"If it ain't broke, don ' t fix
it," is the motto that makes it
seem risky to disassemble the
apple cart
and consider
whether it would be more
effective to make that wood
into an apple skateboard or
an apple boat.
But small businesses owe
it to themselves and their
employees to take a lesson
from the large-scale re-engineering projects that are
recasting the structure of
Corporate America in the
'90s. Big business has realized that if it wants to stay
competitive, it must peel
away the processes and traditions that have built up over
the years and rediscover what
is really at the center of that
organization's core bus1ness.
And organize around that
discovery.
The
thinking-

Corporate ~treat

through process is the same,
whether you are re-organizing a David or a Goliath.
• Identify the task criteria.
Brainstorm all of the tasks
that need to be done. If you
write each on a post-it note,
you can then begin to arrange
them on the wall by similar
skill sets. You'll be surprised
at how distinctly categories
emerge, and how dissimilar
those groupings may be to current job descriptions .
It is also likely that this
step will point out some quick
hits, changes that you can
make immediately to cut out
duplication of effort and/or
overlap of responsibility .
• Revisit the competency levels
and likes and dislikes of the staff.
Go back and review the
resumes of current employees.
There are golden nuggets of
information buried there that
you may have glanced over
when you first hired this person. Shannon has an art degree
and would probably relish
more creative assignments.
George previously worked in a
hotel and is comfortable with
housekeeping chores and customer advocacy. Alex once created a database management
system and knows how to generate useful reports and track

$200
Spa Package
for two

customer responses.
• O u t lin e t h e ro les.

includes 2 nights
accommodations, 112 hr massage
and welcome cocktail.

One company drew a circle
with the customer in the center
and then d1v1ded the p1e into
chunks. Each wedge represent-

Sunday through Thursday Weekends $250
June 1W5·September 1995. tax and gratwty not mduded

ed a different role that needed
to be fulfilled-bringing the

For the perfect sales incentive'
Purchase 3 or more packages and
receive a special discount.

customer in, creating the product the customer wants, delivery of that product, collecting
the custome r 's money, and so

not available through a travel agent.

on. The emphasis is on outlin-

for more information contact

-

'')

ing roles as the basis for job
statements, not writing the

MIRAGE SPRINGS
II 11 I I I · I

\ \ I \ II

,\

' I' I

10625 Palm Dnve • Desert Hot Springs. CA 92240
(800) 647·2431 • 1619) 251·3399

lists of tasks that are typical
of most job descriptions.
In many cases, the talents
of the current staff will match
up with each of these roles,
although they may be different
from their current job respon-

sibilities. It soon becomes
clear when a business is missing a key element and additional expertise needs to be
found. Unfortunately, a few
managers will discover that
roles and people don't align
because the wrong skill sets
have been hired in the past.
When this happens, the next
step is to assess if employees
can be salvaged with more
training and education.
• Celebrate the reorganization.
Physically rearranging the
workplace can help everyone
acknowledge and remember
their new roles. One company
painted an entire wall with a
design of the new way of
working.
Another firm had bright
new desk plates made with
clever job "ti tles" that reflected each person 's revised role
and responsibilities, such as
Creative Services Czar
and
Word Processing Poo-bah.
This may also be an appropriate time to review compensation packages to make sure
they reflect the new expectations.
Remember
that
increased compensation does
not have to mean more money;
some employees respond more
to flex-time, additional training opportumt1es, or other
motivators beyond a paycheck.
Regardless of the size of
the company, a major reorganization has the same goal: to
yield better trained, more
responsive employees who can
function autonomously and
flexibly. That should be a criteria of any business that
wants to continue to survive
and thrive. The corner doughnut shop is not so d1fferent
from Hewlett-Packard after
all.

Peta G. Penson, Ed.D., is a
principal with CD/
CoDevelopment InternatiOnal, a
global management consulting
firm that helps corporations
with strateg1c plannwg and
complex business issues. She
can be reached at the firm's
Silicon
Valley,
California
office, 408! 366-0466 . .11..
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Inland Valley Picked Over Sharp as Trauma Center for Murriela/Temecula
by Mark Zclmer

R

iverside Count.y supervisors
named
Inland
Valley
Regional Med1cal Center as
the f1rst trauma center in the southwestern county- giving the
Wildomar hospital a major victory
in its war for business with Sharp
HealthCare of Murrieta.
Yet, even Sharp officials had to
adm1t that the big winners from the
des1gnat10n
are
trauma
Temecula/Murrieta area res1dents,
who previOusly have had to face a
45-minute ambulance ride for trauma care. Riverside County's only
other trauma centers are at two
Riverside hospitals and one in
lnd10.
"There's some disappointment
m our eyes," smd Sharp spokesman
Steve Art "But this area desperately needs a trauma center. We're
glad the area received a trauma center."
At Inland Valley, just off of
Interstate 15 at Clinton Keith Road,
hospital offic1als expected to sign a
contract by July to become a Level
3 trauma center. More cnllcally
mjured patients still will be transported to R1verside General
Hospital, qualified for Level 2 trauma care, or to Lorna Linda
University Medical Center, a topof-the-line Level I facility.
Each
year,
southwestern
Riverside County averages about
600 v1cllms w1th traumatic
inJuries-most of them from traffic
acc1dents, said Dan Dredla, Inland
Valley spokesman. Having a trauma
center nearby gives doctors more
time to treat the patients in their
"golden hour"-the penod after
severe injury considered as critical
to survival.
Dredla also noted that the average hospital stay for moderate trauma patients is two to five days. That
means trauma care at Inland Valley
will save lime and reduce stress for
local patients and the1r families.
The superv1sors' decision ends
competition between Inland Valley
and Sharp that started 1n September
when the county announced it
would seek a trauma center m the
reg1on.
Sharp, opened in 1989 near
Interstate 215 and Murrieta Hot
Springs Road, is a non-profit, 50bed hospital owned by the San
Diego Hospital Association Inland
Valley, opened in 191\7 as the first
acute-care hospit<Jl 1n southwest
county, is an 80-bed hospital owned
by Universal Health Services Inc.
of Pennsylvania ....

Inland Valley Regtonat
Medtcal Center,

Wildomar wa' named a

the rir!'lt trauma center
Soulhwc>tcrn Rive"tde County

Inland Valley Regional Medical Center

\\1\AK\NG SUS\NESS LOANS
\S OUR \\1\A\N BUS\NESS.
CAN YoUR 8\G BANK
\\1\AKE \HAl CLA\M'?

Your big bank's main
business is banking. Ours
is business banking.
We make more business
loans in the Inland Empire,
San Gabriel Valley and
North Orange County than
any other independent bank.
Almost any size loan for
any type business. For
seasonal or long-term needs.
To acquire equipment or
other fixed assets. To finance

construction for professional,
commercial and industrial
buildings. And we can customize a loan to meet your
specific business situation.
If your big bank seems
a little vague about your
business, come to the
number one business bank.
Business needs bankers who
understand business.
Call us now for a complete analysis.

Chino Valley Bank
The Bank Business Banks On.

Arcadta • Brca • Chmo • Colton • Coruna • Co\'ma • Fontana • Fullerton • Ontario • Pomona • RJVe"tde
San Bcrnardmo • San Gabnel • South El .'vlontc • Upland
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NeY.I Report Foresees Inland Empire Job Mar1<et Growth, Housing Price Decline for 1995
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A 1k rile Cailfornw \i'lllurc Fomm • addrt I<<"S
qrte\lWII\ uf m/t'rt'5l to bminc:'}\ ou nen a lUI

Esmael Ad1b1 got to the bottom

negative fiscal situations m
neighboring Orange and Los

Center for Economic

of 17,400 jobs, the report

mlrtprt "'""' and IS a projt Cl of fm ull) from
Caltfornw Stale Pol.\'leduuc U1111 rnll)~ local
bu\IIIC\\ leaden, and the /nlund £mp1re
B1mne11 Journal. Re'f'<"'"'' an prq>ar,·d bJ
Fomm memben. The Cahfornw Vi:lllurt·
Fomm .1howcase\ emrq>rcnt•untmd busmes.\·
es 1'\'C/)' vtha molllh 111 an tfforttv help them
obllllll financing. If you are Interested 111
beronung a prescmer or would like more lltfor·
mat1011 abow the Caltfonua \ennm• Fvmm,
co/1/ac/ John Tirlac at.
(909) 860-51!52

line on the region's economy

Angeles counties, he sa1d.

Research at Chapman

"The Inland Emp1re's
economy, on its own, is doing

As for the pnces of
homes m San Bernardmo and

University In Orange. In late

says. Also,
Los Angeles
County's
job
market
1s

Thn· month\ column is b:.,- Edward ll~
Strongm. a drrcxtor of the Cahforma \t:1111m:
Fonmr and tl parrncr at Frazer and Torbc1,

Riverside counties, they continue to slide, the new "Chapman
Report" says. However, the

expected to grow by 1.1 peren!, or 41,200 jobs.

Cauficd Puhlic Accowllallt.l,

fine,'' said Adibi. director of the
Center for Economic Research at
Chapman University in Orange .

A

ter releasing a good
ews/bad news report
ot

!Jkely to

humor

many Inland Empire residents

planning to sell theH homes,

In late June, the center released
an updated version of its 1995
economic forecast for Southern
California.

On the Inland Emp1re,
Adibi pointed out, "Job expan::;Jon 1s ga1ning a little momentum ." Yet, the economy here
can't avoid the effects of more

.resale

home

price

1ndex

1s

"The Inland Empire's economy, on Its own, Is doing fine,"
said Adlbl, director of the

decline of 7.3 percent in 1994.
On the state of the market
at present, the "Chapman Report"

Orange
employment will

County
grow 1.5

percent this year, an addition

June, the center released an
updated version of its 1995

On retail sales, the
"'Chapman Report" predicts
that volume in the Inland

economic forecast for
Southern California....

Empire area wdl grow 5 1

expected to fall by just 4 percent
th1s year, compared with a

explains, "A high inventory of
unsold housmg units, an absence

percent 1n
400 new JObs.
Adib1 added

Inland Empire

ga~ned

that

the

more than

32,000 jobs from 1990 to 1994,

Increase , bring the grand total
of taxable sales forecast for
1995 to $22.4 bJIIJOn.

based

level of unemployment more than
offset the upward pressure created

Development Department's sta-

average for the region is fore-

tistics. Meanwhile over the same

cast to wind up show1ng a rise

by the lower housing prices and
the pent-up housing demand."

span, Orange County lost 46,000

of 3.9 percent for th1s year,

jobs, and Los Angeles County

after figunng

lost 430,000, he said.
Fortunately for all four

for the general inflation rate.

Information Services of La Jolla,
the median price of a home in the
Inland Empire during May was in
the range of $120,000 to

on

the

Employment

Personal

In

Income

a deduction

Without Inflation, the average
total personal income would

applying Adibi 's theory of co-

rise an estimated 6.4 percent

dependence in terms of econo-

th1s year. &

involved-that

$126.000.

The rebound

in Inland

Inland Empire Businesses Honored

Empm residential building that
began in 1994 has faded in 1995,
Adibi sa1d. As a result, the total of
buildmg permit valuation for
housing in 1995 is forecast to wind
up at the same level as 1994around $2.3 b1llion.
On the "good news" side
of the "Chapman Report," the
number of Inland Empire-based
jobs will grow this year-by 2.3
percent from last year's total. The
proJected increase involves 17,

Unveiling the Mystery of Health Care!
Two out of three employers currently have partially self-funded
Health Plans.
Discover what the HMOs and Health Insurance Companies
aren't telling you and why they don't want you to know!!
,/Cost-Effective Funding Structures
,/Custom Plan Design ,/ 81-Ungual

Call
George M. Navadel
800-266-6311, Ext. 332

tht• Cit\ of

Ask The California
Venture Forum
ow that your 1994 income
tax returns have been filed
(hopefully), here are some
ideas that our elected federal officials have proposed to be Implemented for the 1995 filing season.

N

on

is,

counties

111

lnduscn·.

1995, compared

w1th 4.9 percent in 1994. That
pencils out to a $1 I billion

of inflationary pressure, and a h1gh

According to Dataquick

If thi<J is how you feel w1th your
struggle in reaching the top of
corporate Amenca. we sympathize
with you '!Tying to climb that
corporate ladder is as bard as this
picture depicts What's worse is
that when you do finally reach the
top, and you have won the rat race,
you find that you still are a rat
playing the corporate role of
work, work, work!
People m our industry see
themselves working for 3 to 5 years
and then being able to do whatever
they want, whenever they want to
Think about it, do you see yourself
working for the next 15 to 35 years
m the same profession you are
currently m? More than likely you
don't, but to change your life, you
have to make changes and move
forward We are here to help you
succeed in your goals of life
Give us a call
4
24 Hrs

my-some of the good news
from Chapman concerns Inla.,d
Empire's neighbors.

Capital gains
Under the Grand Old Party's
"Contract With Amenca" proposal,
50 percent of a taxpayer's net capital
gam could be excluded from gross
income. The max1mum possible rate
on capllal gams would he 19.8 percent, instead of the current 28 percent. There IS no Clinton
Adminrstration proposal on capital
gains.
IRAs

o Inland Empire bu.~inesses
ere among several California
ompanies honored by Trade
and Commerce Agency Secretary
Julie Meier Wright at a recent ceremony commemoratmg Ollifomia Small
Business Week.
The festivities were part of
the annual Governor's Small Business
Award\ Luncheon where awardee.s
were singled out for their contributions to California's economy. Award
recipients were nominated and selected by several state and federal government agencies associated with small
business.
Honored for the "Best
Business Success" was T.Y.R.E.S.,
Inc. This Riverside County-ba~ed
company is the largest tire shredding
and recycling operation in California,
taking advantage of a growing, 18 million disposed tire market in Southern
California. The only licensed woman
business enterprise by the Department
of Tra11~ponation for this type of business, T.Y.R.E.S. has seen revenues
grow from $850,000 in 1991 to $2

T:

million in 1994 under PresidenVCEO
Hazel Blankenship.
Chosen a\ "Best Graduate of
the SBDC Program" was New
Solutwns, Inc., in the Coachella
Valley. Owners N1ck Hambrick and
Leonard Graves have used busines.s
techniques suggested by the Coachella
Valley SBDC to improve their line of
scooter tire.s and wheel chairs. New
Solutions ftrsl approached the SBDC
10 1993 for a<;.slstance with a business
plan, which provided a blueprint for
projected earnings of $500,000 this
year and $1 million in 1996.
Hambrick and Graves, disabled by a
severe accident, are active m the community, providing expertise on the
Board of Directors of the Rivers~de
Center for Independent Living and
coun..<>eling programs at Lorna Linda
Medical Center.
The award\ are pan of the
State's continuing effort to recognize
small businesses and individuals that
have contributed to the CIVIC, social
and professional quality of life in
California.&

The GOP plan would allow
for a new type of Individual
Rellrcment Account, m which distributions would be tax-free as long as
they were made after age 59-1/2 and
after the money had been in the
account for at least five years.
Withdrawals from an IRA would
also he tax-free if used for the purchase ot a f1r..,t home, college
expenses or med1cal expenses. There
would be no deduction for annual
pay-ms, which would be limited to
$4,000 for a couple and $2,000 for
singles. The earnings would accumulate tax-free.
The admm1stration 's proposal provides for something called
the special or "'back-loaded" IRA.
This 1s similar to the IRA described
in the Republican party's proposal,
with its non-deductible contributions
and five-year rule. Taxpayers would
be able to roll over amounts from an
existing IRA to a back-loaded IRA.
The administration plan also has a

Tax Changes We Might See:.

The Contract With America and the Administration's Verston
prov1s10n to mcrease the availability
of deductible IRAs hy ra1s1ng the
adjusted gross mcome limits.
Losses on sales of homes
Under current law, a loss on
a sale of a personal residence is not
tax-deductible A GOP-proposed
law change would allow deduction
of such a loss.

Decrease In tax on Social
Security benefits
Under present law. the maxImum portion of Social Secunty
benefits that can be considered as an
individual's tax base is 85 percent.
The GOP proposal would, over a
five-year period, reduce th1s percentage to 50 percent. There Js no
version of th1s plan in the president's
tax package

Tuition payments deduction
This proposal 1s found on!)
m President Clinton's plan. It allows
deductions for post-high school
tu1t1on to colleges or vocational
schools of up to S10,000 a year
(once phased in).
Home office deductions eased
for some
You may recall the U.S
Supreme Court's crackdown on
home office deducllons for people
who maintam a home office but render serv1ces elsewhere. A GOP proposal would allow such taxpayers to
deduct the expenses of a home
office.
Tax credits for children and
for care of the elderly
A GOP proposal would
allow a tax credit of $500 per child
for those wi1h an adjusted gross
income of $200,000 or less (above
wh1ch the credit would be phased
out) and a $500 cred1t for the cost of
care for elderly dependents.
The president's package
prov1des a tax credit for parents of
children age 12 and under. The credit would be $200 dunng 1996.
increasing S I00 a year to $500 in
1999. The credit would decrease by
mcrements for taxpayers with an
adJUSted gross income between
$60,000 and $75,000.
"Marriage penalty" relaxed
The so-called marnage
penalty is the glitch in the tax code
lhat imposes a higher overall tax on
a married couple with two incomes
than would be imposed on the same
couple if unmarried. A change in the
form of a tax credit has been proposed by the Republicans to remedy
the marriage penalty.

The so-called marriage
penalty is the glitch in the tax
code that imposes a higher
overall tax on a married couple with two incomes than
would be imposed on the
same couple if unmarried.

Increase in expensing-election
maximum amount
Currently, the maximum
cost of bus mess equipment that may
be expensed-that is, deducted
Immediately m the first year Jt is
used in the bus~ness-is S17,500.

The GOP plan calls for raising this
maximum to $25,000. There 1s no
such provisiOn in the president's
proposal.
Adoption expense credit
The GOP proposal would
allow an adoption expense tax credIt of up to $5,000.
Increase In amount that can
be passed free of estate or
gift tax
Now, up to $600.000 can
generally be passed to mtended he1r~
without payment of federal estate or
g1ft lax. The GOP would ra1se this
amount to $700,000 in 1996, and 10
even greater amounts in later year~.
There 1s no comparable proposal m
the president's plan
Of course, no prediction can
be made as to how many of these
proposals will actually be signed
mto law m 1995. There Js a real possibility that some will be enacted.
however, and it's only prudent to be
aware of what might happen &

Executive Profile: George W.

Kan~ly,

Vice President of Marketing and Development,
U.S. FamilyCare
....----------..,

health care induo;tn becomes
competitive, the pt..•ople who
et it most su=fully are
tunung to COIL'illfTJCr marketing tcchmques
similar to those tmditionall} u.sed to sell
C<\1';, cruises and soft drinks.
That's the word fium George W.
Kanaly, vice president of marketing and
development for Pacific Physici<m Service
lnc., the Redlancb-·based CO!Tl(-'MY !'<!hind
U.S. FamilyCare. Kanaly is a nationallyrecognized authority on health care marketing.
Ten years ago. Kanaly developed
the Riverside Medical Oinic, then a wellliked, local specialty-care clinic, into one of
the om recognized bmnd names in the
InlaOO Empire.
A key to U.S. FamilyC'are 's sue-

Kanaly said, has been its ability to talk
directly to con..'illfTJCr.-.. like llKbt health
care providers m California, U.S.
FamilyC.are contract~ with HMO. <md
other health plan..\ to care for m<;tomer.-..
ln rTK'N area.", HMO. offer several medical groupo. for members to
choc.N! from. The difference offen:d by
U.S FamilyCare Ls its very 0\\.'11 ~
lL.Jted name independent of th.: health
plans..
ln fact, U.S FamilyCarc has
been sucre..'iful in gettmg m'ilome~ to
chocN: an HMO ba.-.cd on wheth.:r it offe~
U.S. FamilyCare, instead of vice veNt.
Kanaly observed that health
plan.'>, medical provide~'>. ha;p1tab and
UNIIallCe corT1jXIIIies are so a:mmingkd
that the con.'illfTJCr can be bombarded with
every conceiv-.Jble mix of health cue packages. Kanaly \ strJIL"g)' is to focu..., consumers on chocNng a family doctor, an
area in which Family HealthCare commonly holds a competitive advantage.
A~ the nation's leading rreplid
health care management company. P.dcific
Physician SeiVice i~ uniquely able to help
grou~ thrive wxler managed care, said
Kanaly.
·'There's a lot of interest liool
medical (IilCiices to iX!f1ner with a COil'l(llny ~ as PPS, since ck>ing ~ in a
managed care system can be intimidating,"
concluded Kanaiy..l!.

re-."'>,
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Advertising Agencies

.

/ 1' t'd \ lf•hol•t lltllll l

Agenq
AddrtSS
Cit~'Zip

t:C Prinl
Cptlzd. BUng !IE-19941
Cptlzd. BUng (lo!al-1994) '<Broadcast
.. Other
1994 Gross Inromt

Amato, u Wialtr & Zolt, Joe.
73-061 E1 Pasco
Palm Desert, CA 92260

\\-'NO

Benham Ad>rrtbing
4091 RtveNde, N210
Cbtn<>, CA 91710
Brown & Btwdo,.

na

Butltr Ad>rrtising and Graphics
6240 Rtve"'tlc A\ c.
Rl\mtdc, ('A 92506
Davis & Assodatcs
m34 Country Club Or, Ste. F-3
Palm Desert, CA 92211
Ford Agenr), TIM
9540 Center Ave., Stc 100
Rancho Cul'llntonga, CA 91730
ills Mtdla Desip Grollp
5137 Riverside Drive
Chino, CA 91710
Impart Group, The
1615 Orange Tree Ulne, Ste. 102
Redland.,, CA 92374

na

1 or EmployeestOffires Yr. Est. In IE

Inland Empire
Companywide

Hdqrts.
Partnt Co.
1993
Palm Dc>crt

50
20
JO

De>ert Hoopttal
H•m•' Department Stores
Rtchmond Static Control

II/I

45
5
50

OniJIIOCommumty Hospllal
Riverside Commumty H<"p1ul
St Luke Medtcal Center

2/1

25

1t'J

75

The Carson Compames
The Ontario Center
Que."core, Inc.

85

OJ

0

12596 Begonia C.ourt
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739

Thp J Clients

0

1312

1981
Chtno

2il

1960
Palm Desert

('bock Davis
President
(619) 772-60941360-2811

Chock Davis
President
(619) 772-6094/360-2811

1984

15

950,000

30
10

City of Palm Desert
Manion Desert Springs
KESQ·TV

Jil
3/1

WND

10
15
I5

Snow Valley Ski Re"'rt
Lorna Linda Behavioral Med Ctr.
Redlands Nissan 1suzu Suzuki

6I
6/ 1

Rancho Cucamonga

'Ifam Effort
na
(909)466-9394/466-9495

Diane Ford
PreSident
(909) 466-9394,466-9495

9/1

1991
Chino

Sine Borgooa
Partner
(909) 590-3295/464-9093

George Sasso

1985
Redlands

Billy Williams
Owner/Prestdent
(909} 793-2233(798-6984

Christine Sutherland
General Manager
(909} 793-2233{798-6984

1958
Palm Springs
Desert Publications. Inc.

Patrice Oliveri
Art Director
(619) 325-1437{178-0320

Doug Hosner
General Manager
(6t9) 325-t437m8-0J20

Daniel Kray
Creative Duector
(909) 278-21411278-2480

Lydia Kray
Account Execuuve
(909) 278-2141/278-2480

Mark PalDMr
President/Creative Director
(619) 346-0772/341-9517

Mark Palmer
President
(619} 346-0n2/34t-9517

joeyStward
na
(909) 621-6138/621-6231

Charlrs Seward
President
(909) 621-6 138/621-6231

jaHt E. Mulltr

60

WND

na

na
na

WND

10

16 Charier Hosp1t1ls
Dodger Sptnt Baseball
The Mission Inn

10/1

Sit

80
10

lOll

30

Kray Marketing
2175 Samf"r>n 11119
Corona. CA 91719

na
350,000
na

85

Agrono Tee Seed Co.

4'1
rtJa/2

1991
Corona

Mark Palmer Dalp
75-140 St. Ciprlcs Place
Palm Desert, CA 9"..211

na
900,000

85

WND

9/1

1982
Palm Desert

WND

15

Mtdia Wrst
112 Harvard Ave., Ste 27
Claremont, CA 91711

na

80'Ai
2Mil.

3Mol

Perf-nee Gtwp, ne
SOO Harrington 5I, Ste. A-2
II Mil.
na

tO

0
15

WND

nail

50
30
20

WND

10!1

90
10
0

Century Homes
Victor Valley Co.
Catl Jones Construcuon

6/1

so

Maniott Hotel
Doubletrce Hotel

4/1

K.lhneltcs
Nylon Moldtng Co.
Reftechnology

4!1

Desert Orthopedic Center
Del Wellb'a Sun City
Palm Springs. City of Pllm Desert

1/1
1/1

Obershaw Toyol.l
Fairview Ford
Rotolo Chevrolet

4/2
412

1974
San Bcmardtno

1/1
Ill

Rivmide

12

Seafood lotcmaliooallnc.
Jnoraetcr Co, Inc.
Miaioa Savillp .t Loan

15
85
0

DeAnu Palm Springs Country Club
Desert Cbevrole~ Southwest Pain
Control & Sports Therapy Center

4/1

0
50
na

20

80
0
na

StJtllfonl ~ It: ProdiiCtlou 70,000
180,000
231 Lyn Circle
250,000
Palm Spnngs. CA 92262

i977
Claremont

San Antomo Community Hosp.
Metro Lme Industries
Harvey Mudd College

na

r.blldly Uabdled

9/1

0

39000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mtrage, CA 92270

R lr H MY~ Mutdill&
6904 El CamillO
Riverside, CA 92504

Melinda Robbins
Owner
(909) 591-4791/59 1-7925

Waynt Haniuk
Owner
(909) 784-22401784-2379

WND

Qulnii/Lamb Mtdla
23675 Hillvtew Rd.
San Bernardino, ("A 92404

jim Chasttk
Creattvc Director
(909) 591-4791/591-7925

\\aynt Jlaniuk
Owner
(909) 784-2240.784-2379

Southern Californta Edison
KSL Recreation Corp.
Desert Equitable Realty

Plrlh Productioas
26371 Apache Tratl
Rimforest, CA 92178

Christine Kutt Zolt
President
(619) 779-0itlf779-0108

1970
R1verside

211

60

Corona, CA 91720

Danny Amato
Execurive Vice President
(619) 779-0111{179-0108

Brown/Brotdow
Partnet>
(909) 899-9991,899-9991

1987
OntMio

na
995,000

Paul Mahoney Assodatrs
333 N. Palm Canyon Dnve
Palm Springs. CA 92262

Thp Local Exec.
Tltlt
Phone/Fax

j. Browa/L. Brotdow
Partners
(909) ll99-9991!899-9991

2f!.

Jolla A&-:Y. ne
303 N. lndtan Canyon Onve
Palm Springs, CA 92262

Muiii-Mcdla Adftrtlsilllo lac.
72~ II Highway II I 1200
Palm Desert. CA 92260

Crtah>t Dtrtrtor
Title
Phonr/Fax

IS
73

6;1

Partner
(909) 590-3295;464-9093

Palm Desert

C!eative Art Director
(619) 568-0670{173-3618

Paul Leake
CEO/President
(619) 568-0670m3-3618

1987
Palm Spring;;

Barbara Gorman
Sr Art Ouector
(619) 320-9973

Paul Mahoney
Pre>tdent.'Owner
(619) 320-9973!320-9055

1992
Corona

NlttalltRadaskl
Partner
(909) 273-73901273-7395

Partner
(909) 273-7390!273·739S

1990
R1mfores1

Diane Wiltsie
Dcstgner
(909) 336-43731336-4371

Susan Pirlb
Office Manager
(909) 336-4373/336-4371

na

Erika F. Byrd
Owner
(619) 776-9946m6-9956

1979

1993
Rancho Mnage

1984

Harry Hop•
Owner
(909) 689-7798/Nooe

1986
Palm Springs

Tom Stanford
President
(619) 778-6550{178-6549

/1\it'd ,\fplwh,·ltt all\

/Agent}
Add res;
Cit) Zip

Cptlzd. BUng (IE-1994)
Cptlzd. Bllng (total-19941
1994 Gro\s Income

Status One
41 5 S Bcl.udo Rd. #SIS
P•lm Spnng;;, CA 92162
Stc,.art Holt .\dH rt;,ing
3b02 Inland Fmpuc Blvd
Ont.lltO, C'A 9171>-1

Harry Hop•

Top 3 Clients

% Print
<"c Broadca~t
<"c

Other

IQ<J4
Palm Springs

~aiken rIIC Corp.
Pomona Fit>l Federal
Hayden, Inc

12 I
I:!II

OntaJIO

na

SCR Electromcs
Marvhall & Swift
Xerox

14,1
14 I

20
30
50

Pac11ic PhystctJn Servtccs
Sonnenbltck Goldman Co.
DCH Insurance Servtccs

9,'1
9>1

bU

na
na

10

20

Hyall Hotel
Estrella Inn
Early Ltarmng Edges

16Mtl
5.1 Mil.
795,000

21
12
67

OJ

IIMtl.

Thrk & Eckstrom Ad>ertising
3535 Inland Emp11c Blvd
Ontano, CA 91764

175 Mil.
3Mtl
450,000

• or Employees/Offices Yr. Est. in IE
Inland Empirt
Hdqrts.
Companywide
Parent Co.
4I

OJ

Stratus
1743 Orange Tree L.tne
Rcdl.111ds, CA 92374

OJ

Ste-.n Holt
Pr~o.-sidcnt

Vice Prc!<.ldcnt

Ron Burgess
Prc:.idcnt
(90'1) 335·811 1/335-8119

1990
Onwno

Mary Thrk
CtcJtJvc Ducctor
(909) 941 2522!941 2549

Prc!<.idcnl

Carolyn Hay<~> Uber
Ptestdenl
(909} 981 3 141 .'182~

Carolyn Hayes Uber
Prestdenl
(909} 9l! I·3141/982-0!S69

Robert Wilkin\OD

Caf'on Parlan
Account \olgrJMcdtJ D11
(619) no.2.121

Zerovnik & Company
tM5 N. Fusl A•e
Vpland, CA 91 784

WND

~5

Ill
Iii

191:!5
Upl•nd

I0

Davts lndustnes
Philltf"' Pubh•hmg Co.
Cor Bon Custom Ammumlton Co.

45

WND

6'1
6I

1%7
Colton

4'

!\1ithael Stewart

Frank Ve.sels
Exccutiv~ Vice Pre-.tdcnt
(909) 335-RIIIf.135-XII9

Rtverstde County Fau,Nal'l
Date Fesltval, Ctl)' of Palm Spnng.s
Palm Spnng.> Auporl

na

Paul Berst
Vice Pr~tdcnt
(619) 4 16· 1290i416- 12R9

1991
Redland.'

30
30
40

Zimmer ..\d' ertising A.\ 'tOe., Inc.
D>' l'o: L.t Cadcn t, Sic. 8
Colton, C A '12324

Brure Kelly
Vice Prc>stdent
(I>) 9) 416 1290!416-121i9

(90'1) 941·7022,<}4 1-01<77

na

~

Top Local Exec.
Titlt
Phone/l'ax

941-7022/)41·0!<77

Wilkinson & Parlan
Cook St #260
Palm De>crt. CA 92211

4 155~

Creati-. Director
Title
Phone>' Fax

(lJO'l)

00
Color Spot, inc
14'1
10
Monrovia Nursery Co.
14/1
30 The Peter E. Drucker Management Ctr

1976
Upland

1993
Palm Dc:.crl

C'rcJt1vc DHcctor

(619) 1bU-0412
Greg Z<rovnik
(ll09\

Mary Thrk
(9!~J)

941-25221'941 2549

Greg Zerovnik
Prc-,;ident

Prcsidc.:nt

931 24UO,<J31-24!l2

(909) 931-2400,<)31-2402

Ron Zimmer

to

Ron Zimmer

Prc..::-.tdc.:nt

Pn..~1dcnt

(9!~l)

('lll'l) X25-9422X25-U121

X25-9422 X2S-0321

= Uould Not D1~do.'it' 11t1 = not a,·ailuble. Tltc mfornwtmn m the a/lm·e h\t •-..·a.t ohtaint'd from the complllm:,\ li.·a~d To tht• be.\1 uf our knowledge lht mformotum '\upph~d u accuratt•
of prt:s\ t1me. WJrilr Clt.'ty effort u· madt• to tnsure tht• accuracy and thoroughnt'SS of the list, omi.sswns and t)pugraphltal t'TTOr5 somctunt:.S occur: Plt·aJe send corrt'CIWIIS or adduwns on companr leucrhc:od to.
The lulaud Fmp!r< BumtC\\ Jouma/, 305 Sacramenw Pluce, Onrarw, C,\ 9176-1. Rcwmhrd by }crT) Struul.\. Copl'nght 19'15 lnlund Emp~rc Busmc; , Jouma/.
\I :A = 1\·ol Applu aMe WND

a~

Nobody wants to put
callers 'on-hold', but...
... it happens.
~

the advantages of having

~A~~
'on-hold,:

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.

~[I]~~
Intrusion
Detection
Systems

Fire

Acquire greater name recognition.
Boost customer referrals
~ Create greater awareness of company capabilities
~ Decrease Incoming call abandonment.
~ Educate callers about products and services.
~ Enhance your company image
~ Gain a competitive edge.
~ Improve customer service.
~ Introduce sales and promotions.
~ Keep callers' interest centered on your company.
~ Maximize return of existing marketing investments.

INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!

Call 1-800-747-2562 today!

Monitoring
Systems

Systems

Sprinkler
Monitoring
Systems

Process
Monitoring
Systems

\low . there's a better way to
meet your security nloeds
through mtegr<lll-d electronic
protective systems and service.
We're a leading national
~ecunty company with a
strong local commitment to
protect you through use of·
•I nnovative security systems
• Sktlled installation and
service representative5

SF-=

iF'~-=:

: ._ ::1

A~

-

UIV\aOO

Access
Control
Systems

~~

~

~

CCTV

AI ann

~

AE
(6t9) 77B-655oms-6549

19X9

na

Owner
(909) 689-'7'798INc*
Marsha Flao

4/1

Uber ,\dvertbing & Public Relations
521 N. Mountam Ave., Sic. A
Upland, ('A 91 780

Vakrle Clair

John Quinn
Kevin Lamb
Medta Buyer-Creat1ve Dllcctor Pre.~itlcnt
(909) 886-9479!881-3886
(909) 886-9479/881-3886

Advertising Agencies

Central
Station
Monitoring

• A full rangt.> of capabl!itie5
• Our own UL-listed ct'ntral
staltons for your ongoing
protl>ction
So, to cost-effectively
reduce vour security risks
look to The Ftr~t Name m '
St•nml_t/" for a FREE professional security appraisal.

(909) 460-0886

WEILSFARGO
ALARM SERVICES
603 S. Milliken Ave., Suile K
Onlario,CA91761

riBakcr Proleaive Scrnc.,lnc

JULY 1995

JULY 1995
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Printers

Printers

Uanl... ctl b\ /'J'J.J \ ale\ \ olumc

Uau/...,dh\ I'JIJ.J \aft, \ o/wllt

I or EmpiO)ttS

Press Type
Colors

Products

Name
Add!"h>
City/Zip

1994
Sal.,. Volume
SJ3,900,000

1.

IICIYuce bolslltess grapbics
3810 Wabash Dr.
Mira Lorna, CA 91752

16,000.000

IJO
19.16

Dtrect Ma1l.
Dtrectones, Documentation, Newsletters,
Corporate Commumcatlons

Hctdclberg, Komon
1·6 Colors + Coaung

2.

Franklin p,....,
1001 S. Arrm•hc:ad Ave.
San BerDJ.rdmo, CA 9240,~
C.Hronala orr.n Printtrs
112n Kaison Grcle

16,000,000

I OS

Magazmes, Catalogs,
Tabloid>, Dige.-1>

Heat>et
Full Web Presses
1·6

3.

Year Establbbtd

:!80
1955

196~

Catal~gs.

s.

Elcctromc Pre-Pres;,
Muluple Color, Complete
Bmdcry & Fimshtng

Robert Hughes
Prestdent
(909) 889-9773i888-2866

Howard Borschel
Electromc Media Center!
Conventional Pre-Press In-House Region Manager
Start-up Publications
(909) 656-0460

7

Htgh Volume Copying, Multicolor Pnnung
Typesetting, Color Coptes, Forms,
Letterheads, Envelopes, Bust ness Cards

I & 2 Color

Volume Copies, Bust ness Forms,
Flyers, Business Cards, Envelopts,
Manuals, Catalop

ltek 960,
ABDick 360
I

Htgh \Illume
Copy Usage

4
1986

Ofrset Prmhng

AB Dick & Mulus
1-4 Colors
Web, Heidelberg

Bustness Card>,
Flyers

3
1990

Commercial Pnnhng,
Graphic Design aod
High \Illume Copymg

Hamadas
I and 2 Color

2

Color-Blue Print Coptes,
Typesctung, Bmdmg, Veto & Spnal
Booklet

AB Dick
1-4

Hetdelberg
2,4,5,6 + Coatmg

Ele.:tronic Pre-Press,
Wire·O, Lay Flat. Perfect
Binding, Tabbmg. Dte Cutting

Michael R. Mulltns
CEO
(909) 865-3100/469-1422

Pom011a Print Sbop
3238-B N. Garey
Pomona, CA 91767

487,000

24.

CommerCial Pnntmg,
Labels, Busm= Form>

Hetdclberg;Mtller
1·6 Col~rs

Electromc Pre-Pr=.
In-House Bindery
Rolls to Sheet-Fed Pres.\CS

Gene Hamrick
Pn:stdcnt'Owner
(909) 273-7900/273-7912

25.

First Quality Printing
2857 Hamner
Norco, CA 91760

350,000

52

RDS PrinliJill & Graphics Ctr.
603 S. Milliken
Ontano, CA 91761

300,000

26.

Harper's
1956 N "E" St
San Bernardmo, CA 92405

250,000

27.

5,800,000

Complete Pnnung Servtces Publication.,,
Annual Reports, Brochure>, ~anual>,
P01nt of Purchase, Advert"tng, D~rcct ~all

Sheet-Fed Komon
l-6Colors

8.

50
1970

Desktop Pubhshmg,
Complete Destgn
& EPP

Denny Shortll
Prestdent
(909) 888-75311\89-1639

4,300,000

26
1963

200-900 I.Jne Screen Print10g,
Foiling. Embossing.
Dte Cutting

Offset, Kluge
1-6 Color>

9.

Faust PrintiJI& Inc.
8656 Utica Ave, Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

High Re.o;olutlon,
Htgh Quahty, Multi-Color,
Commercial Printing

Don Faust
President
('109) 980-1577:989.9716

2.500,000

10.

Inland Graphics & Packaging
I~ Trademark Pk"Y· #30!1
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 917JO

na
1989

Full $<1\ICC,
CommerCial, Contmuous
Labels

Mhanad Color Gnpbics

2.000,000

15
t979

4-Color to Single C!Jior Prmung,
Brochures, Flyers, Repo,
Pomt of Purchase

Akiyamn, Heidelberg,
Hamada
1-4

Full Color Commerctal Pnntlng,
Full Btndery

22
1979

Mulu-Color. Sheet-Fed. Brochur.,,
Promotional Flyel'. Programs. Ne\\slettcrs,
Pu~i<Wor6. Satcx Cola St.-puation<. IRIS !mJgmg

Komon Sh<et Fed
1-St Aqueous Cooter

ln-Lme Aqueous C'ooltng,
Conventional and Electronic
Pre-Pre,;,;, ln-Hou...: Bindery

245 York Place
Clarcmon~ CA 91711

Contmuous Lands
Busmcs.' Forms
Dtc Cuttmg

Stevt Thompson
Owner
(909) 625·3.'81'625-2081

Baroa PrinliDI

1,800,000

10
1983

Commerctal Prinung
Multi-Color

Heidelberg 5 Color
Roland 2 Color

Full Color
Commercial Printing.Complete
ElectroniC S.:rvicc Bureau

BaiT} McCown
Owner
(6I9> 346-R449mHS31

1,500,000

16

Brochure,, PromotiOnal Folders,
Corporate Brochure.,, Publications,
Annual Repons. Duect Mall

Heidelberg Komori
1,2,4 Colors

14.

Corona Printing
1651 PomoDJ. Rd
Corona, CA 917:!0

Full Service, Desktop Publ
Creative Art" ark, CommerCial
Pnntmg, Quality V.or~manshtp

George Flambum
Owner
(90'1) 737-7020!137-1533

t,402,159

IS.

Westuaerial Priatitl&
83558 Avenue 45, Ste. 7
Indio, CA 92201
Ac~y & Tharp Printing

75-061 Medtterranean
Palm Dcscn, CA 92211

19!«!

Full Servtce Commeroal Prmung,
Business Forms, Office Products,
Mailing Services

1.200.000

8
1988

Commercial Pnntmg,
Brochures, Po>ters

~an Roland
4 Color Proce,;s

Color Tedl eo.-rdal PriMilll 1,200,000

14
1983

Commercial Prtoling

Komori,Ry~.Ha~

6

Commerctal Pnntmg,
Form.

Web
1-4

In-House Design

Boob, Mapzincs, Bloc:hures. Calalop.

Heidelberg. Harris, Multi 2650
1,2 Color

In-House An Dept.
LetteJpress, Folding.
Bindery, Union Label

7:!71 Htghway 215 East
Rtverstde, CA 92508

1601 Olicago Ave.

16

1-4 Colors

Rivenide. CA 92S07
TW Perfor1110tt Gro~~p
500 Hanington St.
Corona, CA 91720

z

l'rtlllllll c-p1117, 18c.
18
Vu Baml BML
4330
llivcllidr: CA 92503

A

1,100,000

1992

986,000

16
1921

Flyen, Newllettels. Ldtcrbeads,
Envdopea. Canis, Pads, Labels

o. . . ncr
(619) J:!.'-2707!322·1547

Bryan Cas•
In-House Destgn Staff,
AB Dick, ltek, Hams,
One Color-Four Color Proce.-..s Prestdent
Heidleberg
Printing, Complete Bindery, Mailing (619) 347-9599,'347-4884
1.2.4 Color

1989

Compkte Pre· Pres>
& Graphtcs

DnldTharp

Partner
(909) 653-49221653·~

Hospitality Industry, Tille Industry jolla ..t Qlriltllle ~
Owners
Quality Customer Service,
(909) 788-1500/788-2328
Free Delivery & Storage
Natalie RJdnski

Partner
(909) 273·73901273·7395

AllisOII Taber
General Manager
(909) 689-4411/6if1.631f7

NIA =Not Applicable WND = WOfj/J Not Duc/ose fill = not ava•IDb/e. 1M Information mthe abolt Jut WIIS obtamed from the companies liSted. To the best of our knowledge the mformollon supp/i:d ~tr·
.r
t·-· While....,.... --"ort is ffllltk to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the liSt, omiSSions and typographtcol errors sometimes occur. Please send correcttons or oddmon.< on compa 'Y
accurare as o, preS$ ~·-·
··-·' <JJ•
he«iro: The Jn/Qnd Empire Busiltas JOfjrnal. 305 Socranwnto P/Qce, On/Qr~o, CA 91764. RatJJrched by Jerry Strauss. Copyrightl995 Inland Empire Bus mess JournaL
(Please Su Page 43)

1985

Title

3
1977

1984

Joe Meber, Mp-.
U.S. Mebtr. Owaer
(909) 3~0860~4-2396

Offset Pnnhng, Matllng Servt=, Nancy D<Ditmar
Htgh-Specd Copymg,
CEO
Color Copying
(909) 981-5715,981-9396

AB Dick 9800 Senes, In-House Graplucs & Typesetting, Duey Bedtll&
Service IS Our Specialty
Mallllger!Ownet
2 Color Komori Perfeclor
(909) 792-34781335-1121
I&: 4 Colors
AB Dtck

Pnnttng. Copymg,
Design

Tim L.Mala

Owner
(909) 989-8550/989.()40()

Joe & Neal Culollt
Ownen

(909) 593-8993/593-8547
~Robms

Owner
(909) 371-68781371-6150

Full ~rvice, In-House FTom Design Mr. & Mn. ~ Sa1x
to Printed Product Includlng
Owneni
BindeTy aod Copying
(909) 3~70{3~72
Fax, UPS, Typesetting,
Self, Full Service
Copying, Bmding

Elmer Harper
Owner
(909) 882-1234!882-2772

Making Your Printing Dollars Work For You
by Linda Melzer,
for Mmutcman Press of Colton

Mark Lawrtnce

1900.000

Top Local Executive

N/A = Nor Applicable WND = Would Not Disclose na = 1101 available. The mformarion in the above ltst was ob/Qmed from the compames listed. To the best of our knowledge w inftNmDtiDn supplied is accurate as
of prtSS lime While C\'t!ry effort IS made to ensure the accuracy a11d thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors somelimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company knohead to: 1M
Inland Emptre BtiSintss Journal, 305 Sacramento Place, Ontarto, CA 91764. Researched by Jerry Strauss. Copyrighl/995 Inland £mpin Business JournaL

Scott Watson
Prestdcnt
(909) 989-7651

Ace Printing Co.
948 Vella Road
Palm Spnng>, CA 92264

1
'·

Business Stationery, Brochures,
Folders, Reports, Newsletters,
Reprographics

Catalog.,, Brochures, Manuals, Duect Mktg.,
Publications, Newslcuers, Annual Repons,
Packaging, Software, Documontation & Futmlment

Crown Printers
!SOW RtaltoA\e
San BerDJ.rdmo, CA 92408

18.

t2
1946

75
1987

7.

17.

603,000

10.850,000

Rene L. Vega
Pre.tdent
(909) 682-5539/686-4930

AB Dtck 9870 with
TSI Color Head
I, 2 and 3 Spot Color

Graphic Design,
Dedicated to Customer ~rvice
Complete Copy Service

Redlands Blueprint Co.
922 B New York Sl.
Redlands, CA 92374

Norstar Priatillg Corp.

Heat Set Web & Sh<et Fed,
High End Compu.Equtp., Mac
Syst., Pre-Press, ln-Hse Bndry.

Ryobi
Mullis
1·4 Color

22.

600,000

Web & Sheet Fed
4 & 6 Colors

Design, An, 1-4 Color Prmtiog,
High·\Illume Copies,
Direct Mail
Busmess Stattonery & Forms, Newsletters,
Flyers, Pnce LISts, Booklets, Programs,
Catalogs, Labels, Manuals

Alpbagraphics
9030 Archibald Ave
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Brochures, Flyers,
PenodJCals,
Catalogs

SpeciaUies

8
1970

23.

43
1968

~rvlcts

PrtSS Type
Colors

~ Renras li&uhtm C.mlia 678, !57
893 West 9th St.
Upland, CA 91786

Kurt Jamts
VP Sales
(909) 947-00811';)47-0794

6,300,000

Products

21.

Complete Electromc
Pre-Press, Scanner.
Macmtosh Quadras

1986

7
1984

930 South Mt. Vernon Ave., Sle. 200
Colton. CA 92324-3928

Heidleberg Sheet Fed
&Web
1-6

Vallry Prlaten, lac.
2180 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

16.

785,000

Catalog>, Brochures. Po.,ters.
Flyers, Magaztnes, Dtrect Mat I.
1'-ewsletter.., Pac~agmg

6.

13.

Printing & Promotion Plus
by Mloukman Pres:t

100
1971

1425 East Holt Blvd.
Pomona. CA 91767

I or Employets
Year Established

Pboue/Fax

12.200.000

9,500.000

12.

20.

1994
Sales Volume

The Ink Spot, Inc.
14'13 E. Phtladelphta St.
Ontano, CA 91761

UBS Printing Group
2420 Ratlroad St
Corona. CA 91720

ll.

Name
AddrtSS
City/Zip

Titlt
Pbont/Fax

Rotary & Sheet Fed Print MgJrrtl'rogJ:lmS. OeativeSowrs, John Kosta
EkaJmJC Pre·l'res>. Mkting. Svcs, CEO
1-6 Colors, 1·8 F01ls
M!SSvc;..
~&~ (909) 685-7100/685-9427
& Coating

Bustot.'>:l Form:;, Labels, Commercial
Punting, Product Prtnting. Dtrect Mail,
Docurech Ei<ctromc Form>

Riverside, CA '12508

4.

Speclaltits

I businesses need printing-for business cards,
stationery, forms, direct
matlings, brochures and more. In
difficult cconomtc times, it's important to make your pnnting dollars
work for you.
It's possible to save money
and still get the most out of a printing budget. Start by asking yourself
some ba~•c questions before placing
any printing order.
Function
What should the printtng
accomplish? Who will see it? Once
you determine the specific purpose,
design your printing to do the most
for the least. Options to consider
include the grade of paper, finished
size, and number of ink colors.
Ways 10 cut the cost of a
printing job by as much as 50 percent include using a less expensive
paper grade: using one ink and
screens instead of two inks; and
choosing a size that maximizes the
paper.

A

Image and Quality
Does the printing reflect the
right image? For letterhead,
envelopes and business cards, for
example, a doctor, lawyer or accountant would probably want a clean,
professional look. Black ink on an
inexpensive rag bond paper might be
appropriate if the individual is budget conscrous.
On the other hand, someone
who does a lot of outside sales will
need a business card that will be
remembered. Retailers and manufacturers are typical businesses that
benefit from an eye-catching image.
Value
How will your attempt to
trim costs affect what you aim to
achieve? Attempting to trim printing
costs may well trim sales revenue
instead.
To economize, look first at
possibly using less expensive paper.
Another option is to take advantage
of a good design, rather than using
multi-ink colors to catch attention.
If your logo is multi-color,
using high-quality, expensive paper,
another way to economize is to print

forms, envelopes and letterhead for
everyday use in black and white.
Save the more expensive, colored
printing for materials that reap
greater benefits.
Complicaled designs may
cost more than they're worth. An
artist might design a beautiful logo,
but it may use 4 PMS inks and
black-all of which touch each other
in "tight registration." This job is
expensive, ~pecially in small quantities! There are four "wash-ups" to
pay for, and tight registration
requires using metal plate~ften
billed as extra. It would be far more
economical to opt for a good, attractive design in two colors, or one
color with screens.
Quantity
Is your order for items that
you use on a regular basis? Quantity
is an important part of the printing
equation. Buying 500 or 1,000 at a
time might cost less initially, but
buying 2,500 or 5,000 may save
money in the long run. It tak~ time
to set up any job on the press, so you
definitely save by purchasing a longterm supply.

If your logo is foiled or
multi-color,
think
about
pnnting/foiling 4,000 or more at
once and simply dropping the name
in when you need new card~. That
allows printing fewer at a time without the expense of a short foil or
multi-color run.
When placing a business
card order, you can save press set-up
costs by ordering several names at
the same time.
Check out printing and
copying estimates carefully. Is the
sales tax included? Will more
expenses be added later? Does your
job qualify for any advertised specials?
Printing is an investment
and a reflection on your business
image. Buy wisely and make it work
for you!
Minuteman Press of Colton
specializes in graphic design, commercial printing, seminar & convention and bindery services. Products
include brochures. forms, art,
design, high-volume copies, and
wedding invitations. The phone
number is (909) 370-0860.•
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Manager's
Bookshelf

Management in Print
together. The company loses by
letting the conflict go unresolved

body of research

teamwork necessary so that peo-

with an organization

ple believe they are 10 charge of

unhealthy

change, not pawns of irresistible

after situation in which a compa-

forces."
The Drs. Tjosvold are the

ny's crossfunctional proJeCt teams

The book 1s richly illustrated

first to agree that changing the
attitudes of supervisors and

consistently out-perform the more
trad• t tonal,
conflict-breeding
homogeneous teams. They point

w1th examples from actual case
histories, and much enlivened by
v1ewpo•nts presented by assembly

employees won't he eas}. but that
it will be essential to bus10ess

out that cross-functiOnal teams
"may use concurrent engineenng

ltne employees as well as semor

growth. They see major stumbl10g
success

to design the product at the same
time as they develop the process-

that it doesn't keep remtnd•ng

because prospective leaders may

es to manufacture and assemble

managers that they're to blame.

lack knowledge about motivating

parts and to test and service the

That's refreshing because most

people and are unaware of how to

good managers know they're to

ha ndle the inevitable conflicts

product in the field."
As you might expect, one of

among indtviduals a nd teams.
The authors clearly view the

the best chapters is on managing
conflicts. A core element 1n the

"total quality management" and

authors· approach to resolvmg

"re-eng•neenng" can inspire fear

' ' p sychology
for
Leaders" is the latest

ability to turn the negative aspects
of conflict into positive values as

conflicts is understanding what

at

and one of the best of

a hallmark of leadership, and they

the} put forward as its real nature.

organizatiOn .. especially

rank its importance with a
leader's aptitude for motivating

They don't see the underly•ng

they're misunderstood at the top

causes of conflict in a company as

people. They state ... '·Effective

a struggle for dominance, hut the

and poorly communicated.
"Psychology for leaders" 1s a

bottom lines must be created

surfacing of a common problem

banquet of ideas and how-to guid-

chology and psychologists, have

through considerable debate Vital

that must be solved if everyone is

ance for today 's leaders and those

achieved

goals are not simply there, but the

to

th1s

who aspire to leadership. It comes

approach, there are no individual

in giant-sized portiOns, with JUSt a

winners and losers. The company

little spice of controversy to keep

ga1ns by solving the problem

you on your toes.A

"P>ychology for Lead""' U"ng Mouvauon,
C'onnoct, and Power to Manage More
Effcctl\el)," by Dean TJo"old, PhD. and

Mary M Tjosvold, PhD., John Wok\ &
Sons, Inc., New York, Nev. York,

1995, 288 pages; S27.95

Wile} 's excellent "Portable MBA
Sene" " The authors, sensitive to
the
bust ness
community's
ambivalent attitudes toward psya

rare

objective.

blocks

to

and

business

employees

must

benefit

IS

probably

They cite situation

By

taking

In other words, everyone Wins or
everyone loses .. together

executtves.

One

of

the

most

refreshing aspects of the hook is

blame when a business turns sour.
Let's face it, concepts such as

all

levels

of

They've wri tt en a book that's ori-

leader

ented to b usiness, free of psycho-

together envision them and devel-

logical jargon, well organized,

op the tools to measure progress.

and easy to read.
The authors believe that the

They must apply psychology if
they arc to have a meamngful bot-

Best Selling Business Books

key to ~spering in the global

tom ltne. Discussion throughout

(Base d on Su rv ey Re s u lt s received from retail
bookstores thr o u g h o ut t he U.S.A.
fo r J une 19 9 5 .}

economy is leadership. not man-

the orgamzation •~ needed to see

agement. The) see management

how the different goals of the bot-

as a top-down process 10 whtch

tom line can complement each

emplO) ees are peripheral to the

other, what pnorities are needed

central tssues concerning a com-

in making trade-offs, and how the

pany and its goals. T hey no te.
" M anagi ng m th e sense of ha n-

goals of th e bottom li n e u ni te peo-

dling the require m ents of th e status q uo a n d getti ng hy in the

endeavor."
For th ose who believe t hat a

short-term

ce rtai n a mou nt of competitio n

is insuffictent. W e

p le a nd t eams in

a common

n eed leaders who recognize the

withi n a compa ny is healt hy, t he

shor tcom ings of p resen t ways of

authors m a ke an un se ttl in g point

worki ng a nd have th e c re dibility

and back it up by a n impress tve

Inbound Telemarketing
• Credit Card Authorization I 24 Hour Bilingual
• Order takjng, direct respof! S!! from TV, radio
direct mail, catalog adverttsmg
• Brochure request, customer service calls
• Best digital equipment and PI software
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Inland Empire Boasts 21 of 50 Top-Selling Home Projects in Southern California

and tenacity to create the sptnted

b) Henry lloltzman

Competition

JULY 1995

an
if

T

he latest "Top 50" rankmg

Some Inland Empire real
estate mdustry watchdogs said the

the developer, said homes priced

Award Homes of California

from $123,000 to $136,000 are sell-

was another local product that fared

best-selling home proJects
lists 21 Inland Empire developments, w1th Del Webb Corp.'s Sun
City Palm Spnngs tract at number
one.

strong showing reflects a renewed
mterest in the region's home market.

ing well to first-time buyers.
Two projects in Murrieta

well, parllcularly with first-time

"Most prOJects that did well
are offenng housing that 's attractive

also made the top 10--Continental
llomes' Bear Valley tract with 34

homes over the 90-day span-all to
first-time home purchasers-to rank

sales, and Ryland Homes' 32 sales

lHth.

Sconng it county-by-county, the tally was Rtverside lS, San

to

buyers," offered Buck

at The Colony, a gated, adult com-

Panchal, a senior consultant for The
Meyers Group. A relaxing of inter-

munuy wllh a golf course. Two

president,

other Inland Emptre prOJeCts-In
Pomona and Victorville- cracked

could trigger more projects to move

the top 10 as well.

forward. Award itself plans to build

of

Southern

Cal iforma 's

Bernardino 6 on the list compiled
for the first quarter, 199S by real
estate consulting firm The Myers
Group of Corona
River~ide
County's total projects that made
the Top SO list was up by four from
the last three months of '94, and San
Bernardmo County's total was up
by one.
Of the six counties surveyed. Riverside totaled the most
housmg proJects on the list. Trailing
behmd were the counties of Los
Angeles (I 0 proJeCL~ ), Orange (9),
San D•ego (7), San Bernardino (6)
and Ventura (3).
"All told, the Inland Empire
went from five projects out of the
Top 50 (for the last quarter, 1994) to
21 out of the Top SO," observed
Peter Reeb, a partner with The
Myers Group.

new

est rates and favorable weather for
the quarter also helped to holster
home sales throughout '>outhern
Cali forma, sa1d Panchal.
Del Webb's "actove adult"
community 10 Bermuda Dunes sold
63 homes to make the Top 50 list for
the etghth time in 11 quarter~. Webb
said the success stems from the project's popularity with targeted buyers, most of whom are previous
home owners and are recently
rehred or are about to retore.
Targetmg of a specific market also was given credll for last
quarter's performance by Young
Homes, a Fontana development that
recorded 48 sales to place second

the Top SO. LUis Uribe, salesman for

Your 1n1,1ge IS trnportant to you.

So ,11 franklin Pre"' \o\l' provtch.: l ontrolled
prociut tion, frorn output ol film to prtnt.ng
bt•raL"e ill<' iinal prcxlm I h." to lw roght

At Fr.lnkltn Pre.,..,

\Vt'

underst.lnd

• Reservations and Seminar registration
• Recieve data via PC, Fax or Bulletin Board

800-938-9009
ANSAFONE
Quality service since 1970

10

" Emp i res of the M i nd ," by D e n is W ai t l ey
(Morrow ... $23.00}
Whatever you ' ve learned abou t m a n age m e nt is
obsolete .

"Re-Engineering Management ," by Robert
Champy (Harper Business ... $25 . 00)
Guidelines for managers after re - engineering a
company .
Investment
" The
Warren
Buffett
Way:
Strategies of the World's Greatest Investor, ·· by
Robert Hagstrom (Wiley ... $24 . 95)
Highlights of Buffett ' s Career and i nvestment
techniques .•

1001 South Amm.ht•ad A\t'rllU'
Saf'l Hern.nchno, ( \ CJ.?408
C>tile l'S 1 hroughout C,tltlornt.J
i800) 150-'!771
lnl.md f rniJtrP IC)OCJl 889 .qJ7 J

34

sales,

Akms

Development's Courtyard Village m
Pomona tied wuh Continental for

Salman

Rabie,

said

the

Award's
percctved

upswing m the home sales market

lH homes in Fontana and 156 homes
in Colton this year.
Here is a partial list of the

fifth place Rounding out the best I 0

SO best-selling home prOJeCh for

was Costam Homes· Seasons tract

the first quarter, '9S, as calculated

in Victorville, at 2H sales.

by The Meyers Group ..A

Corp spokesman Bruce Bonafede

· " D i s ci p li ne o f Mar ket Lea d ers," by Mtchael
(Addiso n W ie r s mea
Treacy
and
F r ed
Wesley ... $25. 00 }
How to focus on yo u r market and gain a majo r
market share .

• " Competing for the Future ," by Ga r y Hamel a nd
(Harvard
Business
School
C.K.
Prahalad
Press ... $24. 95}
Making a difference to customers and employ ees .

With

buyers. The Fontana project sold 25

ror tntorm.JIIOil .Jboul rr.tnklm Prt--~s·
.md Pnnlmg l.lJMhdHIP'
cdl tod.1y .md l"~ to ~peak to .1
(,r,lplm_.-. ( on"tull.lnt

••mdf,Hl~ ( cnlt..r'"

Where

~

Sale;

1. Sun City Palm~
2 Yoong !-lares
3. Pa:ific l3ree2e

&mula IMI!S

lli \\i;;b Cap.

Fcrian

4. Serna
5. Beav.&y
6. Cruty<td Viii;~
7. TheCOOly

onmt

Yoonglbre;
Ilea2.l:r lbre;
Cerr.x 1-bre;
Ccrtu-ena J-lcJre;

Rank Pn!jtrl

8. M:m::o
9. Califania Sll<ifrld
10. Seams

Akin;~

63
48
47
36
34
34

Mlmietl

Rytnllbre;

32

Amlrim Hills

fuSey~
l<adim1 & &t:al

)J

~I-bm;

28

\fm.ua

Muaietl
Pt::mm

WsHills
fumk!

)J
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La Sierra University Team Wins International Event
howcasing economic updates
on the Internet, busmess consulting skills and 4.5 trillion
grains of sand, a La Sterra
Universtty team won the international "Students in Free Enterprise"
compeuuon in May
Held at Kansas City, Mo.,
the games featured some 500 students on 50 college teams from
etght regions, and 150 chtef executive officers from Fortune 500 compames as judges. Students tn Free
Enterprise (SIFE) is a non-profit
organization devoted to education
on the free enterpnse system
through hands-on experience

S

From
La
Sterra
tn
Riverside, the etght-member presentation team brought home stx
trophies and $7,500 for wms in four
special events. Team members from
the Inland Empire included Andy
Wongworawat and Tamara Talbot of
Redlands, Steve Taggart of Colton
and Ishmael Valdez, Hemet.
.
In a winning "virtual reahty" presentation, the. team summarized all 122 proJects that La
Sierra 's SJFE chapter worked on
this year. Projects included a sandptle exhibit to help people vtsuahze
the national debt, a cyberpace bulletin board, a local "Rent-a-Brain"

"I finally found a bank that
jumps in with both feet."
r m Bill Mal ins of Mal ins Pool
Construction. l'v~ be~n building
quality pools for over 30 years and
have done busines. with a lot of
different banks. But one stands out.
Foothill Independent Bank.
FoothiU provides a long list of
busines. serv1ces such as on-line
banking, SBA Loans. construction
loans and asset based lending that
cater to the customers' needs. They
also offer Saturday banking, real tellers
at the drive-up wmdows, special
accounts for seniors and kids, and
know me and th~ir other customers
wh~n we walk through the door.
So if your bank seems unwilling
to jump into the service they promhe,
call my bank at (800) 500-BANK.
Member FDIC @

LIC. 438874

1·800·634·POOL

consulting service, weekly homeless shelter employment semmars
and tutonng in mathematics and
reading at a local elementary
school.
About
750 La Sterra
Universtty students and faculty took
part in thts year's programs, reaching
an estimated 15,000 school children
and 33,000 community residents. 4

C.S.U.S.B. Offers
Rare Local Degree

F

rom small beginnings a decade
ago, the Master of Public
Adrmmstratton (MPA) program
at Califonua State University, San
Bernardino now boasts 175 students
who also work for lnJand Empire
cities, counties and special districts.
In 1986, only 20 students
were enrolled in the university's MPA
program Today, Cal State's Pubhc
Administration curnculum rematns
the only one m the region that's
accredited by the National Assoctation
of Schools of Public Admimstmtion
and Affairs m Washington, D.C
Cal State officials say that
means having to meet rigorous standards for the dozen MPA courses, and
periodic assessments of the full program's success relattve to mission.
The MPA degree is offered at Cal
State's San Bernardino campus, as
well as the university's Coachella
Valley Center at the College of the
Desert in Palm Desert.
Both bachelor's and ma\ter's
degrees in public administration are
growing in demand for public service
jobs and for management of non-profIt orgamzattort~. Among tts department graduates, Cal State, San
Bernardino counts pobce and fire
chiefs. public works directors, redevelopment agency admmistrators Jnd
city council members.
According to recent polls of
MPA graduates, 95 percent would recommend the curriculum to friends or
relatives. Nearly all, or 98 percent,
rated the program as either "excellent"
or "good" in terms of preparation for
career.
Cal State's undergraduate
Public Administration program is
geared to new college students and
those with two-year assoctate arts
degrees. The graduate MPA program
is open to students with all types of
bachelor's degrees.
.
At Cal State, San Bemardmo,
the MPA faculty includes a. f~rmer
mayor, a city plartning commtsstoner,
an urban plannmg director/conslltu!lonallawyer, and a federal commerce
official . A-. for the students, about 90
percent are public sector employees.
For more infonnatton abo~t
. •·s pubhc
Cal State, San Bernard1110
administration prograTTL~. call (909)
880..5758 &

by Cam1llc Bounds

E

ealize that most reade. rs hve in
Disneyland's backyard Yet, too
nany times we overlook somethmg
special just because it\ so near.
Speakmg from my own experience, I
hved in New York for 10 years without
ever gettmg to the top of the Emptre
State Building.
So, here arc some of the latest
rC<lSOllS--<l' well <LS other more traditional ones--to vtsit Disneyland in
Anaheim.
The basics of Disneyland
haven't changed in the five years smce I
last vtstted the so-called "happiest place
on Carth." The bright, fresh faces, for
example, arc still ever-pre.-;ent to guide,
serve. clean up and entertain. I've
always wondered how the park has
managed to maintain such high standards over the years with iL\ hiring practices.
What has changed at
Dtsneyland ts the fare of available
attractions, recent!) expanded with
some imagmattve delighL,.
A Magnificent Adventure
The I ndt<UJa Jones Adventure,
the latest mnovat1on at Dtsneyland, is a
m<L'<tcrpiecc m Sll'>pert-;e <md tongue-mchcck terror. Even while waiting to
board your 12-pa'<senger troop tmnsport, you begm to internet w1th the story
line. When you finally do enter the
attraction\ interior ;md board a vehicle,
you _journey through the excavated ruins
ot an anctcnt, mysterious temple.
Cloud\ of smoke, bubbhng
lava, orrunOll\ gLL\hcs of steam, a crumbling cetling, torrcnL'< of tire. screaming
mumrrues, bugs, rodenb, snakes 1md
poison darb all are simulated ao; your
nckety troop transport whtps acros.s a

shakmg suspert~ion bridge. When Indy
finaJly comes to your rescue and you
thmk allts well, a realistic, giant bouJder
rolls at you. Then, you wonder deeply
how it's all going to end .. . I won't give
away the "punch !me" of this great
attracllon here, but ple<L<;e cort-.ider it a
"must-see." Then, see it again, becaLL<;e
there are nearly 160,000 po&sible comhmattorts of the show\ programmmg.
Fun, Out-of-This-World
Entertainment
Also don't mtss the glonOll'>
Lton King Celebration Parade and
Fanta'<mic. the "greatest night-time
extravaganza tn the umverse " You
might get a little wet at Splash
Mountain, but the experience L\ worth
the darnpnes.s.
Old Favorites Still Seem Fresh
How long ha-, 11 been smce
you've enjoyed Star Tours, destgned m
cooperation with George Luca-, of "Star
Wars" fame? This attraction is hilled by
Dtsney a' an "out-of-this-world trip
through the gal<Lxy," featunng R2D2
and his buddy C3PO AduJL'i and kid'
alike should vtc\\ thts one a.' a truly
unforgettable experience.
Yo, Ho, Ho and a Bottle of Rum
Many Vlsttors can never get
enough of the Ptmte..\ of the Caribbean in
New Orleart-. Square, which ha" the
cleverest of choreography and is perhaps the most sophisticated ride in
Dtsneyland. Watch for the dog with the
keys to the jail he really shows what is
meant by, "It\ not what you do, but hO\\
you do 11." A ride vta little boal'> takes
you on a fa-.cinating romp. mcluding a
hattie between a pirate shtp and a
fortre.'<s and the pillaging and burning of

One-of-a·kmd spec1al effects show FANTASMI C! opened m 1992.

hplorer' on lhe Indiana Jonesr~ Adunture encounter the ~ca>cm of Bubbhng Death."
a vtllage. Only Disneyland could make
1lle Tribute
these scenes into a work of art wrapped
When Disney died on D<.-c I\
m an atmo~phere of humor. enjoyable
1967. ~mow and di~behef were
ex-p~sed around the globe. On the CBS
for all ages.
Haunting Trip
evening ne\v'S, Eric Sevcreid cap1un::d the
Visllmg The Haunted !louse
nation\ feelings over il~ loss:
geL-; you mvolved in a rollicking se;mce
"It would take more tune th<m
that would have any medium burstmg
anyone h<L-, around the daily nev.'> shorw1th pride. You board your very own
to think of the right thing to say alx'ut \A.illt
"Doom Buggy" that glides down a long
Disney. He w.t-; ;m origm;ll; not Jll-;1 an
Americ.m original. but ;m original, period
hallv.ay sponmg floating ghosL-; and
He W<L'i a happy accident, one of the harr
moving coffiTL\. Perhaps the most
piest thi.s centurv has ex-pcriencetl And.
touching event at Dtsneyland come..s
judging by the \\ay it's been behavmg m
spite of all DLsney tried to tell II about
when you pass a balcony overlooking a
grand ballroom and dtning room. At
laughter. love, cluldren, ~ppi~ <mJ sunfirst glance, it seems empty, dll~ty and
rises, the century hardly ~rves him.
sad. There's a large table elegantly set
He probably dJd more to heal, or
for a banquet and ready for guesL-; who
at lea'it to soothe, troubled human spuil'
seem frozen m time and cobwebs. Then,
than all of the ~ychiatrisL-, in the world.
eerie music is heard a' seemingly transThere c.m 't be many aduJLs in the allegedparent, formally-dres..-;ed couples from
ly civilized 1~1rts of the globe who did not
another em waltz around the dance
inhabit Disney's mind and imagination at
floor The dmmg table comes alive w11h
least for a few hours and not feel better for
gue..\b having a wonderful lime. Tius
the vistt<tllon. It may be true, as somebody
apparition comes and goes, showing
said. that while there is no highbrow in a
another side to the genius of thts creauve
lowbrow, there is some lowbrow m every
moment.
highbrow.
... By the conventionaJ WISdom
mighty mice, flying elephanL-., Snow
Great Idea
White and Happy, Grumpy, Sneezy and
Walt
Disney
created
Dopey-all these were fantasy, escapi.'illl
Di.sneyland. drawing on hLs tdea-, that
from reality. It's a question of whether
came while visiting various amusement
they are any less real, any more fantastic
parks with hL<; daughters. Di.\ney felt m
than intercontinental missiles, poisoned
general that parenLs were bored. the
air, defoliated forests, and scra!l' from the
grounds were littered and ride operators
moon. lltis is the age of fantasy, however
were cheerle..ss and unfnendly. He set
you look at it, but Disney's fantasy wasn't
out to change the amtL-;ement park
lethal.
image by creating what he called "the
People are saying we ·u never
happtest place on Earth." Disney was
see it again."4
going to title his creation "Mickey
MotL..e Park," as described m a memo
Camille Baculds u the tnnel t•dlfor for the Inland
sent Aug. 31, 1948. Ultimately, though,
Empue BusuU?SSJounwl and tlw: ke.ll'ml tln'ISUJII
ofSwm.SI! PubbcanatiS. Readers wrth <7'leSIUJtlS
the "Magic Kingdom, Disneyland"
can reach her at (4C8) 779·3%3.
opened on July 17, 1955.

--
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6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

IF FINDING
MISSING
CHITDREN
WERE
TillS EASY,
WE WOUlDN'T
NEEDYOl1R
HELP.
\1J"mg ch1ldren don't ad\·trnse
thcm,clv~~. In i:Kt, 'lncc the nldJOnt\

of them arc .1bducred b} a parcm.
thev rn•c:ht DOt rcahzc thcv're

"nu"m~" at all That's what makt-..

our JOb.toughcr. and why we're
tor \our help.
ln.)our prokmonal tapanrv. you
m1~t
able to 1denul\ an abducted
chtld. or a part·m \\ ho mav have
abducted a cluld Ifso, plea'e contact
Clu.ld Fmd ofArncnca Or a<k the
parent to callm lor contidcnnal
mcdtauon. Our toll-fr~e hothnc L~
1-800-A-WAY-OUT. It couldJmt
the wa\ out tht>y're lookmg for.
a'km~

oc

oc

(lGJ
CHIW FIND
OF AMERICA 11\.J:.
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Interview With a Crawdad
by Count Robert Bledsoe

Catch 30 minutes of the best Inland
Empire restaurant reviews two
times a week on KVCR TV 24, the
Inland Empire's PBS station. Table
for Two is the only restaurant
review show of its kind on television. The show airs . ..
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The Indigo Room: Color It
Good
b) Rob Bcr Blcd'oe

W

hat 1s Indigo? I thmk it
may be a color, but I'm
not sure. Here, let me
look 11 up in the d1ct•onary. Oh,
here it is-1 see It's a plant that's
related to the peas and beans wh1ch
produces a blue dye. Or, it's just
the blue dye 1tself. Well, I'm here
to report that at the Indigo Room in
San Bernardino, I ate neither peas
nor beans, and I do not recollect
any inordinate amount of blue 111
the restaurant. In fact, my most
vivid memory of the place ts simply how good it was.
I think the cuJsme is supposed to be French-Italian
Whatever the case. 11 's JUSt plain
tasty. and the menu isn't filled with
the weird concoctiOns that often
makes dining out the culinary
equivalent of gambling in Vegas.
We sta rted with some
appetizers. The escargot bordelaise
($5.95) is some of the best around.
So, tf you're scared of eating
snails, you should probably JUSt
fess up to the humiliation before
your party orders at the lnd1go
Room (instead of saying lame and
tgnorant things like, "Escargot's
disgusttng"). Ceviche ($5.95) is
scallops, shrimp and fin fish, and
the Ind1go Room serves 1t with
"lime jutce and fresh herbs."
Next, it was on to the soup,
fatthful readers. The crab bisque
served at the lnd1go Room (which
will from here on out be called
"The Room," because I'm s1ck of
wntmg the whole thing out) IS
among the best soups I have ever
eaten. It nvals even Cask &
Cleaver's and Charley's famous
corn chowder. Alas, I believe it
was offered only as a soup of the
day.
What we had been served
up to this point proved to be merely a prelude for the delicious
delights to come. The smoked
black forest pork chops ($11.95),
for instance, gave me back the love
I once had for pork that has slowly
diminished over the years-ever
since I began to see pork as an

inferior subslltute for beef. The
dinner menu explains the entrees,
underneath the garltc shrimp
scampi ($15 95) it says "Marna
mia' It's good" How apropos-but
not a good test for a restaurant's
quaht), since scarnp1 would be difficult to mess up.
The tnal by fire, then,
might be the Creole crab and
seafood cakes ($11.95). Too many
times. I have gone to a restaurant
and been served what I suspected
came out of a can and got fned m a
sktllet wtth margarine. But not at
The Room. which deals a blackjack on th1s Creole dish. The Cajun
rernoulade 1s a perfect complement
to the fresh shell fish One of rn}
friends ordered the sauteed calf's
liver
($7 95).
served
w1th
caramelized onions, and reported it
was excellent I, however, will
never know, since I am not about to
eat liver (and, please, no "he's a
hypocrite" comments 1n letters to
the editor because of what I sa1d
earlier about escargot)
B1ll Anthony, publisher of
this fine publication, ordered the
jubilee lamb chops ($13.95).
Judging by the record time 1n
which he devoured them, I'd say
they must have been pretty good. I
tried to steal a taste, but as h1s
chompers carne lunging toward my
hand (perhaps mistaking it as
bemg encrusted with a minted
prune bordelaise) I quickly retreated so that my deft digits could pilfer plates another day.
As you can see from the
prices given above, you won't have
to take out a loan m order to eat at
The Room. Everything is very reasonable. In fact, The Room has
another Room attached to it, in
which for one price ($6.95) you get
a bowl of soup (usually the ultradelicious peasant soup) or salad, a
pasta entree, spoon bread, and a
glass of wine or other beverage.
You just can't afford to
miss th1s place; it might well be the
best restaurant in San Bernardino.
The lnd1go Room is located at 2155 N Sierra Way, San
Bernardino. For reservations. call
(909) 1!82-9331.

have never been to New Orleans
but after eating at 1l1e Crescen;
City Creole Restaurant. my mouth
waters in anticipation of that first lime
I'll get to mdulge m all of the eanhly
delights that the southern Lou1siana
riverbank c1ty ha'i to offer.
Chef William H Waller and
h1s wonderful family own and run the
beautifully-decorated
restaurant.
Waller's dishes tantalize the taste bud~
w1thout bummg them With Cajun
spices. Whatever you order, don't
m1ss the amber sauce. It's sweet. It's
tan.lt's even kind of sp1cy, and it goes
with most everything they serve,
especially the appetizers.
The stuffed mushrooms
($5.25) really are stuffed-with a
blue crabmeat dressmg. The blackened crab cakes ($5.75) come with
cockta1l and taner sauces, but forget
that and use the amber sauce. I'm not
k1ddmg, the stuff's good All of the
appetizers bow to the crawfish crepes
($5.50). If I had only known how
good crawdads can be, I would have
snaked a couple that were given out in
high school to dissect and whipped
them up at home. These daddies got
some flavor
The gumbo ($5) 1s made as it
should be, but I recommend the tunle
soup ($5.75); it's the real thing (not
"mock turtle"), and, if that disturbs
you, I suggest you go back to your
vegetarian cubbyhole and ponder the
complexities of the food chain.
We tried the Newton St.
seafood casserole ($13.25). It 's nothing like your mom used to make (in
my opmion, a good thing, no offense
to your mother). The Josephme
($13.25) is similar to the casserole,
but is served irt'iide a red snapper on a
bed of Creole sauce. I found the bayou
rabbit ($12.95) dry, but that's nothing
new. I have a rule of thumb: "If it
hops, it ' ¥ 10?*#." Fortunately, ducks
fly, because the elysian fields roast
duck with orange mandarin sauce is
incredible-the best of what we tasted.
Having only read about New
Orleart~. I half-expected the only good
food to be the fresh young necks of
lady victims. Now, I know that it's the
vampires who are missing out.
The Crescent City Creole
Restaurant is at 5250 Arlington Ave.
in Rivers1de. For reservatiort'i, call
(909) 391-6934....

The Wine Cellar

I

Mead on Wine
h) lem D \f~ad

M

ERIDIAN RECAPOnce upon a time,
then~ was this consultmg w inem<~ker who made
w inc for lots of different winertcs <~II O\ er the North Coast,
and from grapes grown 111 most
of California's most famous
regwns. Then he even made a
little wine (using someone
elst:'s \\ iner}) under his own
name. He was a legend in the
wine industry, but only the
most dedicated of wmc geeks
had even heard his name.

The thing about Chuck
Ortman Chardonnays is
that they managed to be
stylistic and special,
without being overdone
or even overly dramatic.
They were the epitome
of balance and elegance.

I remember once, 10 or
12 years ago, when a friend
staged a unique tasting of
California Chardonnays, consisting of three flights of six,
one flight each from Napa,
Sonoma and Central Coast. I
don't remember any of the
wines from that long ago, but I
do remember that Chuck
Ortman was the consulting
winemaker for the winning
wine from each region, and had
the top two from Napa.
The thing about Chuck
Ortman Chardonnays is that
they managed to be stylistic and
special, without being overdone
or even overly dramatic. They
were the epitome of balance
and elegance.
After all those years of
freelanci n g (for Far Niente,

Shafer, Spring Mountain and
Fisher, to namedrop a few),
someone finally offered Ortman
a job he couldn't turn down.
The folks who own Beringer
and Chateau Souverain had just
bought the old Estrella River
Winery in San Luis Obispo
County and were looking for
someone to turn it 11110 a Jewel
of the Central Coast It was the
kind ot lull charge assignment
that appealed to Ortman's ego
(and \\C understand the money
wasn't bad, either), and being
for a company w1th a reputation
of im esting whatever it t<~kcs to
do thmgs right JUSt made it IrreSistible.
The Estrella brand was
sold and the proper!) was
renamed Merid1an, a label
Ortman had created a few years
earlier
It ts no surpnse (at
least to me) that while a full
!Jne of w incs IS produced, 1t's
the Chardonnay that has made
this winery's reputation. Oh!
And Chuck Ortman is no longer
an industry secret. His signature now appears on every
Meridian label.
Meridian
1993
"California" Sauvignon Blanc
($8.50) comes from grapes
grown 111 Santa Barbara County,
Napa Valley, Alexander Valley
and Paso Robles. This combining of fruit from warmer and
cooler growing regions works
welL You get full ripe flavors
and no overt herbaceousness,
while getting a pleasant mintgrass undertone and crisp,
grapefruity acids.
Rating:
90/87.
Meridian 1993 "Edna
Valley" Chardonnay ($14) is
my current favorite of all the
Ortman wines .
This is
Chardonnay that combines
great, cool-climate fruit with
lots of winemaker technique.
Almost entirely barrel-fermented, aged in a wide mix of center-of-France
oak
(Allier,
Limousin, etc.) barrels coopered with fairly heavy char, for
nine months. Both the fermentation method and the wood are
evident, without overpowering,
in the bouquet and flavor.
Smoky, toasty, earthy, pear and
ripe
apple.
Delicious!
Demands the second glass.
R ating: 93/89.

Meridian 1992 " Paso
Robles" Ca bernet Sauvignon
($ 11 ) Classic, berry and green
olive aromas and flavors, but
for a region noted for bold
Cabernets, this one is decidedly
lightweight. It is a pleasant
beverage for dmner ton1ght, bul
it is not designed for the cellar
or bringing home medals and
awards. Rating: H3/R3.

with earthy complexity in the
truffle-mushroom range, finishing with cherry pit and plum
tartness . Mouth-filling and satisfying.
The fruit comes from
Santa Barbara's B1en Nac1do
\tmeyard and Edna Vallt.:y's
Paragon Vineyard, both noted for
the variety and the1r cool climates. Rating: XX/X4.
If
you're
buying
Meridian Pinot Noir, make sure
you get th1s "Reserve' bottling.
There's a non-reserve for on I)
$2 less that lacks the above
wine's mtensity •

Chuck Ortman is no
longer an industry
secret. His signature
now appears on every
Meridian label.

:\1eridian 1992 "Paso
Robles" Syrah ($14) is ripe,
round and supple It has ripe
plum flavors, with black raspberry underpinnings and earthy
and sp1cy complexity. Some
wood notes, but not woody.
One of the two or three best of
the vanety 1n California
Ratmg: 90/R5.
Meridian
1993
"Reserve" Pinot Noir ($ 16)
Bright cherry flavors combine

Donald D. Galleano
Prc~tdent

Vlsh Our Wine
Tasting Room
and Picnic Area
42H \X"mcv•llc Ro>d
M1n

lom•, C>lifornu 917)2
(714) 68)·)376

Wine Selections and
Best Values
By Bz/1 Alllhony

Franciscan
1993 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay ................... ......... $12

Eberle
1991 • Paso Robles
Cabemet Sauvignon ................. $16

Hogue
1993 • Columbia Valley
Chardonnay .............................$10

Signorello
1993 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay .............................. $20

Estancia
1993 • Monterey County
Chardonnay..................................$9

Lambert Bridge
1993 • Sonoma County
Chardonnay ............................. S 13

Lindemans
1993 • South Australia
Merlot ...... ................................... $&

Saint Gregory
1992 • Mendocino
Chardonnay ............................... $12

Monticello
1992 • Napa Valley
Chardonnay ............ ................... $26

C hateau St. J ean
1992 • Sonoma County
Merlot ........................................ $12

Gary Farrell
1993 • Russian River Valley
Chardonnay ............................... $18

Murphy-Goode
1993 • Alexander Valley
Pinot Blanc ............................... $13

Geyser P eak
1993• Alexander Valley
Chardonnay ...............................$20

Villa M t. Eden
1993 • Santa Maria Valley
Pinot Blanc ................................ $14

St. Francis
1993 • Sonoma Valley
Chardonnay ...............................$19

Ca' del Solo

1993 • Monterey
Malvasia .................. ..... .......... $8.50
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Desert Business Journal
$10 Million Federal Grant to
Fly at Barstow-Daggett

A

congresswnal
panel
endorsed spend111g SIO milion to upgrade BarstowDaggett Airport to a landll1g/departure site for some 60.000 soldiers
who train yearly at Fort lrw10
The
U.S.
House
Appropriations Commtttec approved
the fundmg 111 mtd-Junc. The commtttee previously budgeted $1~ milhon for the airport work, projected
to total $36 million when completed
wnhin five years.
As an interim airport m the
meantime. the Arm) will use the former George Air Force Base near
Victorville.

$105 Million Price Tag on
County Plan to Close 13
Landfills

S

an Bernardino County supervisors charted a 30-)ear course
for waste disposal that calls for
closmg 13 landfills- mcludtng
desert dumps at Morongo Valley,
Victon.ille, Hesperia, Landers and
Phdan- by year 2000.

Under the move to consolidate, six of the 17 county landfills
will close b) July, 1997, indud10g
those 10 Apple Valley, Lenwood,
Yermo,
Morongo
Valley,
Twentvnine Palms and Ontario. Also
by 2o0o, three landfills are supposed
to be expanded-in Rialto, Redlancb
and Barstow
Esttmated costs include
$105 million to close the 13 landfills. $124 milhon to expand the
three. and $72 million to clean up
seven landfill sites with ta10ted
ground water. Now, San Bernardino
has more landfills than any other
county statewtde, includ10g its
dozen 10 the desert.

Moj ave Water Agency Gets
Power to Shut Wells
nder new legislation by
A'isemblyman Keith Olberg,
R-Victorville, the Mojave
Water Agency a~ of Jan. I will have
power to monitor and cap wells in its
5.000-squarc-mlle area with 350,000
restdents.
The law, signed on June 27
by Gov. Wilson, empowers the highdesert water agency to manage water
for econom1c growth. Since 1993,

U

Developments in Labor Relations

the agen~ has operated under a court
dectsion declaring it as water master
for the basin.

Attack vs. Rail Cycle Landfill
Mounts
e grass-roots Clean Desert
Water Coalition claimed to hav_e
mao;.~d more than 50,000 petition signatures backing a ban on landfill space near any major ground water
supply.
Authorities have 30 days to
research whether enough signers are
voters registered in the county. _Tile
coalition need.~ at least 35,000 venfied
names 10 get it-; initiative on San
Bernardino County's March ballot.
The measure would allow current dumps to remain: however, it
would forbid the proposed Rail Cycle
landflll, a trash-by-mil, $150 million
project at Bolo Station near Amboy m
the High Desert.

T:

Governor Names Palm Desert
Man to Employment Panel
ov Pete Wilson appomted
David LattanziO, 52, of Palm
Desert. to the Employment
Tra111ing Panel.

G
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Lattanzio, a financ1al consultant specializing in food proces.~ing,
served 1991-95 as chtef financtal officer of Gruma Corp./Mission Foods
the largest maker/distributor of tor~
tillas in the U.S. The Training Panel
oversees a pool of state funds derived
from an unemployment insurance premium surcharge that raises about $90
milhon a year.

Florida Electric Car Maker Sets
Sights on Barstow

R

nai..o;.sance Cars of Florida is
considering a site west of
nterstate 15 and near the
Factory Merchants outlet mall in
Barstow for building of a 600-employee electric car plant.
Renatssance director Ken
McGraw satd the company hopes to
take advantage of a growing demand
in California for non-gasoline powered vehicles. State law calls for 2 percent of all cars sold statewide by 2000
to run on sources other than gasoline.
In search of new funding,
Santa Rosa-ba-;ed U.S. Electricar has
stopped its own conversion of ga'01ine
engines to electric power at a
Redlands plant•

So when you've struck
out with the others,
The Ink Spot. We'D
keep you in the zone.

by Dtannc R. Layden

L

abor union-s _today face many
challenges 111 the areas of
membershtp, wages, and climate for collecttve bargaintng,
accord111g to U S. Department of
Ltbor and Nallonal Labor Relat10ns
Board data. Below 1s a report of
recent collective barga111111g activity
and developments in labor-management relations.
In 1993, unions represented
16,575.000 workers, up 209,000
from 1992, and the first 111crease in
14 years. The uniomzation rate was
15.H%. 11.2% in the private sector
and 37.7% in the public sector. In
1990, 1991, and 1992, the rates were
16.1%, 16.0%, and 15.8%, respectively.
By contrast, unions represented about one-third of the labor
force in the 1950s and 1960s.
Between 1975 and 1991,
unions won JUSt under half of their
elections. Preliminary figures show
win rates of 49.9% in 1992 and
50.4% in 1993.
In collective bargain10g settlements covering 5,000 or more
workers, annual average first-year
increases in total compensation
(wages plus benefits) fell from 4.6%
to 3.1% between June 1990, and
June 1994. Ltfe-of-contract 111Creases fell from 3.2% to 2.4%
In 1993, weekly earnings of
wage and salary workers averaged
$463. Medtan earnings were $575
for umon members and $426 for
non-union workers, a 35% differenti al, up from 32% in 1992.
An anti-union climate has
prevailed since the 1980s
From
198 1 to 1985, an average of 2,855
workers annually were dtscharged
illegally for union activity, and 32%
of the orga nizi ng effo rts w ere
marked by firings. From 1986 to
1990, an average of 1,967 workers
annually were discharged illegall y,
and 25% of the organiz ing efforts
were marked by firings. The data
cover onl y workers who filed NLRB
charges and were reinstated.
By contrast, from 1956 to
1960, an average of 429 workers
annually were discharged tll egall y,
and 4% of the organiz ing e fforts
were marked by firings.
The Commission on the
Future o f Worker-Management
Relations (Dunlop Commiss ion) has

reported that between 1986 and
1993, one-thtrd of the workplaces
that voted for unioniza!ton did not
obtam a contract because of employer refusals to bargam tn good faith .
There have been fewer than
100 work stoppages by 1,000 or
more workers stnce 19R2. There
were 35 stoppages in 1993, the lowest number smce 1947 for the thtrd
consecutive year.
A study 10 the 1980s found
management threatened to hne per,!"anent replacements in one-third of
the strikes and dtd so in one-stxth of
the stnkes. A Bureau of NatiOnal
Affairs survey of 1995 bargain10g
objectives found 16% of the employers smd they would hire permanent
replacements if struck, and 48%
would consider doing so.
Last July, Congress fat led to
pass a ban on hiring permanent striker replacements.
In a speech in Los Angeles
10 September, newly-appo10ted
NLRB Chair William Gould called
for streamlin10g Board procedures,
reducmg conflict between the parties
by means of pre-hearing settlement
conferences, and vigorously enforc111g the law against violators through

" The Commission on the
Future of WorkerManagement Relations
(Dunlop Commission) has
reported that between
1986 and 1993, one-third
of the workplaces that
voted for unionization
did not obtain a contract

program, striker-replacement ban, and
national health care plan.
The Dunlop Commission
was convened by Labor Secretary
Robert Reich and Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown to recommend
ways to enhance productivity
through labor-management cooperation and employee partiCipation. Its
final report was issued 111 January.
Proposals to accommodate
partictpatiOn by amending SectiOn
8(a)(2) of the National Labor
RelatiOns Act, which forbids
employer domination of labor organizallons ("'company unions"), are
controverstal. In February 1994, the
AFL-CIO endorsed both representation of workers "by free and independent unions whtch they control,"
and provision of "a legal framework
and climate which encourage partnershtps between labor and management,
In recent speeches and newspaper editorials, Retch noted that
among workers, gaps based on educatton exist 111 employment, earnings.
health care, and pensions. He called
for employers to join workers and
government 111 "a compact to build a
new middle class" through increased
worker training and empowerment.
In California, the unionization rate in 1993 was 18.0% (11.6%
in the private sector and 48.3% 10 the
pubhc sector), down from 18.5% 111
1988. Weekly earnings of umon and
non-umon workers averaged $649
and $522, respectively, a 24% differential.
In
the
Los AngelesAnaheim-Rivers ide
consolidated
metropolitan statisllcal area, the
uni onization rate was 17. 1% (11.6%
in the private sector and 49.1% 111 the

"Th e r e h ave been
fewer t han 100 work
stoppages by 1, 000 or
mo r e workers s i nce
1982 . There were 35
stoppages in 1993, the
lowest number since
1947 for the th i rd
consecutive year."

1988. Weekly earnings of union and
non-umon workers averaged $663
and $519, respectively, a 2R% dtfferenllal.
Last July, the California
Ltbor Federation called for global
untontsm m response to global capitalism. Jack Henning, Executive
Secretary-Treasurer, asserted the
AFL-CIO should issue a convention
call to all unions m the free world to
develop treaties and accord.~. •
Dianne R. Laydt:n ls

all

o.uociute profc'i.''iOr

of Afarwgt:mclll and Busmt~ss t1l Wlwdrcad
Ccmcr, Unll"crsin· of Redlands.

CEILING & WALL
CLEANING
• All Ceding & V.all Types
• Cigarelle Smoke!Nteottnc · Murals
• Cooktng Otis • Chanddters
• Bnck<Sione • Marble
• Abo Htgh-Pow<r Water Blasttng
No Mess - No Inconvenience
Insured. Bonded
4055 E. Guasl t Rd. #106. OnL, CA
(909) 390-9058 • (800) 439-9046

Jtm Mc Ktssick &

A~soci a les.

Inc.

Long Beach • Ontario • Victorvtllc

because of employer
refusals to bargain In
good faith ."

the Board 's injunction and contempt
powers.
The AFL-CIO ha~ expressed
support fo r Prestdent Bill C hnton,
despite its opposition to the North
American Free Trade Agreement, ratified in 1993. Clinton lifted the ban on
rehiring ll,400 air traffic controllers
fired by President Ronald Reagan in
198 1. Though unsuccessful, he
pressed Congress for pas..sage of a jobs

Inland Empire's newest full-service bridal salon!

BRIDAL • TUXEDO
Bridesmaids • Mother of the Bride
Formals • Prom • Quinceaiiera
Tuxedo Rentals
Custom Made
Alterations
Specialist

Designer Bridal Gowns

Dresses
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- - eow.rd . . fi......,. . lltbough
DO boDds llave beeD floated as yet.
Secmdery fadia& sources include
8boat $8 milhoa raised by the

OaDrio mport•s OWD $3-a-passendepm1ue IU exclUSIVely for

aer

C8pltal uaprovements.

The aew tenmoal expaasecoad beilding to
dollble the 17 ptes ia the existing
structure. desiped ia the 1960s to

IIOD would lldd I

lwldle DO more tball 3 mdlton puseqers a year Last year, 6.4 mdhoa passeaprs piiSSeCI through the

lermioal.

PeDa stopped at the Ontario
mport Oil Jue 29 to VJSJt the major
UPS piiCbge-proc:essiag complex

lllen He W8S returaing from the
Pacific RUD ecoaoauc coaference
m PordaDd, Ore. aad was oa his
way 1o Deliver for IIDOiber coafereace oa ll'llde.

opmentefforts.
According to Cal Ta1 partner John Miskell, demolition of old
buildings at Norton will commence
Sept. 13, aad trade center construction will be complete ia about two
years.
The ltey advautage of such
a trade center is the prior establishment of a foreign trade zone
through the U.S. Department of
Commerce. With that designation
in place, foreign companies can
assemble products without baving
to pay aay duty tax.
lnlaad Valley Development
Agency Director Bill Bopf said
Worldpointe 's permit for a free
trade zone is sax to niae months
away.

. . . llllllon lledlcal Center
Profeet ........ Up
San Bernardino County aad
the c1ty of Colton came to terms Oil

c.a

1M ADoaales aad die
....... v.Dey Developmelll Apltey
-

pai8ed to .... aD apeemeal to
SS.4 millie. at
.......... world ll'llde CUller lite

.a c.& 'Dii a.d b

..........,

..... . . _...... Air Fcne BMe

Jwae 27 regarding a series of
improvements for a new connty
medical center.
The county Board of
Supervisors confirmed a $6 miJliOD
coanty loan to the city for roed coastraclioa. ne city clarified thai it
will provide firefiPiiag protectD
out of aD exilliag llatiOD, rather
tball build a aew staliOD.
Tile medical center • the
coanty's larpsl public worb project ID laislory. Tile llolpital IS
desiped to provide comprebeasive
. . . . . . .mcel . . . 310 ..... .
. . . lile IIOitll of ......... 10
ad ea1t of Pepper Av- Ia
OlllliUo

TOP SPEED.
TOP BRASS.
TOPliSt

NAND_... . . . . . . JOURNAL
, ...,. . MM* OF LilTS ON DISK
If you need to hunt for new business...enhance your
existing datlbese...supplement your job search ...with
ropUst• your proepects for suc:cess are immeesurably
greeter. That's beCIUM Topl..ist gives you your best
~ proepects in an eesy-UHIS8 software

1C1Y CONrACTI..niOUT DYING THEM IN
Toplist is the eoftwln complement to the Book of Usts. It takes the dill
from the Book of Lists and lets you ICC8SS its powerful contents.

Key ilfomlldon from the Book of Lists is in TopUst. including compenv
cont8Ct pen10r1 with tide, address. phone number, field to add a fax
lilt the compenv 11 on. rent on that list and data by which firms are
(nMnue, or IUnber of emplovees, etc.). These fields are included if
eppeer in the Book of Lists.
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Sunny 1996 Forecast for California Home Building

C

alifor~la construction vol-

ume 1s forecast to keep on
growing over the next lR
months, w1th the industry's homebuilding sector posting a nice gain in
1996.
Those predictions are part of
the latest monthly report on the
state's buildmg mdustry, published
by the Construction Industry
Research Board in Burbank.
Crunching data from a variety of
sources, the service aims to reveal
statewide and local trends in residential, non-residential and heavy construction.
According to the June
report, California construction volume in April totaled $2.3 billionup nearly 3 percent from March, but
down 1 percent when compared with
April1994.
Heavy rams across the state
helped to keep residential building
for April to a modest increase of 13.5
percent over March, says the report.
Gazmg mto it~ construct1on-mdustry
crystal ball, the Research Board's
report goes on to predict that resi-

dential building in 1995 will reflect a
5 percent growth from 1994, when
the state added some 97,000 homes.
Further, the 1996 forecast shows
136,000 residential units being
built-an increase of 36 percent
from this year's projection.
Focusing on the Inland
Empire region, the Research Board
has predicted that the count of residential units built dunng the 1990s
will push 500,000. That compares
with the real tot.1ls of 307,000 for the
1980s and 195,000 for the 1970s.
Of the Inland Empire ·s six
sub-areas recognized by the
Research Board for study purposes,
the "Inland Empire West" is shown
leading the pack with nearly 112,000
residential umts built m the 1990s.
Other sub-areas, each listed with its
own projected residential-building
total for the decade, include CoronaRiverside-Moreno Valley (96,000),
H1gh Desert (94,000), East San
Bernardino
Valley
(81,000).
Coachella Valley (64,000), and
Southwest
Riverside
County
(52,000).
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Measured by counting the
housing units listed on building permits issued during the month, the
Riverside-San Bernardino area grew
by 763 residential units in April
1995-an 18 percent gam from
March, says the new report. Still, the
April total is far shy of the 1,107
umts recorded for the same month
last year. So far in 1995, RiversideSan Bernardino's other monthly residenllal-umt totals are given as 763
(January), 998 (February) and 642
(March).
As for non-residential building, which mcludes office, commercial and industrial development, the
statewide total for April was down
11 percent from March, but up 4 percent from a year ago. Among the
largest projects to have a buildmg
permit pulled in Apnl is a $22 million office building in Redwood
City.
According to figures for the
yearly first fiscal quarter, non-residential bu1lding for 1995 in the
Inland Empire is up by more than 50
percent over 1994 This year's figures were boosted by a $20 m1lhon
distribution warehouse gmng up m
Riverside.
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The final California tally for
1994 shows private, non-residential
building approached $8 billionworth. The Research Board enviSIOns that the valuation of non-residential building will rise to $8.5 billion for 1995 and $9 bilhon for 1996.
April statistiCS on stateWide
heavy construction-meaning public works project~ such as highways,
flood control, and power plantsrevealed a 7 percent hike from
March. Totahng $528 m1lhon,
April's largest contracts were awarded for a $120 million h1gbway proJCCt in Alameda County, a $37 million hft bridge at Los Angeles
Harbor, and a $22 million electric
power project in Stanislaus County.
Compared with the first
quarter of 1994, the valuation of
heavy-construction contracted th1s
year m the Inland Empue IS up by
more than 130 percent, accordmg to
the research report Bloatmg th1s
year's numbers are three San
Bemardmo County h1ghway project<; with a combined cost of nearly
$110 m1lhon.
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I H-vear
veteran
of
California real
•state sales and marketing,
hroker Scott Lisk has JOined the land
divisiOn of Gruhh &
Eilts
Commercial Real Estate Services'
Riverside office.
Among the properties I isk
has sold are the ~.000-ac re. masterplanned Moreno Valley Ranch; 450
acres pl.tnned a' a resJdentJ.tl community m Ran<:ho Cuc.tmong.t, and
the RO-acre. 14-dealershlp -..pcc1ftc
plan for Moreno V.tlky Auto ~1.tll
Grubh & Ellis D1stnct M,m,tger
Mark Pi-..citelh said I t-..k's expeni-..e
CO\ ers the sales of residential suhdlvision-.., industnal sites and farms.

Souther~

Corona Condominium Proj ect
Recovers $1.75 Million In
Settlement for Defects
eer Valley Homeo\\ncrs
Association
at
Corona
recent!) recm ered S I. 7'i
million in a settlement for construction defects with I.DM Development
and its suhcontracturs.
The Claremont offices of
attorney Thomas E. Miller represented the homeowners. who filed a
lawsuit in January 1994 that brought
charges for b u ilding defects and

D

faulty workmanship m a 132-unit
condominium.
The
complaint
alleged that the defects involved
roofing. soil drainage and structural
prohlems.
The case was settled through
mediati1m, -..aid !\1iller, whose Ia'~
offices have collected $95 million in
constructwn defect a\\ ards since
J9X1 in Southern Calitorma

Home Prices Drop Again in May

P

ntes ot homes across tht:
Inland Emp1rc fell agam m
May, lea' 10g the medtan cost
in the lo\\ S 120.000-...
According to Dataquick
Information Svstems of L1 Jolla.
home prices .in San Bernardino
Count\ in Mav were off hy 5.5 percent from !'l.ia) a year ago. In
Riverside County, the drop '""
about 2 percent
As for the home sales in the
t\\ o coun!Jes, San Bernardino's total
for !\1ay \\a-.. down 4 percent from
May, 1994. \\hilt: Riverside's sales
dropped 10 percent. John Karcvoll
of Dataqu1ck sa1d highcr-pnced
homes felt the most greatest dip 10
-..ale,.
Based on the drops in both
home prices and mortgage rates.
Karevoll predicted that the region's
home sales this summer will
rehound to last year's level.

THE INLAND
EMPIRE'S ONLY
NEWS/TALK RADIO
CNN INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL NEWS EVERY HOUR
LoCAL NEWS EVERY

HALF HOUR

LoCAL TRAFFIC EVERY
FIFTEEN MINUTES

lDI1
BR UINS
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Veteran Land Broker Joins
Grubb & Ellis Riverside Office
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squnre feet of office space on Spruce
Street in RiversuJe
eplacement
Parts
Manufacturing. a leading
remanufacturer of transmission parts. has moved from Asula
mto a leased. 150.000-square-foot
huildmg 111 Rancho Cucamonga.
~Replacement Parts' current
,mnual s,J!cs are ahout $60 mllh-:~n
comp.my otfKJab 'aid. "•th product- distnhuted from 21 warehouses
n.ttion\\ ide. Replacement Parts,
"hJch occup•ed mnc separate hulldmgs in A'iuza, "ill employ ahllUt
275-including 100 ne\\ positions---under one roof Ill Rancho
Cucamonga.
Eric Burney and Rohert
Dixon of Daum Commen:ial Real
Estate
Servtccs
represented
Replacement Pans 111 the seven-year
lease of the space in Daycreek
lndustnal Park. Investment Buildmg
Gwup of Orange, hUJlding O\\ ncr,
rcpre-..ented Itself.

R

Time Share Company Takes
VItal Space In Riverside Park
acific Monarch Resorts, a
company involved in time
share sales and administration,
simed a three-year lease for 5,900

P

.
The s~ace is in a three-story
hu1ldmg considered the cornerstone
of the 32-ac.re Park Atlanta Project,
smd
lcasmg
agents
Vindar
Batoosingh and Ph1lip Woodford of
CB Commercial Real Estate Group.
Magoon Companies is the project
owner and developer

R

esolutiOn Trust Corp (RTC)
recently sold a 272-unit
apanment complex 10 lnd10
to a Modesto investor lor $5.75 million, according to Scott Wilson. a
partner 1n the Ont.mo office of
Sperry Van Ness.
Wilson represented RTC in
the sale of Sunrise Po10te, a twostory complex on Clinton Street. to
Sunrise Point As-..ociatcs. RTC had
pn:viously acqUired We-..tern Federal
Savings Bank, \\ hich had foreclosed
on S 11.2 worth of bond financing for
the apartments
Wilson sa1d he has panicipated 10 the sales of 16 separate
apanment complexes totaling more
than I ,200 units over the last two
years in the Coachella Valley.

San Bernardino Hilton Toa\ts Ne~
Symphony A~sociation Executive
Director
Chnstnphcr Daniels. the
Symphony
Inland
Empire
A-.'itlCJatlon 's new cxecutJ\ e director,
w;L<; -..lated to meet the community on
July I at a recepttun hosted hy the San
Bcmardinnllilton llotd.
Daniels. a l\1rmer .trtl'it\ liai'itm to the Cincinnati Symphony, -..;ud
he "a" happy to return to Southern
C..tlifomta, where he studied rdue<tttnn
at the J:.'TI!duate level at C'ahfomia State
Umvel"ilt), S"n Dtego
Inland Empire :-.iathe Leads
Calilomia Dental A..,sociation
Rcpresentmg alxmt 70 percent
of -..tate\ dentist,, the 19,fXlO-memher
Cahfnm1a Dental As.'i<lCiatJnn in.,talled
Michael R. Miller, D.D.S., of Redland'
a' it..; president.
Miller, whose dental practice
is m San Bernardino, has served a..; a
trustee of the <LS.SllCiatJon and a<, a director of iL" pohtie<tl action arm. A<, president. M1llcr -..;Jid he will give high priority to pluggmg ahead with eflons to
11uondate all water system..; statewide.

"AppleOne helps our
good reputation.
Dependable f ulltime
or temporary
employees - who
know their way
around an office."
AppleOne is the fastest-growing
independent employment service in the
West. Over 80 offices , computer-linked.
We locate candidates in minutes , and
enhance your reputation! For skilled
help ... call AppleOne
Call • 800·564·5644
For the Nearest AppleOne Office.
Ranked 11 In the Inland Empire.
Serving the Western USA & Canada

Metal Treating. Other w1nners were
Manha and Francisco Jaurigue,
Flamingo Hills and Tacos Jalisco
restaurant,, Ralph M Padilla. financing
consultant; and Francisco Espinosa,
l .atmo Chamher of Commerce president.
Stewart Holt Signs Mexico State
as ('Jicnt
Working
with
atliliate
Gut1errez Stlva As11ciados, Stewart
!Iolt Advenismg of Ontano has added
the state of l'uehla, Mex1co ,L<; a client.
According to Holt olficials,
the ne\\ husine-;.s hnk provides the ad
agcnC) 's US clientele with d1rect
acce-;.s to market products and services
in l~ttin America. "Dte relatlonship also
11ows the other way. connecting
Gutierrez Silva\ Latin Amencan
chenls with the market nonh of the horder.
'Yeager' Moniker Goes Down in
History at Univcr\ity of California,
Rinr\ide
In a dedication hdd J unc 9, the
foyer tn.,ide the graduate school of
management at the University of
California. Riverside wa" named after
the Jacque.s <md Eugene Yeager families.
A" native.<. of Riverside, the
Yeagers have long supported the A.
Gary Anderson Graduate School of
Management at UCR. Jacques and
Eugene lx)th are engineers who have
e<lmed on their father's bu...;ines.s, the
E.L Yeager Construction Co. Jacques
also co-chaired an Si-1 million fundraising campaign, ;md the hrothers along
with their famihes donated SHJO,(XXJ to
the university l<L'>t December.
National Orange Show Promoter
Picked for New College Post

Make Malkr, D.D.S .. Prcsadcnl of CA
Dental A-socaatllln

Pomona Awards Top Business
Leaders of 1995
Eight Pomona bu.o;iness leaders. including Haven Cotleehou.-;e and
Gallery owner Kenneth G. Bencomo a'>
Entrepreneur of the Year. were honored
for their succcs." and community work
at a second annual recoh'llition event
spon..;orcd hy the city of Pomona.
Hdd at the Sher.tt110 Suite-..
Fairplex, the event's other spon.o;ors featured
Pomona's
Chamher
of
Commerce, Economic Development
Corp.. Small Busincs." Development
Center and Latino Chamher of
Commerce.
Winners included Alvin W.
Yam of Uni'itar Foods; Maryjane and
Eiben Apostol Zita of the Edmel
Company; Lupito Moreno, U.S.A.
Ceramics; and James Stull, Valley

After spending s1x years with
the National Orange Show, Alton
Garrett Jr. is the new director of development and alumni rclation.o; for the
School of Business and Puhlic
Administration at California State
University, San Bernardino.
In the newly-created position,
Garrett will lead fundrdising to suppon
university
husines.programs.
Garrett-who is pursuing a master's
degree himself at Cal Stale, San
Bernardino--most recently worked for
the Orange Show :Ls iL' ovc~cr of
-...tic.' and facihtJes at the events center.
Change of Command at Norco Na,al
Ba~

June\ i<L"t day U.'ihered in a
change of command at the 1,()(X)employee Naval in.o;tallation in Norco,
where the son of a retired Navy chief
gunner's mate now man.-; the tiller.
Capt. Michael Mathis relieved
the retiring Capt. Edward Schwier, who

took command in 1993 of the Warfare
Assessment Division of the l"aval
Ordnance Center The site, spared from
the latest list of U.S mili~try h<Lses recommemled for closure, ts set up to
a-.scs.-; the performance ;md readine" of
Naval personnel, sh1ps and airLTdft
Mathis joined the Navy m
1971, scrvmg on the USS Chicago m
support of mming Haiphong Harhor
dunng the Yietnnm W,tr. Most recently,
he \\ ;L<; the first chief of staff for the
Theater Air Ddense in Arlington, Va.
Pomona Valle)' Humane Societ)
Salutes Good Dt-eds for Animal<.
I hghway Patrol offiter Ron
Miranda, who res.cued a litter ol kttten...;
ah:mdoned on the freeway, wao; among
the award winners honored June 24 hy
the Pomona Valley llumane Soc1ety
and Soc1cty for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals.
At a dinner ceremony in the
Onwno Aupon I tilton, the animal-welfare groups named their winners of The
Humane Award. given yearly to those
\\hO show extraordinary suppon of the
Humane Society's goals in the Inland
Emp1re. Bestdes Miranda, the 1995
winners were Ian Bishop, for volunteer
work at the Pomona shelter; Champion
Puhlications. for it..; '"Pet of the Week"
fe:tture; Wilham Wirtz II, for working
to help wildlife and long service as a
Humane Society director; and Capt.
Jacques-Yves Cousteau. for promotmg
environmental education.

Karen Krupnick of Newman
Elementary School in Chino W<ts
named a.s the I lumane Teacher of the
Bernardino County
Year. San
Supervisor Larry Walker recetwtl a
Specinl AppreciatJon Award for general
suppon of animal welfare causes
throughout the regton
Inland Empire Ad Club Put~
Anchor in Director's Scat

:"ie~~

Joe Lyons, vtce presJdent,
sales for Otnnn-Lamh Media and coanchor of the "Inland Emp1re T.V.
~ews"lChanne130), was named to the
Inland Emp1re Ad Cluh Board of
Directors. Lyon.o; ha' a 25-year career m
the radto and television .trena, spendmg
in the Inland Empire &
the hst 13

Joe Lyon,. Inland Emptre Ad Clull
01rcctor

Letters to the Ed itor
Legal Help
I'd like to commend your
puhlication 's recent aniclc, "Selecting
the Right Firm," hy John Manncrino.
Such an anicle can go a long way in
hclpmg consumers who arc searching
for legal representation and don't
know where to hcgm.
For th1s reason. I also would
like to call your attention to a series of
pamphlets recently created hy the
State Bar of California. Your readers
may ohtain copies hy sending a selfaddressed, husiness-size, stamped
envelope to The State Bar of
California, Office of Client Relation.,,
1149 S. Hill St., Los Angeles, CA.
90015-2299. Envelopes should have
one 32-cent stamp for each pamphlet
requested.
Anne Charles,
Communications Director,
State Bar of Californta
Consumer Countdown
Thank you for pointing out
that the "Consumer Countdown"
newsletter is funded hy the Western
States
Petroleum
A...sociation
("Ratepayer Revolt Newsletter Slam.;
Edison," June '95). The newsletter is
used to spread misinfonnation about
California's promising electric vehicle industry.

Fearing ln't prolit). and market shares. oil interests and automakers have launched a ma.,,ive campaign to kill off this neces.o;ary, hurgeoning new mdu.o;try. They mu.st he
exposed for spreading lies hy dlstoning truths and tunding and puhhcJzmg
hiased n:scarch.
The facts on electric vehicles
speak for themo;elves. They are the
only viahle solution to cleaning
California's air, the diniest in the
nation. Ellison and other electric utilities will he respon.-;ible for building
and maintaining the state's electric
vehicle infrastructure. Edison has
already announced customer rates
won't be going up to fund ito; infrastructure investment.
California ha.-; an opponumty
to dominate a. global electnc vehicle
marketplace. It's estimated that more
than 70,000 new indu.o;try-related jobs
will he created in Cahfornia alone by
2010.
Electric vehicles hold untold
benefits for all of us. Let's not let the
special interests choke off this
promising market.
Julie Horan,
Californians for Jobs
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TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The Essential Tool For A Successful Business
The Temecula Valley.Chamber of Commerce IS ded1ca1cd to servmg, promoting and
supporlmg the local busmess enHormenl "lib 5 (rl\e) standmg comm111ecs
Governmental Afra1rs, F.duca11on, l..ocal Husmess Promot1ons, \lembersh1p S.:rva.es,
and \\; ays anJ Mc•ns.

T
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Get un ol~·etl wah the Largc.11 Bu.\1/lCI.\
'etwork ing Tt'mccula Valley 1

You are invited to join the

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce

Montclair & Upland Chambers of Commerce

27450 Ynez Road· Su1t 104 • Temecula, CA 92591

September 30 & October 1, 1995

(909) 676-5090

at The Market Place
business showcase at the

Save This Date

Montclair Plaza!

SEPTEMBER 6,1995

Palm Desert Chamber's
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CHAMBER or CO~t\!ERCE

!NiwwiiJ- .. !f.-.,

Marriott'' Desert Sprin~ Resort & Spa
74-X55 Countr~ Cluh Dnve, Palm De'>crt
3 00- .00 p.m.

" The Fastest Growing Barter Club In U.S. Business History!"
2,000 +STRONG IN YOUR LOCAL AREA !

Category·

(800) 214-0399

Ad Copy ·

Corporate Video
Date(s) of lnsert1on ·

Commercials • Training
Soles Topes 1 Point of Purchase
Rood Show Support 1 Video News Release

first served basis, so reserve your booth early!
Chamber members - $500

THE COST EFFECTIVE EDGE
FOR TODAY'S LEAN TIMES

Non-members $ 650
Coli (909) 391·1015
Ask for Art Kemp

for an application, or additional information.

Soon
Pn.·.,t: nt.,

1-tisc..· 'N' Shine..· 1-tc..·c..llanc..ls

Ad Deadline for the Augu$t Issue of tl1e

I
bus1ness 1ourna

Get up-to-date mfomution about Redlands mcluding lcghlation, cduGI!ion,
ctl), updates and more during a livdy and entertaining
program on the I st Fnda} of evcy month.
~tlons arc needed, call the Chamhc:r office at 793·2'546

Rese
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Tickets arc$ 10 00 In advancr, $12 00 at thr door,
program mcludrs a continental breakfast
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Fin;uu·ial lrL-titutiuns
(2ml Quarh'r 199:>),
SB \ Lend in~. llt•alth Curt·.
llt•:a.lth \lt>tlit·al Clinic·-,
l.nqw•t Bank"
~~·n in~ tlw lnhuul Empirt>.
l.ar~c·,t llutt·L-.

Untied llt>punt< Chamber and .'VEDA MBDC /l ost
•Small Busmess Fmancmg Semmar
•Networkmg 01nner
•Membership Meenng (Ontario UHCC)

Speaken:
au I MtJtler, Stnaor fmanctal Analysl I>OtOJI Mlnoraty Bus nn1 Dnrlopmrnl Crntrr
uy Bovtt, SBA Managtr Wrstrrn Stair Banlt
ttcr Ota:z:, factonng Sptctahsl f.MPIRf fundrng Nrtwo•• Inc
Tuuday, july I lib • 1995, 6 OOpm to 9 OOpm
Mamou.()nrarlo Airport 2200 Eas1 Hoh Blvd , Ontano Lecturr H.oll
Sl5 spoR5<II1II& tmpnc ct..nbrr mt'JI1b<n S20 ~ lrdldrs dinntt bu&t
~

Calllhr NEDA MBOC al (909) 381-'4008

Mon-no \-'all.-~: {;hamlwr of <:ommN"ff

•

uGood Bum11'S< 81111d1 a Bt·tla (ommumt)"
The Moreno Valle) Chamhcr of Commtrcc MiSSIOn IS to
Promote, Support, and Educate our Business Commumty.

Committus:
l.cg 1slattve Acuon
Ambassadors
Busmess m Acllon
M!i 1tary Affairs
Education
H1 pamc Busmess Counetl
Fmance
Publictty
Economtc Development
Products & Services:
Membership Refferals
Monthly "Outlook" Newsletter Busmess Expo
Commumty Maps
Health Insurance
l:ducauonal Seminars
ew Busmess Directory
Chamber Office:
Networkmg & Markellng Opportun111es 22620 Golden Crest Dr • Sutt 110
S.C.O.R.E Counseling
Moreno Vallty. CA 92553
MFCU Membershtp
(909) 697-4404 Fax (909) 697-0995

Phone·

Exp Date .
To Mall Th i a Form , Send to

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
305 Sacramento Place
Ontari o , CA 91 764

Phone orders also accepted - Call (909) 391 - 1015

( ktolwr:
La" H'.-..1 \t·t·uunhml,.
Builcl~llt ~\ n•., t·lupnwnt.
•1 t·l~·c·cnnntun.ic·nticnt.··~

(909) 391·1015 ext. i6

Crest Lodge

aolwrti-.· in th•· \u,_......l i<Nu• of th••

lnlmul f:mpirf' llu im••• )ounwl.
\d clt•:ulliru· ;.,. Jul} :.wtJ•.

~~~ntain Re<!lort

'VISE ABOUT l\fAIL

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

IH 1\\ IH 1 '< ll <.1 I \I< l">f' I <1R \ '-,\1 \II Bl '-,J">I.._,.._,,

Credit Card # :

to

July 20, 1995!

I

I_, ,

Address .

ising

iNLAND EMPIRE

"Not a Meetl11g an Er,elll•

Rhidt•ntiaVI-:,t•t·uti' t· [.j, in~.
Inland Empirt• ·~ Citil',,

Company

( )ffic·c 'l'cC'Iuwlo~ /Cmnpuh·r:-.
Luug l)i,lnlwe Currit•rs.
lntt·1· Cumwd \c·u•lun<.

199

Redlands Charnher of Cornrnerce

Name:

En, irorulH•ntal,

~t>pll•uLIH'r:

Call Montclair (909} 624-4569 or Upland (909) 931-4108
Call the Chamber at (619) 346-6111
to re'ene space.

Amount Enclosed

Coty, State.

Booth space is available on a first come,

"BUSINESS EXPO/MIXER"
y.

• Save Your CASH
• Put Your Excess Goods &Services to Work for You

DISPLAY RATES $70/ onch , 1" man LINE RATES $11 65/ltne
6 lines man
Avg 30 characters/line
Frequency d tscounts
ava1lable for BOTH dosplay & line
CONFIDENTIAL BOX
CHARGE $25/ansertlon
Box II w111 be assrgned by the
publisher
Frll out form below an full
Use add1t1onat sheet of
paper for ad copy Type or wnte clearly All ads must be prepard - no exceptions
Send check M 0 . Vrsa M / C , AmEx
Deadlines 20th of the preceedang month for the followtng
monlh

Kitchens • Fireplaces
Cable TV • Heated Pool

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

}'t\"C \\.Af'S 1\~00UT l~lt: \\a."'
lwm1 tntn u tdcJ\\ hul&hnpk l,.l5Ull
M\'ftl&:IU ff<: 1,'1l""d",l\.,_l11!'tfk...._'"Ct
HJIIIUIIII, ftncl tu l.'llt thn-.~h JMwot.aJ
rl."J!'UI.ttlntt!l tn uuak..· an C"0«tn"t"

rmulh~

:'1olam posual ch.:m,::'"" lah.T. our
•ttgk '"' e;UII gn•whl~ tn \\l<ikl••tn

Ofh.-n tim'-·!'o. mar cr tlh.'Jl tht." Pn~t
O!lk<'
lhuu n'"cd hdp \\llh nm ul
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Call for Reservations and Information ...

Soutfiern Cafifornia
'Binaery & Maifing Inc.

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418

10661 Busaness

(909) 1129-1949

2350H Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

Dr , Fontana, 92337

FAX 19091 829-1959
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Oscar W. Amado, Patricia R Amado,
fdba Amado Realty, 46994 Fauview
Road, Newberry Sprin~,rs; debb:

Foods, Inc., fdba Strnw Hat Pizza, 2601
Broadmoor, Unit 60, Palm Sprin~ debls:
$176,493, <h"'iel~ $1.750; C'ha~Xer 13.

Charles F. Hearrell, K H - .

California Novelties, Inc., 900 Ea'il Jolm
St., Swte A. Banning; debts, a.-,.-.;eb schedules not av-.li.lable; C'haiXer 11

Richard D. Hedrick, Amy L Hedrick,

$113,920, <l<>sets: $7,650; Cbapter 7.
Alsman-Allan Ud., a California
Corporation. 541 North M;un SL, Swte
10+-169. Corona; dehls: $2-N.H67, a.-,.-.;eb
$11,700, C'ha~Xer 7.

Charles F. Bailey, aka Chuck F. Bailey,
Charlie F. Bailey, Chuck's Landscape
!\1aintenance Senice, 17941 SI.Sklyou
Road. Apt. I, Apple Valley, debt~:
$14,269, a<>sets: $8. 750; C'ha~Xer 7
Omar Bates, Irene Bates, dba B & B
lhlcking, 2828 Dunbar Drive, Rlver.;ide;
dehl~ $155,950, a..<>sets: $10,900; Cbapler

13.
Leonard R Bedale, aka Leonard
RusseU Bedale, dba American
Mortgage Company, 668 Wildwood
Dnve, Hemet; debts, <N>el'> schedules not
available; Chapter 7.

James R 8ornl II, Debornh J. Borza,
fdba Jim Bona 11, The Shutter Factory
of Rh"erside, 618 C.elebration Lane
Perri<;; dehl-;: $399,619, a~L~: $142,600;
Cllapter 7.
Ronald Thomas Brown, aka Ron
Brown, Ronald Brown, Ronald T.
Brown, faw R T. Foods, Inc. and Prid

$717,1 01
48
NEW
COMM'L
$2,373,300

69
COMM;L

$2,549,000
121

NEW
$467,841
82

NEW
$433,950
73

NEW
$2,209,016
85

dba H & H Appraisal, 24339 V1<1 U!s
Jwlitas, Murrieta; debts: $193,424, a&;el~:
$143,684; C'haper 7.

Susan Comas, dba L.A. Emus' Ranch,
22215 Rosary Ave., Nuevo; debt!;:
$63,6(X), ~L~: $9,400; C'ha~Xer 7.

E. D. McGuire Corporation. dba The
McGuire Corporation, 4125 Indus Way,
Riverside; debl-;, a'i.'it!ls schedules not
available; C'haiXer 7.
Scott Thomas Elpin, Kimberly Anne
FJpin, fdba K & S Vending, 48920 Ulke
C.anyon Drive, Aguanga; debt<;: $210,324,
~ $117,330; Cha!Xer 7.
David Giebrich, R~ Giebrich,
fdba Giebrich Construction, 10364
Bri'itol Drive, Alta Lorna; debts: $96,079,
as.-;el.,: $20,850; Cha!Xer 7.
David Groat, Darla Groat, dba
Southern California Flooring, 45007
Drake Court, Indio; debts: $182,994,
~ts $128,850; Cha!Xer 7.

Matthew Golliher Hags1rom, Julie Ann
Hagstrom, fdba Hag's Plumbing, 620 B
St., Needle.~; debl.,: $70,000, a<;..'it!l~.
$1Q1~~ C'haiXer 13.

New Building Permits
$500,000 or Larger
NEW
COMM'L

13805 Slover Ave., Fontana; ~b.
$232,453, a~L'i. $187,160; C'haiXer ·

OFFICE BLDG
OWNER. Gramle Conslruclion Co., 275 N. EI Cielo, Palm
Springs, CA 92262 (619) 320-7237 Projecl: 38567 Monroe SL,
Indio.
OFFICFJINDUSTRIAL BLDG
OWNER: Schaeffer Induslnes. 3030 Dulles Dr., Mtra Lorna. CA
91752. C.on1rac10r: John Carler, I08 W. Heald #13, Lake Malhews,
CA 92530 (714) 676-0922 Projecl 3030 Dulles Dr, Mira Lorna.
FOUNDATION BICARB DRYER. APPL. DAVY MCKEE
CORP, 5101!\66·6376
OWNER: North American Chemical, 13200 Main SL, Trona, CA
93562. Conuaclor: Aasgard Conslr, 82700 Trona Rd., Trona, CA
93562. ProjecL !!2090 Firs! SL, Trona.

5 SFR'S FROM $87.3M TO SI04.9M
OWNER: Wan Homes, 2716 Ocean Park Blvd. Sanla Monica, CA
90405 (909) 694-0870. Project: 35660-35685 Carissa CL,
Wildomar.
4 SFR'S FROM $92.3M TO S122.5M
OWNER: Forecast Group. 10670 Civic Cenler Dr., Cucamonga,
CA 91730 (714) 987-77!!8. Project 33190-33220 Camino Rubano,
Temecula.
13 SFR'S FROM $153.6M TO $178.6M
OWNER: J. M. Pelers Co., 4100 Mac Arthur Blvd. #20, Newport
Beach, CA 92660 (714) 622-8400. Projecl: 45276-45385 Camino
Monzon, Temecula.

Source: One Step Ahead
phone: (800) 429-2220 or (714) 725-0711
Fax: (714) 642-7610

William Frederick Hohwiesner, Susan
Gail Hohwiesner, aka Susan G.
Kammerer,
fdba
William
F.
Hohwiesner Floor Maint., Bill
Hohwiesner Flooring Maintenance,
William Hohwiesner F1oor Care, 43(){5
CDrte Landeros, Temecula; debts:
$151,638. assets: $116,388; C'haiXer 7.

Gale Scbon Hursey, aka Gale
Wetherill, Gale Reeder, fdba Medical
Account
Management,
77759
Edmborough St., Palm Desert; debts:
$252,144, a-;seLo;: $182,400; Olapter 7.
William Farrel Jenkins, Kimiko Kay
jenkins, fdba Kay's Household
Accessories, 24585 Jenkins Drive,
Moreno Valley; debt5: $319,950, assets:
$104,739; Cba~Xer 7.

Cba~Xer 13.

John Thomas Lowe, Deidra Jeanne
dba

J.D.

Sports,

15465

Oakspring; Road. OUno Hills; debts:
$67,237, a.-.-.;eL~: $26,340; Cbapter 7.
Mohan Singh Makkar, aka Mohan
Singh, Bruijan K. Makkar, fdba Sabina
International, Prime Micro, 14391
Spring Crest Drive, C'hmo Hills; debt~:
$371,801, assets: $304,403; Chapter 13.

Thomas L Maneri, Peggy C. Maneri,
dba Safe-T Security, aka Griffin
Monitoring Corp., 3493 Revere Road,
Riverside; debts: $1,891,600, ao;sets:
$118,995; Cba!Xfr 7.

MarshaD Delton Mar1in, Janella Sue
Martin, WhNieblower Productions,

301 East Tamarisk, Palm Spring;; debt<;:
$415,593, assets: $334,Q19; OlaiXer 7.

Robert W. McClintock Sr~ aw Casa
Serena 1hul'JitionaJ Uving Center, Inc.,
dba Ca<ia Serena Apartments, 3263
Mayfield Ave., San Bernardino; debts,
assets schedules 1101 available; CbaJ;Aer 7.
Augmtio Meneses, Marina Meneses,
dba Augmtio's Auto Electric, 10330
Banyan, Alta Lorna; debcs: $534,175,
~ $196,025; Olaper 7.

Serena

Thmsitional living Foundation, Inc.,
3239 Mt. View, San Bemardincr .....~....

'"""'-\

a-;seb schedules not available; Cbapter 7_
Jose Nunez, Evangelina Nunez, dba
Anthony's Upholstery, 1836 Munieta
Road, Perris; debt~: $98,344, a'-'it!t~:
$84,600; C'ha~Xer 7.
James Darrel Ober, Wendy Lea Ober.
aka Wendy Lea Spinks, fdba Obe;
Financial Corporation, Combined
Mortgage of Southern California,
12899 Candlewick Lane, Victorville·
debt~: $430,525, as..-;eL.,. $375 <XX>:
C'haiXer 7.
'
'
Sung T. Oh, Kyong H. Oh, fdba Best
Boutique, 911 Taylor St. #120, Vl<;ta;
debt.s, ao;sel~ schedule.~ not available;
Olapter7.

Vu-etta Patricia Perry, aka V!n!tta P.
Perry, Viretta I. Perry, dba J. A
Marl\eting, 24449 Liolios Way, Moreno
Valley; debl~: $300,964, a.-.-.;ets: $101,9oo,
Olapter 7.

Douglas

james Howanl Kloha, Leona Hazel
Kloha, dba New Horizon Mortgage
Co~ 14540 Golden Trails, Victorville;
debts, a<;set.s schedules not available;

Lowe,

Sharon A Moore, faw Casa

s.

s.

Phillips, dba Douglas
Phillips, Inc., a Professional Law
Corporation, 76-145 Zuru Road, Indian
Well<;; debiS: $876,549, a<>sets: $733,316;
Chapter?.
Kevin Pope, aka Kevin Lee Pabst, Ana
Maribel Pope, aka Ana Maribel
Barillas,Ana Maribel Kendall-~
Orion
Enterprises,
Matrix
Communications, 24255 bJ.stAvenue K,
Lancaster; debl~: $28,162, a..o;.<;ets:
$11,620; Chapter 7
Charles D. Porter D, Stephanie L
Porter, fdba Stephanie L Porter Real
Estate Ap~ 2992 Olympic Vtew
Drive, Cluno Hills; debts: $384,929,
a~l.,: $360,547; Ola~Xer 7.
Gustavo J Rodriguez, aka Gus J,
Rodriguez, Suzanne M. RodrigueZ,
dba Nine Oaks Ranch, 36101 Glen
Oaks Road, Temecula; debls: $271,344,
asset<;: $327;2fJ2:, Olapter 13.
Kevin Scott Russell, Ruth Ann Russel.
fdba lmagic Studio, 952-C Jnnkeep:r
Lane, Corona; debls: $123,343, assets:
$110,400; Cbapter 7.
D avid Gerald Beam, Marie Therese
Beam faw Beam Heating & Air
Con d;tioning, 1917 East Alondra
973
Court, Ontario; debts: $157,
•
assets: $121,520; Chapter 7.

Please see Page 59

Bankruptcit.\ Continued

Michele Cataldo, Victoria Ann
Cataldo, fdba Michele Cataldo
Distribution Corp., dba TMS
Distribution,
faw
General
Transport, Risque of California
Ltd., 6721 Zuma Place, Rivers1de;
debts: $147,256, assets: $12S 010
Chapter 13.
'
'
Robert
E. Connor, Spring
Bouquet Flower Shoppe, 34595
Calle Arnaz, Temecula; debts:
$2,772, assets. $4 375; Chapter 7.
Creative Drywall Co., Inc.,
Creative Construction Concepts,
Inc., lll1 North Harris St., San
Bernardino; debts, assets schedules
not available; Chapter 11.
Robbie
Thomas
Henderson,
Agape Pool and Spa, 11460
Acropolis Drive, Yucmpa; debts·
$150,638, assets $175,270; Chapter
13.
Jim Giannelli, aka Jimmy
Giannelli, Jim Tomaso Vicenzo
Giannelli, dba Paisano's Cafe,
9433 Orange St., Alta Lorna, debts:
$400,212,
assets:
$198 970·
Chapter 7.
'
'
Robert C. Johnson Jr., fdba
Johnson 's Photography, 3957
Klamath River Drive, Ontario;
debts: $186,818, assets: $148,670;
Chapter 7.

Chin Music 40858 Morning Glory
Drive, Murrieta, CA 92562 Stephen
Schuda

Crest Computer Institute 10630
Town Center Drive, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730

Davis
Publications
5202
Philadelphia #R77, Chino, CA
91710 Davis

Chino Bonsai Nursery Inc. 5085
Locust St, Chino, CA 91710

Cresta Verde Golf Course 1295
Cresta Rd., Corona, CA 91719

John Dawn Veliquette 12956
Robm Ln., Chino, CA 91710

Chix On Stix 550 I E. !Jarmon #Ill,
San Bernardino, CA 9240!{ Judy
Buttram

Csl 1217 6th St. Ste 2C, Norco,
CA 91760 Dale Jesse

De
Sports/Fabrication
286
Winfield Cr., Corona, C A 91720

D & D Wholesale 25337 Sugarhill
Rd., Moreno Valley, CA Q2553
Smgh ParmJit

De Tool Repair 41 ORO Avemda
Verde, Temecula, CA 92591 David
Chick

Christopher David Sly 22800
Calcutta Drive, Canyon Lake, CA
92587
City Office Furniture 13375
Estelle St., Corona, CA 91719
Communication Center 35780
Date Palm Drive, Cathedral City,
CA92234
Communi cation Center 5459
Philadelphm St Chmo, CA 91710
Commu ni cation Center 6363
Valley Spnngs Pkwy., R1verside, CA
92507
Communication Ce nter 885 E.
Harriman Pl., San Bernardino, CA
92408
Communication Center 8915
Monte Vista, Montclair, CA 91763

Jane Ann Kircher, dba Celesta
Marketing Concepts, 9920 19th
St. Unit 49, Alta Lorna; debts:
$46,526, assets: $11 ,050; Chapter 7.

Communication Accessory Outlet
2431 Rubidoux, R1vers1de, CA
92509 Scott Amos

Roy J. KJopping, KJopping Sales
Company, Klopping Pageant
Productions, Cheryi O'Connor
Klopping Pageants, 39823 Crocus,
Big Bear Lake, San Bernardino;
debts, asse1s schedules not available; Chapter 7.

Communication Accessory Outlet
3035 Van Buren Blvd., Riverside,
CA 92503 Scott Amos

Lynn P. Kopinski, dba Naturally
Health Pets, 26380 Hayden Lane,
Memfee; debts: $91,148, assets:
$9,364; Chapter 7.
Raymond A. LoCascio, Lori S.
LoCascio, fdba The Riverside
Company,
I nfo-Commtech,
Starter Homes, 3086 Windemere
Court,
Chino
Hills;
debts:
$578,383,
assets:
$347,525;
Chapter 7.
Ian Conrad MacSween, Candace
Ann MacSween, aw Compass
Medical, Inc., dba MacSween &
MacSween, 12967 Shasta Drive,
Etiwanda; debts: $475,491, assets:
$611,828; Chapter 13.
Marion Speight Ozell, dba OZ
C ustom Detailing, 6240 Gamay
Court, Alta Lorna; debts: $83, 164,
assets: $26,700; Chapter 7.11..

Community Music School of
Temecula 41125 Winchester #B1,
Temecula, CA 92591
Complete Hair Care Inc., The
73990 El Paseo #lA, Palm Desert,
CA, 92660
Consolidated Cryogenics Inc.,
4727 Murrieta St., Chino, CA 91710
Continental Lab Products 564 W.
Bateman Circle, Corona, CA 91720
Copa Inc., 945 E. Hobson Way,
Blythe, CA92225

D & E Plastering Equipment
1668 Industrial Ave., Norco CA
91760 David Bachman
DDO-Cal Inc., 375 W. Lovekin
Blvd., Blythe, CA 92225
Dalias Pizza & Market 10078
Arrow #198, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730 Abdul Kafala

Creative Hair Designs 5703 Anna
St., Riverside, CA 92506 S.
McMichael

Delamos
Dolls
&
Things
54715 El Prado Trail, Yucca Valley,
CA 92224 BenJamin Barraza
Delta-Biometrics
West
3900
Rosebay St., Chino Hills, CA 91709
Oscar Boyajian

Daniels Jewelers 3634 R1vers1de
Plaza, R1vers1de, CA 92506

Desert Isle Beverage So. Cal.
41340 Pear St #13. Murnetta, CA
92562 Dav1d Powell

Darby's Computer Services 21427
Elmwood St., Perris, CA 92570
Darby Duff

Dissons Xerographic Papers Inc.,
1926 E Cedar St., Ontario, CA
91761

David Lugene Martin 4200 Chino
Hills Pl.:wy #885, Chino Hills, CA
91709

Diversified
Coponet
Sources
12120 Madera Way, Rivemde, CA
92503 Don Myers

I

.-::.
I

w
en
-..I
I

0
I

Cordiero's Equipment Rental
13252 Verde # 1, Garden Grove
CA 92640 Jasen Cordiero

Dee Ent. I 095 Hogan Ave, Banning,
CA 92220 Donnda Wilcox
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DMD Concrete Construction 4411
Ro~n\ ood PI , Rivcr.;~de, CA 92506
Da\ id Y!endcz

Eric T. Ford Sr. Sia Select Services
16240 Stonehall St., Raversade, CA
92503

Final Shade 27574 Commerce
Center Dr.. Temecula, CA 92591
Rene Covarrubias

Glamour Salon 555 S Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410 Celi~
Guzman

Donald Linoln Ober 45251 La
Cruz, Temecula, CA 92593

Erika de La Rosa 80528 Radcliff
Court, Rancho Marage, CA 92270

First Nationwide Bank, FSB 1770
Iowa Ave., Raverside, CA 92507
First Madison Bank

Global Polymers Tchnologies
11156 Saddlcridge Road, Moreno
Valley, CA 92557 Thomas Sepak

Donut Star 14375 7th St.,
Victorville, CA 92392 Chow & Low
General Corp.

Ernst & Ernst Foods, Inc., 40100
Washington St., Bermuda Dunes,
CA 92201

Fitzpatrick Pallet Co. 1500
Eastridge Ave., Riverside, CA 92504
Thomas Fitzpatrick

E G Homes 333 E. Stuart Blvd.,
Redlands. C A 92373 Elon Holmes

Ernst & Ernst Foods, Inc., 69185
Ramon Road #Dl, Cathedral City,
CA 92234

Gold
Coast
Merchandising,
Manufacturer 2621 Green Raver
Rd #105407, Corona, CA 91720
Davad Landrum

Hair Designs By Esther 73925 El
Pasco #I<, Palm Spnngs, CA 92260
Esther llewatson

E T Soft\\oare 333 "1. Palm Canyon
Dr #)IX, Palm Spnngs, CA 92262
~fduric:e Engleman

Ernst & Ernst Foods, Inc., 78870
Aurora Way, La Quanta. CA 92253

Gold Cars of Coachella Valle.} 41801 Corporate Way #4, Palm Desen,
CA 92260 Jack Wise

Hallett Plumbing 2520 Corona
Ave . Norco, CA 91760 Robert
Hallett

Gonzalez Rivera Arturo 3900
Tyler St, Riversadc, CA 92505

Hardie's Nut Kettle, Inc. 44-489
Town Center Way, Palm Desert CA
90712

Eagle Enterpri~es 24542 San
Marcos A>c., l.oma Linda, CA
92354 Glenn Williams
Eagle~ Peak Trading Post 11708
Millard Canyon Rd., Banning, CA
92220 Dehorah Mathews

Easy Legal Pkgs. 4195 San Onofre
Court. Ontario, CA 91710 Linda
Willaamson
El Chapo Auto Repair 81854
Industraal Place #15. Indio, CA
92201 Jesus Cazarez
Eldon L. Dale, J r 11995 Olive
Lake Blvd., Blythe, CA 92225
Elite Gifts 67575 Hwy. 11 I,
Cathedral City, CA 92234 Jean
Prote,au
Elite Gift' 9733 Sierra Ave. #D3,
Fontana, CA 92335

Esse Beauty Laboratories 9239
Utaca #100. Rancho Cucamonga,
C A 91730 George Bntt
European Auto Parts and
Accessories 33295 Rancho Vista
#B, Cathedral City, CA 92235 Cruz
Bracamontes
European Motorsport 1764 Lind
Terrace. Corona, CA 91720
Christopher Andrews
Excel Rental Center 1005 S. State
St., San Jacinto. CA 92583 Lynn
Ladenes
Exclusive European Arts 22808
Mesa Sprangs Way. Moreno Valley,
CA 92557 Thomas Schwaiger
FTA Inc .. 53798 Avenida Alvarado,
La Quinta, CA 92253 Troy
Lawrence
F and J Thrift Store 175 N Grove
Ave. #B, Upland, CA 91786 Flor
Villar

Elsinore Fianancial Services 19098
Grand A\e., Lake Elsinore, CA
92530 Annan do Calderon

Family Bargain Centers 1OliO E.
Broadway, Needles, CA 92363

Emergency Response Systems
I 4207 Cholla Dr., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553 Patrick Hall

Fangs & Feathers 74059 Hwy. Ill,
Palm Desert, CA 92260 Lance
Walker

Flores Garage 54684 Hwy. 86,
Thermal, CA 94122 Kenneth Flores
Florsheim Factory Outlet Store
2837 Lenwood Dr #17, Barstow,
CA 94120 J O'Neall Shoe Company
Forever & Always 295 Carousel
Mall Dr #151, San Bernardino, CA
92401 Erik Burn
Formula 39, Inc. 1778 Avalon Ave.,
Yucca Valley, CA 92280
Freshm Donut II SO N Riverside,
Raalto, CA 92376 Muy Kouch
Fruit Growers Supply Co. 12890
Pellisaer Rd., Colton, CA 92324
Fuller Appliance 201 S. Lind\ay
St., Lake Elsinore. CA 92530 James
Fuller III
G & J Lawn Service 15375 Paseo
Carmel, Moreno Valley, CA 92551
James Avina
G & L Catering 310 Corte Talvera,
Temecula, CA 92592 Kris Battista
Galleria Advertising Specialties
2152 Ranchwood Pl., Riverside, CA
92506 Timothy Carney
Garden Botanika, Inc. 5526 Inland
Empire Blvd., Ontaio, CA 91764

Gonzalez Rivera Arturo 488 Main
St., Corona, CA 91720
Good Samaritan Social Service
2900 Adams St., Ste B-15,
Raversade, CA 92506 Jakpor Raise
Goods From The Woods 42456
Avalon, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
Alta Thompson
Grand Video Plus 3233 Grand Ave.
#E, Chino Hills, CA 91709 Gail
Wong
Grandpa & Grandma's Workshop
4185 Nessel St., Raverside, CA
92503 Donald Goodwin
Gray's Services 54030 Strawberry
Valley Dr, Idyllwild, CA 92549
Joseph Gray
Great Spring Waters of Amer.,
Inc. 5772 E. Turupa St., Ontario. CA
91761
Green Burrito #66, The 6008 Van
Buren St., Raverside, C A 92507
Felix Rodnguez

George Nduka Udeh IH700 Lake
Perris Dr., Perris, CA 92370
George Nduka Udeh 1902 W.
Valley Blvd., Colton, CA 92324

Empire Advertising 5225 Canyon
Crest Drive #71-405, Riverside, CA
92507 David Rodriguez

Fantasia Coaches, Inc. 3101 E.
Alejo Road #A, Palm Springs, CA
92263

Environmental Clean-Up Services
12520 #B Magnolia Ave., Riverside,
CA 92503 Frederick Murphy

Fantasy Fishing of California
32115 Via Cordoba, Temecula, CA
92592 Lewis Doran

Entertainment Center, The 4380
Holt Blvd. #E, Montclair, CA 91763
John Hervey

Fashion Show, The I 444 Rodeo
Road, Palm Springs, CA 92262 Lee
Nadira

Gerald A. Powell & Associates
11849 Roja St., Moreno Valley, CA
92557 Gerald Powell

Eric I Ysu Chen, Etal 500 Inland
Center, San Bernardino, CA 92408

Fashion Show, The 67575 E. Palm
Canyon Drive, Cathedral City, CA
92234

Giftano International U.S.A.
Corp. 623 Doubleday Ave., Ontario,
CA 91761

George Nduka Udeh 689 South "E"
St., San Bernardino, C A 92408
George Nduka
Udeh
7407
Riverside Dr.• Ontario, CA 91761

Green Burrito #78, The II 090
Limonite Ave., Mira Lorna, CA
91752 Felix Rodriguez
Green Meadows Arabians 39301
Green Meadow Rd., Temecula. CA
92592 Zoltan Molnar
Gregory Lee Shadbolt 7!!!0
Eugenia Dr.• Fontana, CA 92335
Griffin
Technologies
3672
Linwood Pl., Riverside, CA 92506
Carl Nelson
Ground Loc Systems, Inc. 1109 W.
Ninth St., Upland, CA 91750

H & H Ent. & Zap Audio I 902 W.
Valley Blvd Colton, CA 92324
!lector Velazquez

Holmes-Hally Industries, Inc.
4745 Hiers Ave., Riverside, CA
92503

Inktek J.P. 1601 Chic<Jgo Ave.,
Raversadc, CA 92507 Inktck L.P

H & L Pubhshing IOOX4 Cabcrnet
Crt., Raversidc, CA 92509 Thomas
llaslctt

Hood\ Up Auto 5(Jl00 Romona St.
Cabazon, CA 92230 Trcsa Rau

Inland Counties Courier &
Litigatio 23532 Wooden Horse
Traal, Murrieta!, CA 92562 I.e Roy
Hash

Ja-Son Computer Solutions 11365
Padova Drive, Rancho Cucamonga.
CA91701 Gal Poquiz

Inter-Mac 3610 Kansas
Riverside, CA 92501

#9,

Jack B. Tracht 32370 Corte Santa
Catalana, Temecula, CA 92592

Inter/Ex Products & Senrces 2276
Gnffan Way Ste. 105-191-i, Corona,
CA 91719 lsabelo Ramos

Jaffa Screw Products 2045
Californaa Ave #109 Corona, CA
91719 Mark Sayegh

International Biometric Society
4920 T.rail St., Norco, CA 91760
Donald Urie

Jalisco Bakery 1344 E. 6th St.,
Corona, CA 91719 Pedro Perez

Hdl Refund Service 810 San Pable
Dr., Hemet, CA 92543 Helga
Lightner
Heaven Scent Flowers 27869
Encanto Drive, Sun City, CA 92586
Marvm Gillem
Heaven Scent Flowers 30123
Antelope Road #C, Menafee, CA
92584 Marvan Gallem
Hemet Unified School District
2800 W fruatvale, llcmet, CA
92545
Hemet Unified School District
41535 Mayberry, Hemet, CA 92544
Hemet Unified School District
43900 Mayberry, Hemet, CA 92544
Henry & Velia Casillas 10798
Ramona Ave , Montclaar, CA 91766
Hidden Treasures 9555 Acacia
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335 Roger
Reyon
Hidden Treasurers Refinishing
7203 Arlington Ave. #K, Riverside,
CA 92503 Robert Moore
Hidden Treasures Self Storage
12530 Magnolia Ave, Raverside,
CA 92503 Jose Brown
Hipolito V. Saldivar, Etal 133/l W.
5th St. #101, San Bernardino, CA
92411
Hobo Express 8796 19th St., Alta
Lorna, CA 9170 I Paulette Brarnpton
Hollywood Scoop Cafe 73-375 El
Pasco #F, Palm Desert, CA 92260 P.
S. Ventures, Inc.

Horizon Mobile Home Specialist~
6031 Dorset St., Ravcrsade, CA
92509 Robert I lays
Horizonte 219 N Euclad Ave.,
Ontario, C A 91762 Bulla Inc.
Hosanna Coffee & Dist. 74-281
Velardo Dr, Palm Desert, CA 92260
Carrie Dnggs
Hunny's
Restaurant
31253
Riversade Dr., Lake Elsmore, CA
92530 Lino Lourenco
Hwy. 74 Tire & Brake 28751 Hwy.
74, L1ke Elsinore, CA 92530
Hy-Jinx Designs 11338 Kenyon
Way #B 199, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91737 Marisa Terashama
I & S Janitor 481 Wroth St., San
Jacinto, CA 92583 Jose Garcia
I C A W Corp. 10442 Magnolia
Ave., Raversade, CA 92505
I E P S, Inc. 3564 Little Mountain
Drive, San Bernardino, CA 92406

International Pipe Fabricators
3584 La Campana Way, Palm
Desert, CA 92262
International Tile & Supply llOI
W. 9th St., Upland, CA 91786
Inventory Disposition Services
23080 Fisher, Perris, CA 92570 John
Adams Jr.
It's About Time 72840 Hwy. ll1,
Palm Desert, CA 92260 Ronald
Schwartz
J & B Associates 51037 Mecca
Road, Moreno Valley, CA 92256
Beth Showalter

I R C Parts and Supplies, Inc.
12151 Madera Way, Raversade, CA
92504

J & D Realty 45276 Silverado Ln.,
Temecula, CA 92592 Jam Arnst

ljn Construction 35H2 Wayne St.,
Corona, CA 91719 Isaac Nesser

J & M Auto Sale 16648 Valley
Blvd., Fontana, Ca 92335 Jose
Manzaneres

Illustrious
Enterprises 2222
Kansas Ave Ste. D. Riversade, CA
92507 Teresa Godanez
Image Decorating Design 16064
Medlar L1ne, Chano Halls, CA 91709
Yolla Tcrezan
Imani Productions 4662 Park Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92507 Jean Denney
In State Mobile Home Services
3045 Dave Cr.. Hemet, CA 92545
Clifton Stults

J & M Designs 44994 Corte Zorita,
Temecula, CA 92592 Joseph
Buzzelli
J & 0 Specialties 16309 Silverbirch
Road, Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Jack Crespin
J & S Kumstumz 5066 Brooklawn
Pl., Riverside, CA 92504 Jason
Gamble
J D Entertainment, Inc. 558 Birch
Blvd. 3, Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

J and D Designs H378 Reche Vist.r
Drive, Colton, CA 92324 Jeffrey
Stewart

Jbt Enterprises 29605 Salona Wy.
Apt. M-1, Temecula, CA 9259!
Brian Timmons
Jc's Golden Key's 2932 Antares
Dr., Riverside, CA 92503 John Clink
Jem Educational Services 28410
Front St. Ste. 104-152, Temecula,
CA 92590 Joseph Melanson
Jennifer Hair & Nails 10!!7
Kimberly Ave., Colton, CA 92324
David Vo
Jere's Board Shop 134 N Second
Ave. #L, Upland, CA 91786
Jessi's Woodwork 357 N. Sheridan
# 123, Corona, CA 91720 Jesu~
Maciel
Jimmy Auto Sales 9375 Feron St
#F, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Jaame Melendez
Joe's A.C. Propane 485 Michagan,
Beaumont, CA 92223 Joseph
Fatigato
Joe's A.C. Propane 11855 Avalon
Ave., Yucaapa, CA 92399 Joseph
Fatigato
John Alexander Pietrowski 811
Shana Court, Perris, CA 92570
John's Thrift Store 7147 Amethyst
St, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
John Hibanski

Independent Arco 6011 Magnolia
CA 92506
Ave .
Riversade,
Mohamed Cheikh

J D Subway, Inc. 722H6 llwy. Ill
#J2, Palm Desert, CA 92260

John Skiff Consulting 5225
Canyon Crest Drive 71 121,
Riverside, CA 92507 John Skaff

Indio Auto Wreckin 1\4-800 Ave.
48, lndao, C A 9220 I Gcnard
Rodriguez

J R Vending Services 34850
Mission Trail, Lake Llsinore, CA
92530 Jeffrey Renfrow

Joanna Interiors 31706 Corte
Rosario, Temecula, CA 92592
Joanna Doyle

Info Capsules 5926 Copperfield
Ave., Raversade, CA 92506 Shailcsh
Bhataa

J W Specialty Whosesalers 18214
Montgomery Ave., fontana, CA
92336 Mary Whatehouse

John's ''That's Amore" Pina &
Pasta
15010
Circle
Drive,
Victorville, CA 92392 Gary Mead•
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- The Defense Base
Clos ure
and
Realignment

-Escrow closes on the $7.5
million cash sale of Murrieta

sale of Claremont Auto Center to

-A new westbound

Cal Worthington. Both Ford and

carpool

Hot Springs Resort & Health
Spa to Calvary Chapel of Costa
Mesa. The seller is Pioneer

General Motors opposed the sale

Highway 91 through

on the grounds that other
Worthington dealerships ranked

Riverside opens with a ribbon-cutCalifornia
tmg
ceremony.

Commission decides to recommend

Liquidating Corp., and Lee and
A'isociates Commercial Real Estate
Services handles the transactiOn.
Most resort employees collect their

low for customer satisfactiOn. The

Department of Transportation offi-

tion stay open . Closure would cost

ruling stymies the sale until Ford

cmls predict that the matching east-

San Bernardino and

and GM can appeal a previous

bound carpool lane will be ready in

counties more than 2,600 in total

court order that dealerships at the

mid-July. The lanes run between

bankrupt auto center must grant

Arlington and Magnolia avenues,

JObs and an overall econom1c loss
estimated at $283 million. The 700-

franchises to Worthington.

and they connect w1th carpool lanes

acre base employs about 1,600 on-

through

site, and rece ives data to assess the

final paycheck a few hours after
Calvary becomes official owner of
the 93-year-old property.

- The

5

- After months of heated
debate, San Bernardino leaders approve a financing plan
to build a 5 ,000-seat, $13 million

ballpark downtown. By a 5-1-1
vote, the council agrees to issue
bond,., to bring $10 million m
financmg
for
the
stadium.
However. city officials also agree
not to build the ballpark if $2 million in private fundmg cannot be

California

Department

of

F1sh

lane

Corona

on

to

the

that the U.S. Navy's Norco installa-

equipment and weapons

Game agrees to stop assess-

14

mental impact fees in a move that 's
expected to cost the state millions

- Riverside

Co~nty

Transportation
Commission

votes

unammously to close the county's

of dollars in yearly revenue. To set-

Telecommuting Work Center, end-

tle a 4-year-old lawsuit, the depart-

ing an effort toward cleaner air and

ment also agrees to pay $260.000

2

- Orange County voters reJ ect a proposed
tax Incre ase to pull

their county out of the greatest gov-

ernment bankruptcy in American

less traffic congestion. Onlj a few

history. Backers of a half-cent sales
tax h1ke s pe nt $1.4 million on thw

they had paid over the last two

puters and fax machmes at the cen-

campaign, with contributions com-

years. Landowners, developers and

ter,

near

ing in from financial serv1ce com-

-A federal judge in Los

local governments were charged

Arlington Avenue in Riverside.

panies as well as large employers

Angeles grants a request by

such

The public cost was esllmated at

such as Rockwell InternatiOnal and

two automakers to block the

reviews tied to land-use changes.

about $90 per use by each worker.

the Walt Disney Co ..&

7

for legal costs and refunds to 114
people who challenged the fees

for

ALL INCLUDED.

effectivenes s of Naval personnel,

Orange, Riverside county line.

and

ing certam controvers ial environ-

fees

AND SUPPLIES ARE

Riverside

workers a day were using the com-

raised by August.

EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,

environmental

established

m
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Inland Empire Business Chronicle
Coming Events
0

op
The Bureau of Export
Administration Will host workshops
on the subjects of export licensing
and management this month in
Newport Beach and Santa Clara.
The schedule of workshops
includes: July 5, Export Licensing,
Newport Beach, 8:30a.m. to 4 p.m.,
contact Margaret Wright (714) 6600144/ext.llO;
July 6,
Export
Licensing, Santa Clara, 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m., contact Lisa Quock (408)
748-7450/ext.l06; July I 8, Export
Management System, Santa Clara,
Lisa Quock (408) 748-7450/ext.106.

Corv tte Club to Storm Palm
Spring
Ao; rrumy a~ 700 delegates are
expcctcJ at the annual gathering of the
National Council of Corvette Clubs, July
7-14 at the Palm Spnn~ Convention
Center.
Corrung from every s1ate nationwide to represent more than I(X) O:Jrvctte
clubs, the delegates will bring some 400
vehicles to display, sell :md enter m offsite compctitioo. Free, public access to the
cars at the Convention Center and at
an Oasis Hall concourse is set for
July 10-14.

R

0

onga Q ak
nd Emp re
Sympho y

0

t

Culture meets sports on July
8 when the Inland Empire
Symphony opens 1ts Summer Pops
Series with a "Symphony Under the
Stars" sho"' at the Epicenter stadium, 1\408 Rochester Ave. in Rancho
Cucamonga.
The performance will feature Frank Fetta as conductor and a
fireworks display. Tickets range m
price from $10 to $25 and are available at TicketMaster locations and
the Epicenter, (909) 481-5252.

The Inland Empire Group of
Financial Women International will
hold a quarterly meeting on health
and stress Issues at 6 p.m. on July 19
at the Ontano Airport Marriott
Hotel.
Dr. Maryann Yuhas of Joint
Dynamics Family Chiropractic and
Debbie Carroll of Personal and
ProfessiOnal Excellence will address
the cultural and physical effects of
stress. For reservations, contact
Bonnie Strate at (909) 627-7316.

Br akfast for Public Re at ons
Champ ons

Manag ment Workshop for
Lead Personnel

Public relations professionals pursuing their practitioner exams
can benefit from a breakfa~t forum
on July 11 at the Wyndham Garden
Hotel, 3350 Avenue of the Arts in
Costa Mesa.
The breakfast w1ll feature
new information on the Public
Relations Society of America's
accreditation program. Cost 1s $15.
For information, call (714) 3669189. To reserve, call (714) 8322037.

The
Employers Group
Inland Emp1re Office will host a
two-day worhhop July 20-21 to
review the essential sk1lls required to
succeed m a leadership role.
Work\hop hours both days
are 9 a.m.-4 p.m., at Mission
Financial Center, 3600 Lime St.,
Suite 422, in R1vers1de. Cost is $315
each for members, $395 for nonmembers and $295 in groups of
three or more. Contact (909) 7849430.

The Ontario city and
Chamber of Commerce w1ll hold a
public seminar to address tran,portation issues at 7 a.m on Jul y 2X at the
Ontario Airport Hilton
Featured speakers on the
agenda include Mayor Gus Skrupos,
San Bemardmo County Supervi>or
Larry Walker and officials from the
regional Air Quality Management
D1stnct and state TransportatiOn
Commission Admission to the conference is $15

pr ng Br ngs The
Vlkk C rand
toph r Cross
Newly-expanded Fantasy
Springs Casmo at 84-245 Indio
Springs Dnve near Indio has slated a
weekend Summer Concert Season
aimed to keep locals from leaving
the Coachella Valley for big-name
entertainment.
In July, the scheduled ach
mcludc The Lettermen on July 14,
Vikkt Carr on July 22 and
Chnstopher Cross, July 23. For tiCkets and information, call (619) 342-

ABM also has:
•Copiers at Wholesale Prices/
Sales &Leasing
• Re-Manufactured Copiers
•Copier Rental Programs
• Low Cost Service &Supply Programs
• Discount Copier and Fax Supplies
• Plain Paper Fax Machines
Before you buy or lease another
copier Call ABM, "The Can't be
Copied Copier Company."

ADVANCED
BUSINESS
MACHINES

ABM

A factory authorized distributor

Serving all of Orange County,
The Inland Empire and San Diego County

Call Today 800/576-FREE
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st\ ~rullddnldrell
\lohhic" lldptll~ oil JO-uer~ properLy.

sL->.:illC. tfuillill~. l>ukill/l
Pro~no,i-: Excdlcnr

:\ l argaret. a pri me wheelchair ca ndidate afte r e ight ~·cars of arthritis medicatio n , dreaded\\ indi ng up a bu rden
one, especially her

to

any-

fam il ~·

Then she fo und the Ccnrcr for .Joinr
Replaceme nt at Loma Linda l'n i1·crsiry
~l edi eal

Cenrcr. Today, :\!argarcr 11·alks

upright ll'itho ur a n1· limp o r s tiffness, a nd
she c nj o ~·s a va ri e r~· of acti1·ircs, like pi c king o ra nges wi t h her fi1·e ~·ca r old grandson .
If t he pain in yo ur hi ps o r kn ees kee ps
~·ou

from doing the t hings you ll'anr, join t

repl aceme n t might be right for you . Fo r
more informatio n, call us o r send in the
coupon hclo11 right away.

LOfl;IA LIN DA UNIVERSID ' M EDICAL C ENTER

~

r--------------------------~--------------------------,
Ple~L.,c send me FREE info rmation abo ut:

:\a me.

..J I lip rcplaccmcnrs

Pho ne: - - - - - - - - -

..J Knee replaceme ms

l\ge:

------------~

,\ddress: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cit)' I State I Zip:
.\!ail to: L o ll I U vn I l ' \1\ 1 NM/1 .1/Fmc II C 1 \II N, Center for .Joillt Replace m e nt
112.14 ,\nderson Street, Room 7002, Loma Linda, C.\ 92.\:'i-t-21--.70
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